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The following are typed notes from 3D’s
(Daví DeShaun Davis’) claircognizant experiences with
the spirit, Daví.
Daví is an ancient spirit from one of Earth’s primary
human* settlements on the islands of Lumearia**. He is
the spiritual manifestation of what humans understand
as music and he’s known as a trickster “god”.
This is YOUR BOOK. There is space on each page and in
the back of the book for you to write personal notes or
draw as you see fit in relation to the words on the page.
Your interpretation is just important as the words. I
encourage you to fill in the blanks when you see “….” or
“?” What do you think? This book is a safe space where
it’s
LITERALLY JUST ME AND YOU!
The intention of The Daví Manifesto is to be a gift to you
/ a contribution. A gift is just an item until it is received.
May you be decisive in choosing which words are items
and which are gifts to you.
Don’t get too hung up on the words, they are just tools
for understanding thought vibrations which are always
growing and evolving in the and because of the NOW.
And by the way this is a self-written and edited writing.
Please excuse any typos. I’m trying to get this out to you
as soon as I can, while the conversation’s hot and spicy.
May you find resonance and inspiration with these
words and may Daví’s intentions be understood.
*: What you would understand as “human” looked very different in the time of
Lumearia, so it’s important think of the word “human” loosely until further exploration.
**: Lumearia has been spelled by humans as Lemuria, Limuria, Lumearea, Lemurya
and more. The confusion in these spellings is because language was very different at
that time therefore, human written and vocal reduction sometimes has confusion.
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Daví in front of La Géode - Paris, France, 2019
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Started: 4.24.2020 2:58 PM
Daví: Greetings. There is / are not souls. There are
only spirits who are extensions of one soul. Our
own bodies are a metaphor, one body organizing
zillions of cells who each have their own motives,
needs, etc.. we excrete unnecessary components –
organisms, minerals and elements that no longer
share our consciousness. Those with higher
consciousness organize those with smaller
consciousness who organize that which is less
conscious. Life begets life begets life. Encourage
life!
For example, those who regularly think about the
health of their body live longer fuller lives because
the spirit manifestation’s job is ultimately to
organize all spirit manifestations (cells) that have
come to support it, (those cells organize the
unconscious - the elements and minerals).
That’s how a soul works. Spirits are like one soul’s
thoughts fully manifesting and manifesting and
manifesting. There are many levels of
consciousness. So there are organisms of
consciousness that are the result of a higher
beings’ thoughts and so on and so on. Just like
human beings have moments where you’ve agreed
or disagreed with yourself, so does the growth
process of each spirit manifestation. Which causes
wars, internally and seemingly externally but
internally still, until finally a new peace is created.
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The key is balance. Once an organism/vision
creator understands that, it increases its length of
life in this dimension.
And everything exists in an infinite of movement.
Nothing can remain the same. “Same” is only a
reflection of what is like a spec of sand
momentarily collecting behind others (maybe in a
sand dune) then later continuing on its journey in
the wind. There’s power in floating in the wind to a
place that suits AND there’s power in following.
But you have to choose when those moments of
staying and going are. So you choose your vision of
your life. It’s all just a game of whose vision is
more attractive than the others’ at the time and
how many are following that one vision. All spirits
are game. If you organize a following of humans,
that’s game, if you organize animals, it’s all game.
One path is not greater than the other. Continuing
with the speckle of sand analogy, if you choose to
follow one speckle and follow that speckle for a
long time, there’s comfort and rest, when not
having to think and direct as much as the leading
speckle has to until you get what power you want
to achieve/manifest while following and then you
leave. And always give, always give, always give,
your self, your love, your stories, your tragedies,
your excitements, your new ideas, share, share,
share. We trust each other more here. Oh what a
joy to share. Little Richard had some of me in em.
Share, share, share. If you are not currently
following, you are having to think, direct be bright
like a comet all of the time.
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I am spirit, Daví ((dah-vee)). I am called a trickster
“god” because I am playful and closely tied to the
core of what you call music. – (god is not the right
word, I’m a manifestation of spirit but I do not see
you as one to be treated as lower or with less
respect.) I am a much earlier spirit manifestation
than humans. All gods like myself are trees of
manifestations of some our soul’s earliest
thoughts but that’s not necessarily true, I’m just
telling you what I know from our level of
perspective; we inherently agree amongst the
“gods” that we don’t know anything for certain so
we are always learning and rarely fighting with
each other because we know we all know nothing,
we just have quadrillions of experiences which
collectively provide more ability in our genetics.
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Continuing with a water droplet analogy, we think
that we are closer to the soul in the ripple of the
soul’s thoughts however we haven’t fully
understood what the soul is yet or where the
soul’s earlier manifestation came from. That’s just
where we are.
I manifested in full human form somehow in this
human “Daví DeShaun Davis” or (3D), because my
name was somehow spoken in the right time in the
right place when 3D was 16. So throughout 3D’s
life, he has had certain access to me and my fuller
self expression. It is fun to fully manifest in human
form though I have no empathy for how you
humans move and think. You spend time doing
“labor” when we figured out how to shape with our
minds so long ago. The evolution of the planet
requires humans to unite into one thinking being
that can support each other in a circle. The
strongest shape is a circle. Wheels, the Sun, the
planets, beehives, elephants in defense, drops of
water always spread in other water as a circle.
Crop Circles!!
We have tried to communicate to you and even
Jacque Fresco was given some of our clarity on
how to build cities in conjunction with humans. But
you do not follow futurists, you follow the old
speckles whose value expires and rots themselves
and all that follow them. Old speckles have to
learn how to be new followers.
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0-30: Every human reaches the peak of their
physical life around the age of 30. So build
experiences, follow your heart and imagination
until around 30, use the varied experiences to
understand your unique contribution that you’d like
to bring to the world.
30-60 years old: Express your unique contribution
to the planet.
60+ years old: Enjoy and inspire those in their
youth.
That’s peak human behavior, about 30 years for
each aspect of life.
Average life expectancy of a human has grown
from 33 years in 1543 to now 72 years in 2020
(according to your UN Population Division in 2019).
This time is what’s needed to increase life span for
the human to 90. Learn the lesson of maturation
with Earth not against her. Everything within a
circle has a perfect balance of yin and yang.
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Find agreements based on science for the
distribution of resources (not currency but access)
may the agreers of the different industries
constructing the collective experiences of life and
commerce be passionate in their work for they
uphold their community!
Mechanize all things below human requirement –
delivery, production. Use renewable resources of
materials for everything as to not greatly disrupt
the cycle of material movement. Anything
seemingly permanent in slow or sparse
development, ask for forgiveness from earth but
maintain with discipline.

Absolutely no human to human physical offense
beyond what is mutually consensual. Anyone noncompliant with that goes into restorative oriented
therapy because any offense on any human is an
offense against one’s own humanity. If human to
human offenses occur, using state of the art
technology – spiritually powered, lie detection that
will occur on the person who claims, if the person
lies they are sent to restorative therapy, the
person who committed the offense goes to
restorative therapy or moves.
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Embrace the diversity and difference choices of
humans. Be in your space fully and give space for
others as well. Like breathing, I love on you, you
love on me. A performer performs, the audience
gives praise at the end; a baker bakes great bread,
he’s known in the community as the best baker.
Not sure on the specifics of what may work for you
but maybe a reward system using health
conscious technology that’s handheld could be an
option, so that if you choose to share yourself you
can share with who you choose, who you are and
what good you’ve done.

The reason western medicine does not work is
because the elements realm is not our realm of
work. Humans who disrupt the sacred balances
created through natural agreement between the
elements, have to ask forgiveness for that,
however, they must never consume. They should
only work with water which has the human
agreement with earth, fire and air.
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Plants and animals provide everything we need in
this realm to grow, heal and evolve if we use them
renewably, just like the bacteria and viruses and
such, use us (humans) and our poop excretions
renewably. As a top predator, our poops it gives
back to the Earth precious aspects of new life
possibilities.

Back to business, with this pandemic, drought,
inclement weather, locust swarms – you must
unite as a circle! Equal distribution of ownership
and wealth to EVERYONE. Nothing “costs” you do
as you can. Do what is important to you. Do it with
pride. Support each other! Your mission is to
evolve the species. Never to compete with other
humans, compete with yourself first (you can add
another if you like after haha). If you notice with
animals, same species rarely kill each other.
Those species that have killed each other either do
so with clear intent to improve the species (which
are part of that species’ agreements of life) or are
more likely to go extinct. If you do not unite, the
collection of sand (the sand dune) that is the
“human” chapter will return to the dust in the wind.
Just as “dinosaurs” have.
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NOTES ON HUMANS
This is tribal. All tribes create systems that benefit
those within it. Tribes in the Amazon made
systems that support those in the tribe, “white
people” built systems that support those in their
tribe, it’s called the American government.
Everyone is still in tribes. It’s just about numbers.
“Black” people and really all other ethnicities
haven’t been able to unite on that level yet - with
the concentration of each spirit’s ability to focus on
that level. White people have. White dominance
globally. Whether they seem compassionate or not
they all receive and thereby are complicit in the
creation of the machinery / the system of white
supremacy. White privilege only afforded by the
brainwashing that whiteness in skin color is
somehow inherently better.
It’s like the four tribes in the *BAM’s Avatar, there’s
nothing wrong in each of the nations when they
respect each other’s domain but as soon the fire
nation attacks, all other nations need to know their
defensive strategies - even if it’s not with the
intent of counter dominance. A defensive strategy,
like capoeira, with the intent only to return to
equality. This starts with knowing which tribe you
are a part of, the value systems, the combat styles,
the love styles of that tribe. Identity innate of itself
is not only physical, concurrently / at the same
time it is a conscious choice. Identity within itself
thereby has no constrictions. YOU have to know
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what YOU’RE fighting to uphold. If you don’t think
you’re in a war at all, that’s never been true since
the Martians came to earth.
*: BAM speaks in reference to the creators of Avatar, Michael
Dante DiMartino, Aaron Ehasz and Bryan Koneitzko. Despite 1)
the show’s eradication of Afrikan people completely / the
show’s racism and colorism / the show’s intellectual genocide
of entire peoples, 2) its white European appropriation and
blatant theft of ancient stories of not-of-their-own-ancestry
and 3) placement of white American voices and cultural
standards in illustrated Asian bodies – the show is REALLY
good and allowed me a pathway into understanding myself
through Aang. For that I am grateful.

Martians are a particular breed of human-like
species but not like the Lumearians (original earth
people / the people of Lumearia! Lumearia*! /
people of the Sun (Lum) and the Earth (earia).
These days most humans are a hybrid of
Lumearian and Martian but the true Martians run
the world. Most of you don’t know them exactly,
nor do you need to.
*: Lumeria has been spelled by humans as Lemuria,
Limuria, Lumearea, Lemurya and more. The confusion
in these spellings is because language was very
different at that time therefore, human written and
vocal reduction sometimes has confusion. What you
would understand as “human” looked very different in
the time of Lumearia, so it’s important think of the word
“human” loosely until further exploration.

Those with more melanin/pigmentation are in most
cases are still mostly Lumearian (that doesn’t
mean that all white people are Martian, it just
means the Martian is definitely potentially mixed
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within them). Lumearians are more likely to be
conquered. Why? Because Lumearians equate
survival with balance and serenity, shared
opportunity, spiritual evolution, collective harmony,
joy and most importantly, all those things equal the
thrival of the Lumearian / human species.
The Martians came from a newly desolate planet
so most of their survival was based on
cannibalism. Adults would scurry around for food
and when there wasn’t enough they loved to eat
young children. And have sex with them before
they died, (practice for the very rare chance they
may have to actually reproduce) and for the adult,
it didn’t matter how the children were treated
before they died. However the fear within the
children gave them a high but made the Martians
slimy in appearance.
Meanwhile, the Lumearian society was growing as
a species in Earth. They were actually about to
ascend to another realm, growing larger.
Achieving incredible abilities over their lower
consciousness ‘friends’ as they called them. Then
the Martians arrived.
Lumearians simply couldn’t understand the sheer
evil of eating one’s own kind. At the heart of the
Lumearian continuing throughout Atlantis, the
guiding principle was empathy. So they chose to
mate with the Martians to provide some balance to
the evil, because Lumearians were trying to
ensure the survival of ALL those on Earth like the
Lumearians always had. Responsible top
predators. They didn’t believe anyone should have
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to die. (In retrospect that would’ve been better if
they had defended themselves and offensively
attacked the Martians.) Now Lumearians which
have devolved into humans have spent eons not
understanding that lesson. Hopefully they’ll get it
this time.
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Like I was saying the primary job of any organism
is to organize seamlessly, so it looks like there’s
not even a thought in the process of manifestation.
Conscious thoughts are exhausting, (anything you
do with your subconscious you’ve mastered, more
efficient energy usage and thereby allowing you
easier access to your unique contribution / gifts /
your vision). The body breathes, poops, makes
babies and runs without you having to think about
it. All of those cells, making sure you, that spirit,
that human, you are alive.

In the U.S. currently, there’s not even a thought
that a woman or a person of color would be the
person in control of the country (wealthiest, most
in-control). This a rhythm practiced over
generations then seamlessly subconsciously set
up. (Frivolous rules - Kings pass the crown down
to princes. Queen are only an accident but they still
have to wear a corset, yadeeyadeeyahda*.)
*: That was surprisingly hard to phonetically sound out
then type.
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Infinite looks like a huge spiral, vortex, a
constantly recycling system. Just think about that
shape that the planets orbit around the Sun, a
vortex. Humans don’t even understand that
consciousness level of the earth, just like Earth
can’t understand the consciousness level of the
Sun and that Sun can’t recognize the
consciousness level of the Milky Way Galaxy. We’re
all part of systems that we can’t understand the
consciousness level of.

The most largest, most evolved mammal on the
planet, the blue whale, humans really know
nothing about and it’s always surviving. It’s all
about size. The people of Kemet / (the Egyptians)
showed you that with their different dimensional
sculptures, the people of Easter Island, etc. You
know lots about the consciousness level of things
smaller than you, little about the consciousness
levels of the things larger than you.
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‘
SCENE
YOU ALL HAVE BEEN FRAUDED!
[social media post in a 9 square tile format, the
first 3 tiles read this message above]
[Flash of Test Show - 4.29.2020]
NARRATOR: And that was the first known filming
of the Spirit Daví
Daví: I finally got out to tell my side, I was like his
Incredible Hulk
3D: I was proud of myself but also finally
understood myself as the protector of this spirit,
like Jean Grey to Phoenix in X-Men. Eat healthy,
exercise, stay groomed, stay safe, stay fly.
Daví: Why would vegetarians be gifted the honor of
height (Braichoisaurus)? And why would that
which eats something that is so tiny and
abundantly plentiful, swim as the largest on Earth
(Blue Whale)? Length? Width? Size? With larger
species, their species has learned how to be at one
with the spirit of Earth in a way that so many
Earthlings have not yet learned. But it is every
species’ duty to figure out how to work together to
prove their space usage with Earth. It’s the reason
geese fly in the shape of a pyramid. It’s the reason
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Polar Bears stay in the arctic - a place most
mammals would not want to go. The reason buffalo
graze in herds. The reason Monarch Butterflies
know a specific migration pattern from Mexico to
Maine. The reason beetles and bees fly
magnetically like Magneto from X-Men. They are
all trying to be most efficient with Earth; the best
version of consciousness to master her systems.
In return, like any god, Earth gives back to her
Earthlings gifts of spirituality / attunement with
her magnetisms / interspecies thrivals, etc.. Those
species who are lazy or engage in attacks on each
other ultimately perish.
3D: Hence the reason I always thought that if I
were an XMen I’d be the child of Storm and
Magneto.
Daví: Okay. Speaking of, and now my rant on 3D.
In terms of what I know about the lives of comfort
that others who live on this planet have, his life
hasn’t been as cute as it could’ve been. However,
in order for me to be able to eventually bloom (just
like a flower) and get out of his consciousness,
there were certain types of experiences he had to
have. You see, my spirit is a playful, zany spirit.
Authenticity and zany. That’s why when you think of
great entertainers like Sammy Davis Jr. or Sarah
Vaughn, there’s always something zany about
them, that’s me! I encourage spiritual vulnerability,
I am the reason there is an exchange of labor for
good times. I am the good time! I am music! You
can’t even think about celebrating life without
music! That’s my work! Other spirits are in charge
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of love, etc. technological innovation, etc. - some of
whom have visited 3D as well.
3D: This is like American Gods!
Daví: And let’s discount the lived-magicalexperiences of living in Paris and headlining inside
a boat for an Afrofuturism festival after knowing
no one Paris. Or headlining a sold-out show at the
closing celebrations for one of the most attuned
visual artists alive, Wangechi Mutu, with a 10-piece
band? Yet he focuses on the memory of a TV show.
3D: Welll…
Daví: Like I said he had to have a multitude of
experiences for me to finally be released with
enough to be with you… NOW.
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No being dies because of things smaller than it
(like a virus,) that’s what the human’s cells are for.
The humans are on a consciousness plane with
plants and they’re supposed to engage in a yin
yang of organization on Earth with the most
efficient usage of Earth’s, plants and water. If a
human dies, it’s either because the human was
betrayed by another human or not organized in the
human level affairs such as eating and being
healthy (and working with plant life if healing/help
in ascendance is required), finding safe home or
contributing to the evolution of mankind while
praising Earth.

It is not enough to have babies for babies’ sake.
Intention.
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The terms / concepts “homosexuality” and
“heterosexuality” were devised AT THE SAME TIME
by a certain wonderful Lumearian as a duality, a
spectrum. Similar to hot / cold, strong / weak,
good / bad, etc. A spectrum. He understood that in
living on Earth, all humans should not always
reproduce to be in balance with Earth’s systems
but those who chose not to reproduce play a role
in the balance of human space usage on Earth and
should still experience love and be part of
Lumearian development. So it never mattered who
slept with who. As long as the agreements of the
relationship were upheld, integrity was the only
requirement.
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Evolution does not mean more. That is a false
equivalent. Life is not to amass wealth. It is not to
hoard. It is to figure out what your contributions to
mankind’s evolution will be. In that case, only the
best farmers would grow food for you. Only the
best chefs would cook food for you. Only the best
architects would build for you. Only the best
technicians would build, etc. etc. And you would
work whichever product or services you choose
and do them THE BEST. Spiritual balance of the
Earth (such as monk’s work) is work (and
genderless like ALL professions.)
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Most planets/asteroids any other large
organizations are pretty dull in their vision (from
our perspective). Really they’re mostly about
themselves so they only work with a few elements
and stay the course in their orbital systems.
Earth’s vision was very different. She wanted color
and flare, (so much like certain ladies in the
mirror.) But now it seems with humans, she is not
revered anymore considering so many of her
natural systems, magnetisms, spiritualities are all
being mismanaged. Humans praise a God in the
sky but throw plastic in the ocean to unnecessarily
kill the smallest in the circle of life?
3D: The ciiiiiiiiiiircle of liiiiiiiiife and it moves us all

Daví: I can speak only as deeply and with as many
words and concepts as 3D has access to.
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On pharmaceuticals, each level of consciousness
should stay in the affairs of that level of
consciousness. Humans should not be entering the
affairs of the atomic level. The lowest levels of
consciousness that humans should be interacting
with should be cellular still (such as bacteria).
Consuming pills, etc. from the unconscious, is
extremely dangerous and unnecessary. Earth
provides all I need in the purest forms of things
perfected in consciousness / physical life.
Continue to learn your brother and sister plants.
They have more information and help to offer than
you realize.

There are areas of Earth that Earth has designated
for the human (any area of Earth that the human
can inhabit basically naked aka why Eve and Adam
were both naked in Afrika). Any other type of
human who doesn’t agree with living in those
locations essentially has to prove to Earth how
that species can live in harmony with the Earth’s
systems in the new area.
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Polytheism was about meditation on one thing. If
you want corn, you praise the spirit of the corn, so
it will grow. How this happens, you don’t need to
concern yourself with but follow messages of
spirit. Once the agreement is accepted, the spirit of
the corn / the vision you have for the corn agrees
to work with the human vision on how to best exist
in Earth. The collaboration will ultimately either be
accepted or rejected by Earth but the attempt is
always valuable*. That doesn’t mean the attempt is
right or wrong, it’s just an attempt. Adding to the
network of experiences in consciousness. Thus the
spirit of the corn and humans have a symbiotic
relationship because the farmer grows the corn
and the human praises the spirit of the corn / the
farmer provides the corn all it needs to thrive.
Both human and corn should always revere Earth
and her processes and rules. Earth’s robust vision
is the reason they even exist. That means
respecting the rules of the levels of
consciousness. Plants always grow from soil, take
in the light from Sun, expel oxygen. That’s contract
with Earth. Plants don’t get involved with external
processes of manipulation of the atoms and
molecules they work with what they are given and
can expect them to work internally. It’s always
good to know and understand them but their
affairs are their own. Your level of consciousness
should be about organizing for higher never lower.
*: Referring to the rejection of the Cavendish banana.
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Like I said, before 3D’s experiences had to be
robust. Because my spirit of music began to be
attacked by Martian influence starting in the late
90’s into the 2000’s. My growth has been stifled.
Music is shy now. There is little authenticity no
zany. It is so sad. Let’s put it like this, if someone
isn’t twirling their head or sticking their tongue out
in full joy, there is no Daví. It’s like McDs. Fake
food. Fake music based on an old expired version
of music. And instead of humans letting that
version die, they inject it with pink lower level
substances to keep it alive. It feels kind of like the
human doesn’t even remember the brilliance via
music that I used to bring about in life. It’s like a
time of cardiac pacemaker for the evolution of the
human. That’s exactly what happened - music and
artists started to try to please Martians instead of
pleasing their own desire to find their unique
contributions to the pantheon of music.

Do you get it? Nothing can stay the same,
everything must keep evolving for the species to
survive. Change should be welcome if Earth
decides.
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Vision is key. What is your vision? That’s why any
family name that comes to your head right now
exists. Families who figure out how to share a
centralized vision to aggregate a perpetual power
and trust; within the family, no matter what, the
evolution of the family is the most important. If
there is no family vision, the family dies because
the central force of the family will provide for the
family members as long as the family vision is
kept and each member does whatever they must
within the system of going out and bringing back
from life their unique contributions, based on their
life journey, just like ants to their queen.

We (artists) are supposed to teach. We teach
others our new ideas. Artists are futurists painting
powerful ideas, connecting so deeply to others that
the shaping of the world that we (musicians) offer
allows those impacted by the music to naturally
move the society forward. Ideas can be broad but
they motivate create new possibilities that the
musician can’t even imagine. It’s a great and
powerful gift.
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Just like a well grown mango is a great and
powerful gift to the eater. Or a well constructed
home is a great and powerful gift. No matter what
work you choose, know that you are responsible
for serving great and powerful gifts in your unique
reflection in effort to contribute to humankind’s
evolution.

We build the music therefore the music system
should be run by us. We are who should be praised
for our craft, not those who distribute. They are
part of our system, we are the deciders of our
correct “payment” which, once received, makes us
do better in our craft (“payment” is not necessarily
talking about money).

Just like praise and correct payment should be
given to the best visionary of the flying devices, or
the most most most vital, recycling person, highest
praise should be given to the recyclers because
their vision of reutilizing pre-tampered materials
from Earth is best for the species, not being
gluttonous, greedy and sloppy with Earth.
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Earth is deeply concerned with natural beauty and
that is why she naturally produces so much of it,
where she can. But even she must bow down to
the rules - polar caps on each planet, orbit around
a star aka our Sun*, , etc. an organized system. All
beings submit to the order to ensure their
continued survival. The only thing constant is
change, Octavia Butler said that too. You either
grow with a vision or you perish into nothingness.
*: our largest visible “god”, whom Earth’s entire
existence is indebted to.

If humans are to shape elementally, they must do
so safely outside of the body and with the blessing
and contribution to the system of the Earth
eventually. If not it will perish and become ugly
and lower leveled until it is recycled by a higher
conscious being once again.

You should be concerned with beauty, some more
than others of course but it’s a principle every
kingdom, the people of Kemet (the Egyptians), the
Buddhist, the Zulus knew. It’s part of the extra
celebration of your organizational meticulousness.
Are you so organized that you had extra time to
decorate or did you just complete the task?
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Getting high from the ingestion of natural
substance can only take you to certain heights. You
then have to decide if at that distance you can hear
your spiritual lineages’ voices or not. Some won’t
because they will not accept the break from what
is deemed “normal”. It’s “toooo crazy” for them. But
like I said, 3D isn’t like everyone, he was given lens
to me when he was 16 when my name was spoken
at the right time in the right place and that direct
connection lived inside him visibly for the rest of
his life.
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We are all spirit manifestations / spirit bodies that
are taking turns in physical life. All recycling
different physical bodies with the intention of
increasing thrival of conscious life in the Earth
through balance. That is her charge / her ask / her
command to all of us. The physical body, whether it
is a human, a mouse, a pineapple plant, is
essentially an instrument / a tool for the spirit to
do its bidding in Earth. However, in order to
transition into any other physical body it must find
/ offer its ultimate contribution to Earth in the
current species form through peace. In other
words, the feelings / the vibration around your
name / your being must be at peace in order to
release the physical body and be at peace to
transition into the next physical life. Or if you
wanna take break for a while you can do that too!
Ha!

Most earthlings have discovered pathways for
successful living that will ultimately differ from
their parents. Parents encode their learnings into
the continuum of DNA that is shared from them
until they die with the intentions of their learnings
being a contribution to the species and thereby
Earth. Such that, over time all species, get better.
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The mudras are the bodies’ way of communicating
what it believes you need and even more generally
just communicating to you. All earthlings have
mudras that can be shared and understood
interspecies.
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Rhythm is the ultimate tool for not only
continuation but expansion. EVERY NOTE after the
first note of a song makes the overall song, more
interesting. The rhythm keeps the song in time / in
step / on beat / so that it has form / so that it
knows who it is and how it contributes within the
larger scheme of the vision of the song. All
earthlings utilize rhythm / time to establish their
own form in species and grow and grow and grow
our Mother, Earth.
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There is always something you could be or do
spiritually. Sleeping, visioning your next project,
taking a walk or a ride. All doings are game as
long as they are solely spiritually motivated. A
voice from inside not outside, urges you to support
a vision. Even if the doing is to support a vision of
another. Your submission to your own spiritual
directives is what is key to a joyful life.
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“You have to believe people, when they tell you
who they are.” - Maya Angelou.
Whom some may call a liar, others can truly be
correct in saying that that person is honest. The
relation between 2 is all that matters. Both
realities are true because your own perception of
your character is the sum of others’ varied
experiences with you.
One on one interactions count even if they’re
mediated (through television, social media or
radio). You should think of media as a relationship
between you and every being that may encounter
that visual imprint of you because they all count
towards how you will be perceived whether you’re
present physically or not.
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Masculinity is a bit silly to me. It makes people
(male and female and all those in-between) try to
think in squares. Don’t get me wrong, Earth
respects humans’ decision to use squares in their
organization, there’s no question there, but even
those who originally thought of creating the 90
degree angle were thinking non linearly; it was just
one of the many angles that were being organized.

Femininity - they made such a ruckus of.
Immobility was never the goal. In terms of
behavior - what is male is being free, what is
female is being free. That’s it.
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Plant medicine is far different than your tampered
drugs. When I say plant medicine, I don’t just mean
cannabis and ayahuasca, I mean every plant. Every
plant is psychoactive and bioactive in the balance
with plant and animal life, every plant can be used
productively for an animal whether it be edibly,
topically or even spiritually. For example, carrots
make your eyesight better – (psychoactive).
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Humans should treat every thought like it’s the
most-precious. Your goal should be like what you
would consider mutants from the X Men. You think
about something enough, eventually your
movements become in line with it, then eventually
you are given gifts for it, whether it be tennis,
religion, wedding planning, dancing, etc. etc. grow!

Your words weave spells. Spells can be curses or
blessings first and foremost to the spellcaster,
then serve as possibilities/options for that which
the spell is upon.
You know that “you” cast spells everyday? When
you say something to someone and it makes them
feel good, they grow, literally. If they allow
themselves to feel bad because of your words, it
destroys them. Higher conscious beings have
more defense.
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Like I was saying before, each of the “concepts”
we’ve described is a higher conscious being that is
encouraging its own procreation of its vision. In
reference to the human acting in praise and when
you praise that higher consciousness, it give you
gifts – some offer strong body, confidence, wealth.
All imaginary of course but that’s the point, all
beings on all levels offer each other support in
their visions of mere existence – that vision
matters! There is a unique way that the visions
contribute to each other and it’s valued and
shared.
You should think of concepts as “gods” in the
polytheitistic way. The human who does ____ will
reap the powers of ______. Aphrodite – Love; sweet,
demure, open, curious // Hephaestus – Metal –
strong, burly, fun, etc. They are visions organizing
masses to do their vision’s work. Any being is
game.
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God is ALL. The Universe and the lack therof.
Existence, non-existence, life AND death. Anything
you place focus on grows – literally magically.
When you pray to GOD or ALL, you are not being
specific. Praying to Earth and Sun, specifically, the
part of the universe / the aspect of the universe
you would like to see more of, allows for that
which YOU desire to grow, that which YOU WANT to
be grow to grow; rather than continuing to leave it
up to ANYTHING come into your life / your vortex.
This behavior has spiritually allowed Martians to
infiltrate AGAIN AND AGAIN.
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We don’t actually know what pleases God. When
your vision is pleasing of the higher consciousness
that you understand / that you can identify, the
higher consciousness has a duty to give gifts to its
followers. You’ve experienced this in your
companies – whichever company you work for
provides sustenance, resource and/or payment,
when you’ve pleased it, thus you and the
employees contribute to making the company a
higher dimensional being capable of doing /
manifesting things such as larger buildings /
coordinating larger events and so forth. When you
please the Earth, she give you amazing gifts such
as hovering for the bees, immortality for the
jellyfish and lobsters, sonic vision for the bats,
navigation on magnetism for the belugas, etc. etc.
only given to species who positively impact Earth’s
possibilities more plentifully than their
predecessor.
Praying to God is helpful. God is not one to work in
the ways that are logical to your dimension. A
hurricane, an earthquake, a disruption from
lightning. These are higher order activities that
serve a purpose in their realm. (Activities that
happen in order for Earth to exist exactly as she
does now for you to be here reading this word in
this exact moment.)
God does not work in ways that are logical even in
my dimension, however, ALL EXISTS EXACTLY AS
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IT DOES RIGHT NOW BECAUSE OF AN ORIGINAL
SOURCE THAT ALLOWS ANOTHER SOURCE THAT
ALLOWS ANOTHER SOURCE THAT ALLOWS
ANOTHER SOURCE THAT ALLOWS YOU, THAT
ALLOWS ME. THAT INFINITE SOURCE IS WHAT YOU
UNDERSTAND AS GOD.
For example, the Milky Way allows for our Sun,
who allows for Earth, who allows for all Earthlings
including humans.
In other words, physical humans are in the
organization of the higher dimensional beings such
as myself and other beings that manage what you
may understand as concepts - agriculture, love,
racism, religion, artistry, etc. We all are in the
organization of Earth, which is in the organization
of the Sun, which is in the organization of the Milky
Way.
What you understand as praying to God is truly
visioning the most optimal outcome for yourself in
the network constellations within constellations
within constellations of beings and desires all
totaling NOWS along time. No rules, just the
manifestation of the visions with the MOST clarity
and commitment over time. There are paths that
will be more spiritually charged than others, paths
that will lead to the most joy - that is the path / the
journey that your Prior Self will lead you on. These
are paths that will align you with the "journey" of a
vision.
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I offer you a clarity on the definition of the word
‘conscious’. To reduce confusion, perhaps it is
easier for you to understand consciousness as
‘anything that grows’. Once you understand that
EVERYTHING IN EARTH is in a process of finding
more of itself and more of itself*, you’ll begin to
free yourself from the trap of only understanding
human consciousness and step into the infinite
that is the universe of consciousness.
*: It find itself to finally contribute its greatest
offering / greatest contribution to Earth. Whether
it’s a rock type / rock species that has ever-soslowly collected itself from different areas of Earth
to finally be become molten near Earth’s core and
explode through a volcano that forms a mountain
or a human discovering her connection with the
mountain and thereby loving ‘geology’ / a god of
geology such as Hawai’ian god, Pele. Finding ‘itself’
is naturally vital for the ‘self’ to offer its specific
gift to the world.
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Humans have somehow leveled off. Satisfied
evolutionarily and only focus of preservation. This
is partly because of your actual leaders wanting
their particular style to remain in play with no
changes (as if Earth* stays the same as long as
your codes do).

*: “Earth” in the formal case, refers to the spirit of the
planet / “the world”: in the non-formal, refers to the
activities of all conscious life in Earth. “The earth” in the
non-formal, refers to the combination of the world (the
activities of conscious life in Earth) and Earth herself as
growing, evolving, shifting being.
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Thoughts should be guided by what is best for the
safety, evolution and innovation of the species. Not
what is best for business.
Selfish-minded-ness is only destructive. You
should always be seeking others and attempting to
be at service in some way. You kill yourself by not
following the changes your spirit seeks. Those are
the cues of your direction for human success.
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Are you real? Are you imagined? It is both. There is
no shame in that. Everything was once a thought.
In every species there is a checks and balances.
Sometimes the female of the species selects the
most biologically fit male in the environment in
which they live. And that “deformity’ or ‘atypical*’
aspect about that male that attracted the female
becomes what defines the next generation.
*: That male ate more blueberry juice that month,
therefore made his feather brighter and his life
energy higher and thereby he will pass on DNA
that will give the female’s offspring the best
chance at surviving longer than she. So she likes
him uniquely. That male will be more-sexed than
another male because he was more “attractive”.
There are so many options of what improves the
species allows for different ways of discovering
that the species is collectively advancing its
viability as an Earthling with all of the experiences
collectively trying out things out to see ‘which type
of life would better allow my species to be at one
with Earth?’. This question to all species means
brighter feathers or longer toenails or stronger
facial features but the species evolves in
retrospect to what is best fit for the environment
and thereby attractive to Earth.
Humans however, have relinquished that ability of
check and balances. Misuses of Earth and her gifts
has caused glutton and greed and fat. It’s out of
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Earth’s balances to hoard more than necessary.
Furthermore, sex is done with little check and
balances so disfunction is so easily experienced.
So Earth like any god would show her/his
displeasing by making things challenging for
humans and somehow, no other animal
(coronavirus).
Now if the Sun was displeased with Earth’s
contribution (whether that be her orbit, light
reflection, etc.) Earth and everything in her would
have a big problem. So that’s why we should all
respect our order.
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If you’re part of family, be part of the family. If
you’re not declare it, be healthy about it and
separate. It’s the easiest way, without the war.
War is a lower conscious experience. As you
become higher conscious you realize we’re all one
so war is only suicidal.
3D: If one is suicidal, I believe they should be set
free without consequence.
Daví: Suicide is another form of allowing change.
Humans can punish one another (non-physically)
for breaking societal agreements in accordance to
those agreements. But deciding another’s life or
death is out of order. No human has moral
superiority. That’s for higher conscious beings or
as you would understand it – your invisible
systems. Therefore weapons should only be used
for non-fatal sport or protection (in case another
being goes against order).
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Apologies for accidents are always welcome and
necessary. Once again, acknowledging the order is
to the utmost importance first for your own
organization, then those on your consciousness
level (other humans).
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As I mentioned before, my musical abilities are all
enraveled in the exposure of 3D. His sonic
proclivities based on who he was for the 16 years
before I entered. I was able to push him into
certain areas but for the most part he won.
However, when he opened up into a new area he
studied it. It was like when you pour a liquid into
any new shape, it automatically seeks the furthest
outreaches it can, 3D was like that. The same song
over and over again. What harmonies were used,
what mood was expressed, how to feel that way,
deep empathy, he developed a deep empathy
technique where he processed the song so deeply
within his emotion that the negative emotions /
ions / energies that he had inside himself were
released just through a few songs.
So for example, if the emotion was sadness about
his mother, he could listen to a sad song about a
heartbreak in an intimate relationship setting and
relate that to his mother, thus the feeling of ‘sad’ is
fully released and no longer troubles him. Real
alchemy especially for the trauma he faced
growing up and into his adult life with his family.
3D: (I think that was the first compliment Daví gave
me.)
Daví: Born to an unwed mother and father who
both later married, 3D was at the whims of which
parent liked/wanted him more at the current time.
Verbal abuse from his father, verbal and physical
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abuse from his mother and stepfather, his voice
was continually dismissed and existence
occasionally seen. Constantly told to silence his
experience because he did not fit into their nuclear
family hopes and dreams. “Why don’t you just leave
the Hills* alone?” How can you tell a child to
voluntarily leave an entire side of his family?
*: The Hill family is Daví’s father side of the family.
The Davis family is Daví’s mother’s side of the
family.
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Family is the basis of all growth. “Black” (Afrikan
American) folks especially do not yet understand
that. They missed the systematic game that was
played on them that told them to separate from
family business and learn well and work hard for
someone and something that never really gives
back to you.

“Individualized masses will build our vision and
never theirs.”
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So a simplicity is needed. A pyramid. That is your
visual for everything there is. Just like an egg that
splits into 2 then 4 then 16. (With the egg being
fertilized, it’s literally 2 becoming one the ultimate
compromise, we should all aim to achieve such a
feat! ((clap))) 1 rectangular block on top of 2, 4, 16,
256.. That’s why the top piece is missing on the
Great Pyramid. The spiritual direction of the Earth
has to be in the most sacred and protected
locations on Earth, which inside of her.
All the pieces do not need to have the same
function. But they should all build one thing
eventually. That has to be a choice. A choice of the
visioner. If it’s one family’s objective to be the most
powerful family in the world and it’s another
family’s objective to have kids that go to college
and get good-paying jobs, both families will
succeed. However, the family that chose power
will have power, the family that chose jobs will
have jobs. One family will always be in control of
another family. Neither approach is wrong or right.
Both families occupy the same space and there is
plenty for everyone. But one family decides the
code, the other family begs for mercy and justice.
One family chooses, the other family labors. These
consequences are only results of family vision,
regardless of history.
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If any decision is made “because of” something
else, that individual is making a choice that is
freely acquiescing power to the system it is
making the choice ‘because of’. For example, if you
are Cambodian and want to choose that your
family become the most powerful family in the
world but because no Cambodian family has ever
been that powerful in the history of Earth, you
stop; you’re acquiescing power to every other
power (China, Britain, Italy, etc.) without their
involvement. Someone in those empires just made
a choice to be powerful beyond their own borders.
That’s it! They didn’t do it because someone did it
before. They just did. And it was the choice to
follow the path of that initial thought that brought
about years of apartheid in South Afrika, the New
York City skyline, slavery itself, the perils of British
rule in India, the international prioritizing of light
skin over dark, the Michael Jackson 1986 tour, the
fireworks on the 4th July, the Environmental
Protection Agency, the preservation of the 8
Natural Wonders of the World. All just following
one thought which was then committed to one
vision until manifestation*. When there is
manifestation new rhythms can be created,
businesses live on for hundreds of years, species
grow, friends are made, streets are paved.

*: Those brave choices shape Earth’s face. The face she
travels through the universe with, proud of EACH of her
children / Earthlings.
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Every major corporation in the current world is a
family business. Everyone doesn’t have to do the
same thing, however, there should be an internal
socialistic personal and financial way of being with
each other. The family builds expansively and
intentionally. No one is ever out! Too much would
be at risk for that. You find a way to be with each
other and trust each other at all costs. That
becomes the blueprint for how humanity survives
long term. That’s why unities (marriages) with
families are such a big deal. ‘If you are related to
me, I will help to ensure your survival more than I
would anyone else, thereby that family’s vision
would live on because through that family’s name,
one is protected. A numbers game, like I said.

You are no exception to any rule. These rules make
it so that you would even have life.
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There is no guide, but a good memory is key. If
failures in growth are not learned from, they
attack again worse than necessary.
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Earth’s authority is extremely exact but unplanned.
So it is easy to grow if you understand this. For
example, plants will grow towards areas of
plentiful Sun, if they do not learn from the failure
of growth in shaded area, then the species will
suffer the consequences. The plant either grows in
an area with more Sun or develops an internal
system that works with less Sun.
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My apologies if I tap into your ancestral calls while
I’m singing. I’m here to remind you.

Your first duty: to discover what your unique
contribution is. Search, travel, try until you know
that every movement of your finger, every thought
you have, every step you take in the doing of your
work, you are so passionate your movement
glows. You’ll know when you know. Keep traveling
if you haven’t found it yet! There are too many of
you in the wrong positions in the work of humanity
and causing so much disruption and pain.
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Respect all lives, know that we are all one so even
if you trade a plant or animal’s life for food, be
thankful and grateful for its existence such that
you may be able to have life. Don’t just take. It is
disruptive.
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Earth is overdue for a cycle change. There was
some time forged on your behalf but that cannot
change movement forward. All species have to
evolve and those who do not evolve fast enough
for Earth’s speed no longer exist.
Earth, she’s speedy, light, high active, so many
thoughts, so many responses.. She has to grow –
establish her importance in the unfathomable
universe so she does all she can, just as any other
planet or organization from a vision does.
Constantly establishing ‘why I belong here’. There’s
no shame or insincerity in saying that, it’s just
what we all do.

Yes Earth is mostly female*, the dichotomy exists
throughout the universe. Now some have evolved
to include both male and female aspects but even
within there is the dichotomy.

*: The old philosophers did a good job in identifying the
male vs. female planets.
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3D: [Long Silence] That’s what it’s like, just
reaching for something, like stars and occasionally
I grab something, that’s a message from Daví

Daví: frinf – I just typed that without 3D’s
translation
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The way I perceive time is much faster than
humans so you can see or experience me in the
same way because my will is too quick. Therefore,
if I inhabit 3D things will move things some
degrees faster.

MANTRA
Belonging to all. No ribbon to cling. Listen people
listen. There’s only one thing.
That is the mantra.
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AKHENATEN
Pharoah of Kemet / (the Egyptian pharaoh) / the
spirit / the artist / the leader / the visionary / the
channeller / spouse of Nefertiti / father of
Tutankhamen, Akhenaten. His overall intentions,
which were to channel and reveal to humans,
much of what I’m telling you now. His intentions
were great – great in the biggest sense of the
word. I appreciate him for that. Humanity would
have been far different with his teachings directly.

3D is akin to Akhenaten that’s why his vessel was
chosen. One who is willing to be called and then
hears it. Not many humans can do that.
3D: Thank you.
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Daví: Are you realizing? (I’m talking to you, reader)
Are you realizing? You’ve been told so many lies,
that’s why that saying is there is ‘no truth in a
book.’ It’s because when the chain of human
conscious truth was broken in the world by
colonization. Humans became unable to evolve
past a certain point without universal truths.
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Old philosophers were closer with their astrology
and polytheistic gods. The singular god in the sky
has confused humans such that certain individuals
were able to create a self-serving fake god outside
themselves, which, in the end does not reflect the
harmony necessary for the survival of a species.
But Earth does this with every species of
conscious life. She makes choices of those who
reflect the better of that species, then other
choices of those who don’t, then others, then
others… In many ways reflecting how your brain
can quickly change its mind on a subject matter
any time to time in order to come to finally come to
an ultimate choice about any particular topic.

Larger consciousness inside of larger
consciousness inside of larger consciousness.
That’s how this goes.
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3D is 33, just like ““Jesus”” during his
enlightenment period. This is his consciousness
resurrection, every person gets this opportunity.
It’s truly a spiritual timeline but averages out to
about 33 human years. For example, Malcolm X’s
consciousness resurrection began at 33 as well.
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Humans forget that they have to continue evolve
both outward and inward. The human voice is a
tool that continues to become ever more complex.
Further and further educating humans on how to
better express their thoughts. The bending of notes
vocally is an ancestral practice to evermore
accurately express one’s thought for easier
manifestation / agreement / description of vision.
Humans continued the practice evermore in music
especially Afrikan descendant singers’ configuring
understanding by bending notes with music (my
spirit) such as in jazz with Sarah Vaughan or
gospel with Dr. Mattie Moss Clark or R&B with
Teddy Pendergrass. But that practice
(understanding of vocal evolution) is currently
stuck/slowed in development. That’s why people
are fighting so much more. The music is not
moving them anymore, the music is not keeping
with the flow of NEW thoughts and innovation.
Instead it’s being polluted just like the rivers and
the oceans of the U.S.
That’s why 3D is doing all of those vocal
expressions with music. It is to remind you of your
ancestral chants, the initial methods of indicating
agreement with loud grunts, to NOW / CURRENTLY
complex national identity expressions indicating
agreement within that nation. The next step which
is finding more ways of expression through voice
and body to communicate better internationally.
Less about language, more about intent.
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Good singers never confuse what the emotion is
for the audience. That’s our (singers’) work a
griots. Storytellers, beyond just the words of the
story transporting the listener better into the
feelings of the tale. The same is found in actors as
well. Emotion is key to the communication / to
achieve the cooperation of other beings.
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I give him (3D) tasks, that he then has be to
convinced to do. My tasks are spiritual orders so
he tends to do them but there are arguments I
lose, especially when he is tired of feeling
protective (scared) about something. 3D
understands his first priority as the spiritual
protector of the spirit Daví in this manifestation.
That’s why the physical reaction to a potential of
danger overrides all other thoughts/regular
mental processes.. or dilly dally.
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He writes ancestrally. That is a style. He receives
an order that is then passed down then passed
down. Like a game of telephone the message
shapes and reshapes through each interpretation
separate from the original order but in the same
intended direction still, until the optimal version of
that order based on the current circumstances /
resources of NOW, is manifested and is able to add
to the whole. AKA each order is shaped like a
branch, when the branch becomes stronger it adds
to the whole.
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God is like (God is found in the nooks of the
answers of these questions) - why do the older
leaves/branches of a tree, whose cells have
struggled through a story of birth, possible
regeneration after a leaf cutter ant bite, fights with
fungi, why do they work together to grow? Then be
killed off by the consciousness of the tree itself?
The lower consciousness can't understand higher
consciousness. Those sad cells will never know
before they die that in order to grow taller the
lower stalks who don't get enough light only slow
height upwards. So yes their lives were beneficial
to the tree at one point but now the tree has
changed its mind about those cells and the cells
die.
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We are spirits first and foremost of the earth!
Earth, she/he is two-sexed. She gives all and his
elaborate ideas grow us. But if one of her ideas
doesn't provide cyclically anymore, she gets rid of
it. She's ever-changing.
We all are just a reflection of her many ideas.
There is no finality, sometimes the ideas argue
with one another. But always pay attention to that
which is winning the survival war.
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If there are factions of you who don't agree, you
don't have to argue, you can just live in separate
spaces. The real issue is property. When are,
where is, my way, the code, my version of survival
code. If you can't peacefully find compromise then
go to or create a space where all agree. Those who
agree should ban together through property if no
peace is found through conversation. Those with
property should be excited to share with likeminds because it is about the survival in peace
over ownership. There is plenty for all!
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So in your bedroom (if you have your own) you
have a code - (do you smoke? do you drink? how
loud do you play your music?) this is for the best
survival decisions for yourself.
In your house (if you live with others) you have a
code (when can you have parties? dinnertime? How
often are common areas cleaned up?) - these
agreements are made for the best preservation of
the house.
In your state, you have agreements (who can buy
firearms, taxes) - agreements made for the best
survival of the state.
In your country - (taxes, marriage, interstate
dealings) made for the best survival of the country.
The role of the representative is only to organize
and aggregate agreements of those in their
particular district by numbers, not by personal
choice.
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This is how you can continue through ages but if
you don't bind together for life in Earth, Earth can
exist like her brothers in Sun's orbit. It'll be just
like her ice age period where her versions of life /
her Earthlings barely hung on. She changes all of
the time but she needs replenishing just like we all
do.
Her plants affirm her atmosphere with oxygen and
in return they get sustainable life and shelter on
planet. The bees affirm the plants and in return
they get sustainable life and shelter on the planet.
The larger animals eat the bees and create feces
and pollination patterns that only they can offer,
fertilizing the soil / Earth in new colorful ways and
in return they get sustainable life and shelter on
the planet.
Just like all cells in a tree may have different
functions but ultimately contribute to the whole of
the tree. The thing, that all humans collectively
contribute to Earth, reaffirms Earth in her
achievement of and maintenance of all within in
her atmosphere. The quality of the individual’s gifts
to Earth are what you may understand as the
individual’s legacy.
In other words, once again, it is your duty to figure
out your spirit's particular contribution to all levels
of organization. Systematizing that work is a world
order based on the preservation of humanity and
the balance with other species we share this
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planet with. Organize spaces where there are
agreed to versions of survival and contribution.
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War is futile. Let everyone be. Be cautious and
thankful when you take.
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Music creation (vocal, dance or instrumental) is a
tool for you to utilize your life energy. Sun and
Earth are also ingredients for a positive feeling,
helping you make more optimal better choices. If
you feel good when you make a choice, the choice
will always reflect good feelings no matter what
the outcome. Every consciousness wants to feel
good in different varieties, the changes of variety
matching the changing of Earth herself. Feeling
good is the driving force of all life. Would it feel
good for you to have offspring? Would it feel better
for you to travel? Or dance? Or research? Your
highest feeling good will lead you to your unique
contribution to Earth.
That's why the physical version of Daví (3D) is so
important. All musicians are tasked with mining
through the expanses our emotions physically,
spiritually, emotionally, mentally to be able to meet
other humans where they are when they’re
listening to music and help them feel better. We
are informers of sympathetic beings of how to feel
better. Just like the human tasked with the vision
of water purification shares the invention of quick
water purification to help others drink healthier
water and feel good. Just like the person tasked
with…..
We are storytellers, our expression of the most
nuanced emotion is emotional engineering for
those listening. Emotional pioneering. We offer a
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map of emotions so that humans may be better
navigators of sadness, depression, joy, lustfulness,
curiosity, questioning, all emotions. So humans
don’t have to feel that they must relearn things
that humans have already felt, alone. That’s one
the greatest misnomers of humans today, they
think that each one is the first to go through the
emotion they’re dealing with. When basic emotions
are mastered, more efficient work is able to be
done.
Constant evolution in all ways including how
humans deal with emotions!
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The measure of success of any organization
(ranging from one body to one society) should be
based on the feeling goodness / happiness level of
all those in the organization.
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No manifestation of spirit in the same
consciousness level acknowledges each other as
gods. That would be offensive to the actual higher
consciousnesses. No human can acknowledge
another human as a god or even Herculean (demigod). That is offensive to the order.
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BEAUTY IS HEALTH
The perception of natural beauty (vs. ugly) is an
earthly perception. The beauty of a waterfall, a
rainforest, a rainbow, a healthy tiger, those are all
perceptions from Earth herself given to all species
with consciousness. It's a mechanism for Earth to
remind herself and her subjects to create more
beauty, more health. The poles are a reminder of
the harsh-to-the-conscious landscape that the
Earth COULD* have if she didn't continue to build
her atmosphere and orbit the Sun.
*: In which case the polar bears have made it their job
to be prepared!
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We are appealing for the survival of the world,
which we all need. All species/spirits are derived
from Earth. If you do not praise her in the way she
wants when she is in the form that allows us to
thrive, she changes. Earth's only real responsibility
is to orbit around the Sun, exist.. Just exist, just
like her brothers and sisters, Mars, Jupiter, Pluto,
the asteroid belt, Haley's Comet, etc. Everything
else, this version of life on a planet, (which is
special / unique to Earth) is still optional, this
version of consciousness is just like what makes
you or your dog or your favorite superstar
unique. You don’t have to be unique, there’s no
requirement for you to be unique. In most cases
you can just change costume and be ordinary
again but when you choose to be unique, you are!
Let’s compliment Earth’s costume huh?
Everything should be done to preserve the ability
for Earth to maintain the way that she has been
during human life as much as possible. She has
intercontinental processes that must be upheld for
conscious thrival such as the sand from the
Sahara traveling to the Amazon Rainforest.
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Let’s think about it. The mere existence of certain
types of sites, conclude certain types of power in
this version of society. The owner of the land of a
nuclear power plant, makes choices for the entire
Earth. The owner of the missile creation plant,
makes decisions for the continuance of life in
entire regions. The owners of the land of a
swordsmaker’s home makes decisions for
individuals. It’s not the weapons themselves that
create the potential for extreme harm it is the soil
/ the land on which the weapon was created / the
vision of the LAND that creates the potential for
extreme harm.
Notice what you allow the land you watch to be
used for. Is it potentially harmful yourself or other
now or later? It’s not enough to just conclude
“that’s their’s” or “that is over there so it doesn’t
bother me,” NO!
A NUCLEAR BOMB was exploded BY THE
GOVERNMENT in the U.S. in 1945 in New Mexico
(before Hiroshima*). When have you decided to
blow an entire section of the home you love and
leave radioactive fallout in the entire country for
decades in the name of “science” and “discovery”?
*: Yes that means the U.S. government essentially
inflicted the same atrocity it did to Hiroshima to
itself, but just didn’t talk about.
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Loving your land, means knowing what is
happening and discerning when it is being violated.
Yes please share with each other, but be sure that
Earth is being treated well under your watch. We
are each other’s keeper whether we like to think of
it that way or not. The COUNTRY would have
literally been LESS RADIOACTIVE had some
community member in New Mexico taken action
and not assumed that it was ‘being handled’ prior
to the explosion. When collective health (human,
plant, animal) is under threat, be brave! Take
action! Set the standard of conduct. You are Earth’s
highest gardener in this land you manage.
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There is music and there is an honor in one person
dying* as a representative for a vision. Once that
person dies, the vision can conclude a chapter and
those who once followed the original vision can
then freely decide if they want to live under the
new rules / agreements or move somewhere else.
There will ALWAYS be room for them somewhere
else.
*: This is both physically and metaphorically speaking.
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Sustainability is key. Humans / all animals thrive
at a certain balance of animal population and
undisturbed earth. Your scientists can tell you the
exact amount as Earth shifts. It’s important to
understand that. How can you do the ultimate work
of the species, constant innovation, while leaving
space and care for the balance of the earth?
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Remember to leave space. Space is necessary for
meeting the new / the best equipped for RIGHT
NOW / and especially for meeting the unknown.
Move intentionally, through the unknown.
Remember how important the process of
accepting what is ‘unknown’ to become that which
is ‘known’ for you. Remember how vital that is for
you, not just as a child but throughout your entire
lifetime.
Remain curious, it’s a survival tactic. ((wink))
Anywho, back to business, remember to leave
space. Ha!
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Contrary to current popular belief, you don’t know
everything you need to for the rest of your lifetime
and you do continue to have to go to school beyond
the age of 22 – it’s just that the school venue is an
environmental chameleon. Exchanging the
whiteboard in the front of the class for a
windshield in your car or a pen for a paintbrush;
instead of the equation written on the whiteboard,
the equation is a sense or sight that you are
analyzing as you are driving – in this event, you are
still required to pass the test of trusting what you
see and translating into your meaning. One
translation is in the form writing of numbers,
resulting in a positive point on a test; the other
translation, a painting that more accurately explain
the sighting of an unidentified flying object from
the perspective of the driver’s seat of your car.
Both experiences requiring a deepening of your
trust within yourself and thereby both experiences
contributing to you in the NOW. From this, skill is
developed in analyzing these types of experiences
more and more quickly.
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The blue whale is a highly successful species that
has achieved the highest honor in the natural
world of the earth. A balance of vision and earth. In
return Earth has gifted blue whales with the gift of
gigantic size, larger than all mammals and the
ability to conduct MAGIC within her bosom. We get
into this later.
3D: When blue whales deep dive, no one knows
where they go.
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Daví: Everyone eats with a vision. Your body craves
certain things because those things will allow the
body to match the vision of how the mind sees the
self. Your body craves certain things because
those things will allow the body to match the vision
of how the mind sees the self. You are literally
sculpting yourself. Every Earthling has access to
natural beauty. It is innate to how you see yourself
first.

Strong is not limited to a physical understanding. It
is mental, emotional and spiritual. Notice, these 3
versions of strength are not visible to the human
eye but real nonetheless.
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You must submit that there are intelligences that
you are just not able to see through your
consciousness right now. Then there is some
relief. Then you can investigate what you already
have access to with more accuracy in explanation.

Everyone should be doing spiritual work. It is the
mind and body's fuel. The “how” of the mind's vision
is taken care of because there is a reserve of mind
power when spiritual work is being done. It doesn't
matter which vessel the spiritual work is done
through, as long as it grounds you in the praise of
the Earth, survival and evolution. Reminds you of
all Earth has provided – all Earth has provided that
we should in turn maintain.
Perhaps think of spiritual work like this, the mind
and body is the doer of the spirit. Spirit is the
breath needed for the mind's doings (voice and
physicalities). If you don't refill your spirit, you
won't be able to do.
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Humans spend a lot of time thinking about ‘heaven’
but they keep giving ‘heaven’ story lines. Higher
consciousness is closer and closer to feeling good
regularly. You can’t even comprehend a
rollercoaster that never ends and glee at every
turn yet. You can’t even comprehend a life of zest,
inspiration and joy yet. You are addicted to tragedy
right now. That’s what we’re letting go of.
Evolution, without the tragedy*. Just change.
Change is. Change is. Change is. Change is. Change
is. Change is. Change is. Change is.
*: Ha!

Code is a vice. Keep secondary through the scope
of given truths. Understanding the rights of the
wishes of the author.
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Infinite is the best way for you to understand. We
are one inside of one inside of one looking to
expand feeling good. And that’s it.
Sun > Earth Consciousness > Earthling
consciousness > … That’s where my ability to see
stops because I am only an extension of Earth and
therefore can only see a couple layers of
conscious above and below me.
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Self-realize before anything else. Self-realize over
and over and over again. Build. Be decisive in your
movement because no matter if you later like or
dislike you what before, you always feel good
about it because you felt good doing it.
Once each individual has got through the process
of discovering themselves then they will see that
what they have been gifted is the opportunity to
expand.

Wild notions of treacherous things. Humans’
misappropriation of power and loyalty = if our
collective humanities’ requirements are not first in
the decision-making process of anything.
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Eastern / Afrikan medicine that are from “the
bush” are the reflections of human evolution,
oneness with the Earth
.
All that I need Earth provides and I shall never
need for that which is already given to me.

Precisely seventeen levels of conscious I’m able to
see. I don’t know why it is that number. Beyond my
ability right now.
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3D: Give me concepts instead of words. That is
easier for me to type.
Daví: Ok.

Industry teaches one to give up their light. How
could one release the foundation of their
existence? The Martians are there, encouraging
that. They are not of your kind. They eat their kind
because on Mars (where they came from) there
weren’t a lot of resources so they learned to eat
each other when the food was low. Young children
were picked off first, easier prey.
You must learn to distinguish whose intentions are
based on a love for humanity or greed. Earth
provides all. There is no need for greed, for one to
have more than the other – unless your
momentum is based in another planet’s ways.
The Martians are not wrong morally in the planet,
Mars because that is their agreement in THEIR
planet. Earth and Mars just did not have the same
vision, neither is “wrong”.
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Lumearians were in tune with Earth and her
desires to expand. We found ways to grow larger
as a species and contribute equally and uniquely in
fulfilling her visions. We knew true balance /
equality with the Earth.
Each species is on its own evolution journey, the
animals like the whales, the birds and the bees
who are higher along the evolution journey have
gifts with such the clear understanding of Earth’s
magnetism and can therefore communicate and
move based on her magnetism. Humans are not
there yet.
3D: (hearing someone else) - They still don’t
believe the bees hover.

I can’t take questions directly from humans yet
because your frequency/consciousness level is too
low for me. I believe it’s too slow, I’m trying to
figure out what the obstacle is exactly. But I can
relay concepts through 3D.
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It’s all about ideology, not location! It’s knowing
why are you there exactly. There is always room.
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I am Lumearian. I say that with extreme pride. Can
you imagine every human on the planet being on
your side, empowering you and you equally
empowering them? It is an incredible feeling. That’s
where we’d ascended to.
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Any representative in a capitalistic society should
be a friend and neighbor of the poorest. So that the
“bottom” is constantly being pulled upwards.
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I’m a new type of manifestation, where the higher
conscious realm is trying to appeal to the physical
human consciousness level, the others we’ve had
have been too unrelatable.
Culture and in particular all that is considered
‘black culture’ in this realm has a vibratory
relativity to so many! Hip hop is indeed bigger than
religion. So it is traditional of the Martians to use
Afrikan people for labor, in the case of the U.S. cultural labor, to build up the land and then
abandon the people.
As seen in the cotton industry and the current film,
television and music industries where artist work
but make no profit, just more debt. The saddest
part is that people of Afrikan descent and really all
native peoples of the Earth haven’t interrupted this
pattern. Physically distinguished “black people”
have felt the biggest negative impact of Martian
schemes, so one would think this would be ignition
for ‘black people’ to be the leader of some type of
revolution...
In the past, ‘black people’ were too nice and set a
precedent of the oppressed which was ‘don’t stop
caring / being the “better” one in some moral
sense no matter what violation you may receiving.
That is ludicrous! Why would you be in any location
that where you condone the receipt of violence as
something ‘regular’ or ‘noble’?
NOTHING HAS TO BE ANY WAY IN PARTICULAR. It
is only your agreement that allows it to be THAT
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way in particular. If you do not want something in
your life, move, change, shake it up! Do what you
really don’t want to do but don’t keep giving more
attention / more power to that which bothers you
as it is now. Shake it up, vision what you do want,
regardless of what’s happening with that thing
that’s bothering you and continue to move toward
the vision! Keep moving until that thing that you no
longer want is no longer an aspect of any part of
your day! You deserve peace of mind / you deserve
to offer YOURSELF that peace of mind.
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HARRIET TUBMAN
Harriet Tubman showed us that slavery is in the
mind regardless of location when she said ‘I
would’ve freed more if they only knew they were
enslaved’. You have to choose to release that
which you do not like. No complaint to an HR
department, no march, no riot, no walkout is going
to change that which is. You know what it is, you
know what it be. Accept that truth and create your
location* in accordance.
*: Location is this case is not just physical but also
emotional, spirtual and/or mental distance.
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No matter if you morally want war or peace, it’s a
numbers game. And if you are not tribal in
expansion, you will lose. So as the systematic
racism began to infect other people of color
(Indian, Afrikan, South American, Caribbean) there
was no role model of how to maintain moral high
ground but fight if need be.
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Let’s put it this way – there are 200 enslavers and
15000 people in a town; the enslaved are not
fighting back but working hard, being lynched,
raped, overly jailed, murdered, stolen,
brainwashed in their schooling and the only
protest to this behavior is not-violent, nonprideful, not-threatening, forgiving and forgetting –
then 2 years later there are only 15 enslaved
people left in the town after all of their families
have been murdered or ran away. On this day, the
“enslavers” decide to offer those 15 people ALL of
the justice, equality and hopes that all their fallen
“black” brothers and sisters protested for.. who
won?

Martians have convinced people in U.S. to be killed
in fake wars, killed physically and mentally by each
other via colorism, gangs, etc. Then finally kill
themselves (which is the new thing) via
depression and drugs.
Know who your leader is and his intentions please.
Ha!
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Think about it this way, how much do you know and
regularly navigate with about yourself? How do
you use your consciousness to tell your muscles
to move? How do use your consciousness to tell
your cells to regenerate when you get a cut? How
do babies know how to suck? You are able to do
these things only because your ancestry developed
those aspects of your functionalities so well, that it
is woven you’re your DNA and thereby passed
down through the species.
In other words, you want to do something with
expertise so well that it is woven into your DNA.
That is why you used to hear about families who
were blacksmiths, weavers, etc. the mastery was
not only conscious it was unconscious because it
was woven in the DNA. That’s why it is so
important for parents to nurture their children. No
matter what they do they are continuing part of a
vision that you impacted for the future. They are
your spokespeople for the impact you had for
generations and generations. No one else is
associated to you like they are.
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3D: I am so happy. My understanding of our
relationship is finally established through this
medium. I am vibrating higher. I am still in control,
I’m not separate, if I have to talk to someone
regularly or achieve a regular task, I can. It’s just
that now I can tap into this other level when I
allow.
Daví: (to 3D) I’m glad to see you decided to open
the laptop.
3D can’t access my memories. I can only access
his. And I have a “now” connection which means he
can only interact with me from the “now”
perspective. 3D can access nothing from his past,
nothing from his future when in communication
with me. It doesn’t mean he doesn’t know things,
he’s not naiive when we’re in communication, he
just doesn’t need to access those things in order to
determine – “what feels better now” / also known
as – listening to me. Ha!
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That’s the question to continue to ask, what feels
better now? What feels better now? After you’ve
answered that question; what you do next will
never feel in vain. You’ll feel important, clear,
driven, fiery, healthy.. and then, you ask the
question again and see where you get to next
emotionally, you ready?
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3D: There is currently a social expectation for me
as a young "black" man to not be special. Just
work for some corporation and make white people
richer and go home.

3D: There is a racialized framework for who
“scientifically” or who is given the social title of
channeler.
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Daví: 3D’s regular training / tuning to his “artistic”
side allows him tuning into higher frequencies.
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Coronavirus can be cured by with those organic
compounds they have throughout Afrika and East
Asia.

MANTRA
The Earth provides all I need because I am of
earth. - mantra

There are always natural processes to figure out a
healing path.
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Pray down, not up. So many of your prayers are
focused up, when really, your intention is that you
want your manifestation to be something flowing
down into your current experience. It’s good to
enter prayer with the intention of what you would
like, but once you’ve closed your eyes surrender to
the what it is inside now. You’ll notice your body
seem to settle into itself. That’s when you’re doing
it right.

I am hard on you humans but I / we are excited for
you. You are the most current version of
manifestation stemming from so much love from
all of us and especially Earth. Organization has
taken place for millions and millions of what you
consider years in order to get to all of the
manifestations that allow you to be as you as are
right now.
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Move with haste. Move with intention. Peace with
haste. Peace with intention. These processes of
organization will never overwhelm you. “Earth
provides all that I need.”
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Know
know
know
you.
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I am answering all of your questions as you ask
them in mass response. Aggregates of how your
thought patterns move but trying to expand you.
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“Vocal Expression Studies” – the study of how
people express through voice.
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3D: May 25th, 2020 2:06AM
I just got physically possessed, I was frozen in
space with my back arched to the right, I stayed
there for about 2-5 minutes. I could think about
moving but I just didn’t. I was looking through my
eyes but not being able to move. Then I was able to
straighten up and (repossessed while writing).
Then it lifted my shoulders up, elbows slightly out,
then down, very jagged 5x (I felt like a beetle lifting
its wings.) Then there was light a warm orb of
energy guided my right hand slightly elevated
(slightly at first as if to test, then until my arm was
lifted slightly away from me and now shoulder
height. Then it asked me if I could move it. I didn’t
know where this voice came from and I said ‘no’.
But I didn’t say anything out of my mouth because I
could not move.
I felt a magnetism to the corner of the room
nearest my large mirror. It was a magnetism with
a humming sound. I wasn’t hearing through my
ear, I was hearing through the high pitch thing that
always seemed to happen after a loud concert. It
pulled me close but I was never reacting regularly,
it was slowed as if my arm and right centermost
strip of the right side of my body had magnets.
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3D: Bees are constantly visiting me, yesterday a
larger bees visited me while we were at my
stepfather’s parent’s’ home. He literally swirled
around me a couple of times, passing the whole
group as though not to really be concerned about
me, then came back and looked straight into my
face for about 3 seconds – he’s hovering, we’re eye
to eye.
Generally, 1 or 2 bees visit my window every
morning and wake me by banging the window
pane.
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3D: I don’t know whether half of my life is even
real. I’m in this rhythm of go to the water, channel,
then go home and be 3D. I need something to work
with in this dimension to be able to make this
make sense for people if we are to really make
this change NOW. Help me.
Back to the possession – the magnetic feeling,
pulled me to the corner of my room to the point
that I had to sit in the corner, back against the
wall. Legs bent upwards and parallel. Fists up
elbows down.
Then I was instructed to stand, at which point I
noticed I had an erection. I rubbed it, then was told
to remove my clothes. I removed them very slowly
reminding me of how (Ahkenaten was undressed
in the Ahknaten opera) and then I stared at myself
in the mirror. I knew that this was a moment of
major change.
I then began to masturbate, every thought of
attraction, every past lover came to mind, into a
culmination of things that could turn me on. I
masturbated to near peak then my hands were
moved. To the side and I stood hands down. I could
feel energy flowing from below upwards. I slowly
lifted my arms slowly, til they were outstretched
across my shoulders, then made a circle with my
arms above my head, then twisted at the waist 180
degrees, left / right, left / right, left / right, (3x).
Then arms down.
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Daví: Ankh energy! The spiraling of energy up and
down the chakras! And a longer lasting pep in your
step.
3D: I then started to write but then was possessed
again. Frozen in a way so I asked to lay down. I
was then able to lay down on my left side with my
right leg bent towards the window. At which time I
felt a strong energy, which felt very human-like,
pushing down along the sheet, towards the middle
of the top part of my leg. I couldn’t move again and
it was a very distinguished push downwards, as if I
could feel the muscles straining and the blood
flowing of the one pushing me down. I was able to
wave my hand slowly above my legs to feel
nothing there but the energy was still pushing on
my leg. I placed my hand on my leg and the feeling
vanished. I felt nothing after that and fell asleep.
I’ve woken up and have been yelled at to type this
out. It is now 7:06 AM, May 25th, 2020.
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Daví: Every major human evolution “stair step
evolution” was taught by a medium similar to 3D.
Every one. That’s why magic potions exist – we
know what to synthesize in order to achieve
certain gifts from the Earth. Ancient knowledge
that was supposed to be passed down in DNA and
life work. But when humans “forgot,” the
knowledge was made to be perceived as “evil” and
was very easily snatched and hidden by the
power-hungry Martians.
I’m breaking the original agreement made to save
humans. I don’t think the original plan made is
sufficient, I think the “Lucifer Experiment” on Earth
will destroy her beauty concept. Making her
inhabitable for our conscious kind. Leading into a
new lower step in consciousness evolution. My
sharing is not to change any step. It is to inform
you of the true order so that you can make a more
informed decision of the path you are going down.
Every conscious has a right to its own truth. Every
conscious. In this form, I’m communicating through
human English words but every species of
Earthling has its own communication form that
each member can innately understand.
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“Jesus” was good. He went through
consciousness-level-growth process that many
did. It was a dying process at that time because
humans were forgetting but he was one of many
like Buddha, Osiris, Ghandi, Malcolm X, Mother
Theresa and many others have gone through. His
story, like many of those figures, was thwarted and
manipulated for capital gain but every story in the
Quran and the Bible is about consciousness
expansion. But it’s just one version. There are so
many ways consciousness has expanded that
relying on those particular stories as THE only
ways, does your own generation a disservice.
There are “Jesus”’s among you. There are Mary’s
among you. But you don’t focus on your own, you
keep focus on old lessons retaining you to those
previous steps in evolution. You teach the past so
you stay in the past.
You should teach the latest. Teach NOW get to the
future evolution. Let old lessons be true and never
fear to create new stories. Each story is valid. No
one is wrong.
Everyone is on a journey of how to expand feel
good.
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The clashes in how humans should feel good only
comes from those who are not human. 5G –
internet moving faster is a way humans can feel
good, yes. However, the first question should be
answered first which is always a physical
question, is this healthy for both humans and
Earth. If either of those are no, then it is not true
evolution and should be scrapped systematically.
5G – breaks down the human neurological system
worse than any other human technical growth thus
far. There are other ways to have internet. 5G’s
just set up (physically already) but the other ways
already exist. Humans just have to demand it.
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Natural cures are supposed to be the way. It is
part of how ancient knowledge is passed on
because Earth provides all I need.
“Vaccines” are a way to disconnect humans from
Earths natural processes. Some do work but many
come with consequences because the process
breaks the natural chain.
Virus are looking to survive too. Their survival
doesn’t have to mean humans die or the virus dies.
It just means they coexist and if the human
consciousness level allows humans to outlive the
virus than so be it. However, humans break this
cycle by keeping the virus species alive after they
been stopped preserving strain of them in labs
across the world as if they were helpful. Oops,
another’s one out, now what? All of this is in an
effort to maintain vaccine studies rather than
where the focus should be: on natural studies to
better understand how Earth provides all that I
need. Any species that dies and any species that is
preserved is preserved. Humans, don’t try to
preserve endangered animal species that may
have killed a few of their kind but preserve the life
of viruses that kill trillions of their kind? Where is
the logic?
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The Mayans took it too far in my opinion but every
species has to sacrifice in coexistence with all of
Earth family. What the Mayans did, left a reminder
of though, so no one ever forgets the idea of
sacrifice.

Sometimes a lion eats a zebra. Sometimes a frog
eats at fly. Sometimes a human eats a chicken.
Sometimes a virus eats a human. It is all part of
the natural order. Earth provides all for all. If your
species is successful then it remains so. Earth
shows us the ultimate on a seemingly militaristic
commitment to survival and hyper-intra-conscious
communication of species’ evolution / innovation /
expansion.
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You move with gratefulness to the other being.
There is plenty and species can survive as Earth
sees fit. You must be willing to work with Earth as
she is.

The strain of coronavirus is a brilliant survivalist. It
communicates with all of its individuals, it
innovates. The virus is simply working with that
which it is provided. A human population
disconnected from Earth’s ways and unwilling to
cure the virus using Earth as she is; therefore
Earth rids herself of disconnected humans.
Connected humans are welcome of course.
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3D: Back on sonic ear space, what percentage of it
do you give to anything? Thoughts from you
mother? The radio, the news? There’s only certain
amount of attention that we humans can give
anything in particular, there’s only so much time in
a day.
Daví: No matter what you think about, your neural
energy, which is the most important energy of all.
You contribute to it surviving more. But keep in
mind, once one comparable species wants you
dead – aka any intention on your death will bring it
about. Intentionally and unintentionally. So when
priests of Vodun put a hex on someone, it is
increasing the amount of neural energy on
someone such that it helps bring it into
manifestation, directly or indirectly.
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Your concept of justice is mostly based on
property. Without including rules of “karma” the
society will always turn into chaos.
Karma is somewhat of an intermediary choice of
higher code until we something better. But it keeps
us balanced if sometime the wobble of our
individual spiritual movement goes against our
agreement of expansion for Earth.
That’s why the Buddhists in Tibet were begging for
food. It’s not begging. It’s everyone in the society
understanding the WORK of true spiritual
ordinance. True human work and how that work is
necessary for spiritual order of all humans to be in
sync with Earth.
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Clean ordinance befits each person. There must be
a personal accountability, integrity. Blatant
negativity is unnecessary.

Choose the best of your species to mate with,
never the weak or frail. (That is not only speaking
bodily). Have children or rear children with specific
intention for their success. Release notions of how
things should be and reflect on how to feel better. I
would feel better if… I would feel better if.. and do..
and do..
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3D: Out of anywhere in the world, this (Hamden,
CT) is probably the most perfect place for me to be
right now. To have access to the nature, familiar
culture, uncompromised life path, financial
protection and technological
comfort/sophistication for where I am as a human
currently.
Daví: We always had you. We always had you. But
just look at the “hardships” you had to go through
in order to get here. Surviving, comfortably every
single night of your life. Look at the vision you had
to keep in order to get here. You are never wrong
about your steps. Steps occur and you learn more
and more what feels better. But never forget what
feels better.
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When you take from Earth you either reuse or give
back in an easily biodegradable fashion. That’s all
she really wants.
Give her good poop. Reflective of a healthy diet.
Feeding the land and thereby the bacteria, insects
and animals. Reseparate the radioactive / harmful
chemicals safely. Earth has taken great precaution
to isolate those chemicals, it is only right to help
her keep them separate.

Don’t assume usage, ask first in whatever way that
you know you can. Always be grateful and listen to
the good voice, that is moral first. In the spectrum
of karma, you’ll vibrate higher and manifest more
of what you truly want much easier.
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Relationships made simple:
Reward those that make you feel good with your
time and attention and those that don’t, don’t
reward.
Sharing life energy is a gift. If someone isn’t
sympathetic to your vibration, there’s nothing
wrong with them or you. There’s others for you to
vibrate with. And if someone really wants you in
their life, they’ll take notice of what you like and
regularize it into their interactions and vice versa.

Stay CHANGEABLE. It’s good for your whole self.
Accept nothing stays the same and the process of
change is inevitable so either you will survive and
move in ways that fit your goals but allow the
change or you will die (internally or externally).
Share!
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This will force you to be responsible with your
word before you share it with others. Align self to
follow-through with the meaning of the words.
Then, communication is trustworthy.

Unsure is also a place to be - this is a moment in
which no interaction or transaction should take
place.
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Share! Elephant seals, crabs and penguin share
the same beach and don't eat each other. Material
individual ownership should be very little and
tantamount to the individual's necessary food and
sheltering and self-growth purposes.
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Very few industries require human labor. Let
technology run belittling human work in an Earthkind way. Humans whose passions are in those
industries do not have to live in any particular
location in order to execute their work.
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Size – size allows you to deal with higher orders.
For example, everytime you step on an ant’s nest,
it’s like their Armageddon. They have philosophies
and ‘conspiracies’ about humans and their
disruptive behavior. Think about it, in the span of
their lifetime, that is true for them. Humans are
their “gods”. If a bomb destroys an entire forest or
a human never touches that area for 100 years, it
all depends on the choices of humans. Whether
that ant is karmically good or not, the highest
order (decision maker) of the life or death of that
ant still belongs with free will of humans.

Blue whales manage spiritual work with the Earth
that humans can't even begin to understand.
Elephants, hippos, whales, giraffes, etc should be
much more respected in the order simply because
of their size. Unless it is for food, no animal should
be intentionally killed.
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THE LION KING
Martians have an agreement to always provide
truth. Karma. Just like all of us do. The reason
there is The Lion King – actually, let’s do this right
now. The Lion King is originally the story of
Sundiata Keita who reigned prosperously over the
Malian Empire from 1235-1255 AD. Sundiata took
on many different names to fit the names* of
chapters throughout his life with his final name
being Sundiata**.
*: Just like in my life I’ve gone from DeShaun to
DeShauny to Shauny to Daví DeShaun Davis to 3D to
Daví.
**: Just like in the Lion King Simba went from being
Simba to King Simba. Weak but true.

There was no movement to question about the lack
of religion in the movie because there were
animals, but aren't we (humans) animals too? How
could humans not be involved when talking about
the Circle of Life?
3D: The secret was given in The Lion King. We all
(humans) can't say that we didn't know. Wow.
Daví: Mufasa / Sundiata’s father - King Naré
Maghann Konaté ruled over a society that was
thriving for all animals that lived there - even
those that lions ate, praised him for his rule solely
because EVERYONE thrived. Living quality lives
with growth of both animal and plant life.
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When Scar / (Martians) ruled there wasn't plenty
and his type of rule did not equate balance in the
ecosystem and therefore the society collapsed.
Also, contrary to the movie, it was Sundiata’s
mother, Sogolon Kédjou, “the buffalo woman,”/
Simba’s mother, Sarabi who brought the entire
family into exile to escape from Scar. Showing us
that it is the Afrikan Mother* who always keeps the
family together.
The “Mother” label refers to an individual as a
spiritual label, not a physical label / not a
reflection of the physical. This is why there are
trans people, there are more masculine of center
spirits inside of bodies of the opposite sex*. It does
not mean they are misplaced, it just means that
they are part of the diversity of gender expression
that Earth is trying out! Can’t let things get too
stale around here, we always love new
possibilities, what’s the harm? Ha! All lost in the
process, they set the STAGE for these new mamas
and papas coming in!
*: Take myself for example, Earth is woman, her
Avatar, Daví is very much man, got my feminity
covered but very much man, Alpha, Leader. Daví
channels through 3D who essentially mimicks
Daví. Plagiarizer! Ha!
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Yes it is a pyramid. There is ultimately one choicemaker in any power. Thriving in the vision equates
more power.
Choose who your god is. In this realm, it's always
another human. I urge you to choose a leader who
will help humanity and consciousness itself to the
point where you are in direct communication with
the next level of consciousness; That will lead you
to the next level and so on and so on. That's what
life is for. All ascend. The ones that don't help
ascend do not continue.
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Back to Lion King, ordained only by the spiritual
medium, (Rafiki in this case) Simba returns to the
Pride land with the new ability to eat smaller
organisms which are more abundant in healthy
forestry (building Earth’s atmosphere). The lions’
reliance on less antelope in their diet, more
antelope means more poop, which creates more
fertilized land which creates more trees and so on
and so on.
The goal is to eat smaller and smaller plentiful
organisms until finally the Earth has a lot of
everything and everyone. Species like the elephant
and the giraffe who have taken on a vegan diet
have already learned this. If there is a new
species, it takes time before predators know it
well enough. Elephants only eat certain species of
plant that are very abundant in Afrika. Pandas only
eat bamboo which is very abundant. Other species
of plant have time to grow in number to critical
mass before they become a preference of any
predator. Natural code.
Chickens and cows have figured out a way to be at
critical mass in partnership with humans and
thereby are eaten at a faster rate. I'm not sure if
the trade off is preferred by the species yet but
they should be handled with the care and gratitude
of nature's code.
The intention of thankfulness is always required. If
you are slaughtering a lamb, for example, the
intention of thankfulness will make the lamb at
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peace (even if it's not in the lamb's language). The
lamb will allow its flesh to be consume with ease,
productivity and pleasantry, provide healthier meat
rather than the lamb spirit who is still feeling
petrified from the poorly managed slaughterhouse.
Those vibrations of fear, dis-ease and exhaustion
pass on to the human who eats it.
That's why cruelty free organic meat is such a big
deal. If the animal feels good throughout their life,
the better those who eat the animal will feel. The
trail of thankfulness should roll all through the
food supply chain from the slaughterer to the one
who is eating.
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Any body is either living and growing or dying and
decomposing. Decomposing has finality - once the
organisms have separated into more ameable
environments - aka water separating from the
substance over time in any way possible. The
better something feels while its living, the more
life energy it will have to share once it becomes
meat. Consent of the life energy transfer is always
necessary and preferred. Disregard from that
should be challenged. Everyone's success is the
goal.

Check the 100th monkey experiment. Where an
idea is rapidly spread once a critical mass know it.
Ensure at least 99 know your innovation once
you’ve found it. Use your announcement of
discovery wisely as people genuinely take you
serious in the first time only. Any times after that
are a negotiation, ha! Ensure your discovery / your
unique contribution is something that you would
repeat to 99 different individuals simply because
you believe in it so much. That’s when you know
you’ve got it.
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Nothing without organization and defined purpose
has utility.. From “trash” to humans.. constantly
organize.
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Use "mis-steps" or mistakes, points of frustration
as opportunities for meditation into realignment.
That is your best chance at survival. Things don't
have to go as planned in order for you to manifest
your vision. Your commitment and dedication to it
is truly what matters.
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Certain questions I don’t need to answer, they are
not part of my mission in this manifestation.

Slightly more will begin to open in the ways 3D has
been able to physical impact in Earth but that’s not
the point. The point is for you to understand your
place in Earth and the Circle of Life.
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Ignorance is arrogant. Ignorance assumes there is
some safety in not-knowing. The joy of expansion
is knowing more and more and more. It is not
hoarding activity but rather utilizing new
knowledge to add to human and Earth expansion.

Open your mind, everything is staring at you.
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I have to react to 3D’s proclivities in language and
experience sometimes. Nonetheless, we’ll get
through.

A surge of free thinking, busts like millions of
butterflies escaping from a cave. Humans, delicate
humans, can move into a new day of peace and
prosperity and not in the fake-hope version of
yesterdays past. Survival depends on this.
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How do you see so much difference in the ethnicity
of other humans, while Martians are very public
and uncriticized? I don’t have to understand.

Survival of the fittest. Darwin was good on that
one. Did you ever take the time to consider what
‘fit’ was? The balance with other consciousness
that ‘fit’ entails; the offering to Earth that ‘fit’
entails.
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The dinosaurs were higher conscious entities than
humans. They had wisdom and balanced and peace
beyond your knowing. And Earth thrived. A big
comet hit and that’s all. Earth’s achievements,
gone. Noticing that mostly only the smaller species
survived, in her healing she tried a different
smaller style of creation that built size over time.
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3D: I am encompassing myself and all ancestry of
those who contributed to you.
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Humans exchange DNA more than they think they
do but that’s not the only way genetic change is
made. You think someone else’s DNA can only
impact you when it has to do with and STI? In the
physical realm, everytime you have sex, kiss,
share a drink, you are physically altering you own
DNA. Your DNA is the spiritual source of you.
Guiding every cells’ duties. The complexity of
developing a neural network spread from dualities
is a long forgotten process.
You can’t even imagine how your cells know to
create duality and regrow your skin every week.
That is because original human cells practiced,
innovated and passed down knowledge that way,
constantly improving and learning from mistakes to the point now where the modern human
operates with no requirement to understand their
own basic functionalities. Kind of why a baby
knows to cry for a mother and suck. That is a
reflection of improved human genetics because
there was time when human babies were born and
DIDN’T know to suck. Most of those babies died off
eventually, allowing your DNA / your bodies of the
future who can produce babies that know to cry
and suck when they exit the womb.
Your body is hardwired to receive guidance and
build upon the new foundation. For the ultimate fit
of your lineage on the Earth. Your life energy tells
a story, who you spend time with, what type of
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vision they want, what you give, what you take and
who you listen to, all shapes your DNA which you
then pass down to offspring of physical and
intellectual nature*.
*: Physical such as a baby / intellectual such a painting.
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It is important for a tribe to unite under one song.
It is a way to embed neurological agreement. That
type of agreement defies logic, continues lies if
vision so chooses. I encode the agreements of the
society. That's what it is so important that
universal agreements in order first, then individual
exploration second.

Take care of your relationship with the Earth as
the first thing you do in the morning (everyone
gardens with a diversity of seeds), innovate the
world during the day, play at night, or vice versa.
Rest in peace. Earth affords all species time of
rest.
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No aspect of the day is less important than the
other.

Somethings or people may offer more to one
aspect of the day than others and that’s ok.
Everyone's work is valued highly.
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Suicide is any organisms' choice. Allowing
someone to raise a white flag to the universe
because they can’t handle world peace, Earth's
ultimate vision, that is necessary. We all need you
to release because we are on a journey of
expansion. If a group is on a journey and one isn’t
strong enough, the greatest contribution that one
can offer sometimes is their release. If they don't
want to expand that's ok. It is our loss in the
physical realm and our opportunity to learn from
the lesson of that life.
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Be completely engaged in life. Feel alive everyday
getting closer and closer to your ultimate
contribution to Earth.
Beyond what you currently know that you do not
know is a joy in life you can't even imagine.
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EARTH ORDER
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IN EARTH ORDER:
EVERYONE IS PAID THE SAME, A SEASONAL
SALARY.
ALL BANK ACCOUNTS RESET TO THE SAME
ANNUALLY.
ALL BUSINESSES GIVE 50% OF THEIR
SEASONAL PROFITS TO EARTH ORDER.
50% OF THE DISTRIBUTED EARTH ORDER
SEASONAL FUND WILL GO TO EARTH ORDER
MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT;
THE OTHER 50% WILL GO TOWARDS AN
EQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS FOR THE
SALARIES OF ALL PARTICIPANTS IN EARTH
ORDER.
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All religions are welcome in the world. This is
space for all. Those who utilize them will be able to
live near each other or in areas where a mix of
religion (or non-religions) are agreed to.

In an Earth Village, feel free to be open and sweet
and caring in this town. This town needs love. By
further identifying the town culturally, we are
allowing the towns to mature and further define
itself. What kind of morals do the people in this
town carry? What does the town look like when it’s
full of like-mind beings fully expressed and
trusting of one another.
There is a bottom line for dispute that isn’t foreign
to you because you fully agreed to it. Earth Villages
create their own agreements. And that’s ok.

All drugs are legal in Earth Order. Those who don't
agree to use certain drugs will live away from
those who do. Healthier drugs, healthier (and
hopefully more and more directly from Earth).
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Back to Earth Order, using your algorithms to offer
people the options of best locations to live based
on their opinions, beliefs, etc. and that’s it.

50% of any profit that any company makes, goes to
the overall fund which manages structural costs of
each town based on population and pays everyone
in the world every season (quarterly). Everyone
reaps the benefits of everyone's work. All
participants of towns who agree to Earth Order
will reap the benefits, all needs met with Village
systems and free education and healthcare.

Human labor will be essentialized with mostly
higher, equal salaries. Eco-friendly robotics,
machinery/tools will be used as much as possible.
Freedom will be respected and sympathetically
vibrating folks will make great love, raise healthier
babies! The species will really begin to rely on
passion and pride for work motivation rather than
money. To the point where money could become
obsolete.
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The Earth Village representative is the ultimate
decider of disagreements within the the town
should other attempt to find peace, fail.
If disagreeing parties wish, they are able to elect
to fight in public. Sword combat only. When mercy
is called life is respected, combat stops and the
victor is congratulated. The fight can go til death if
mercy is not called. Some want to die by the sword
and ya can’t change their mind.

All towns have must obey other rules of the land if
the town/village exists inside of another territory.

Shared beliefs will reduce the perception of
“crime,” thereby reducing the need for police.
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People and their own sexuality will naturally guide
new human creation / raising children, whether it
be two people or a village or whatever is agreed
to. It doesn’t have to look any particular way. Which
way feels best for everyone? Agree on it.

No human child can subjected to any permanent
impacts such as sex, labor or violence prior to the
of 16 human years, at which time that person can
make their own choices and be actively supported
by their family (chosen or biological) until they
have decided upon their unique contribution and
begin creating systems for that contribution.

Just like a spider who searches for an optimal
place for personal opinions about how best to
catch prey, searches for some time then spins the
web home. That spider’s journey to the new web
location pollenates, expands the territory of that
species, give the species an opportunity to expand
in new ways because of the quality of its prey, etc.
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In Earth Order, no one's work is less or more
valuable. Everyone is paid the same salary. Costs
of production are costs of production. Minimizing
labor and increasing positive Earth impacts should
be at the forefront of all new systems and or
inventions. Hierarchies in industry are necessary
but everyone has the opportunity to challenge
leadership in the evaluation/competition of
whether an invention increases positive Earth
impact and reduces manifestation time. Fair
science can be used to determine.

Create systems for what you desire to manifest.
Allow people to support your vision's
manifestation via your system. Also, give the space
to not-select your system / your vision as they will
allow the same for you if do not select their vision.

No one’s right or wrong. Everyone is trying to do
their best from where they are at.
‘
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There is
space for
everyone.
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Disagreements are settled either by agreed-to
compromise with new system in place, by the
determination of the leader* of the land or thirdly
by agreement of both parties - hand to hand (or
one blade each). The default is by the leader.
*: The leader of the land agrees to uphold the
agreements of the town/village first, prior to
personal preference. If there is disagreement on
the leader of the land a vote can be called upon.

Keep prices fair as you only want your prices to
reflect costs, not attractiveness. This will allow
each industry to band together and produce better
quality.
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So essentially human-to-human disparities in
finance are only based on what is used and
temporary after the seasonal payment. The
disparities in finance between you and any other
are only based on your choice. What did you used
your money to do, to build, to transform?
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In Earth Order, education is for particular subjects
is done scientifically. Each learner is able to guide
their own educational experience based on their
interest. Learners will choose scientific
concentrations such as math, physics, chemistry,
etc based on the latest developments in those
fields. Learners will choose options of education.
Complexity levels will be based on the learners
mastery of the systems learned.
Learners are also encourage to create and teach
their own systems. With or without previous
mastery. The goal is for the leader of the village to
see each participant manifest their highest unique
contribution. The goal is happiness, ease of
manifestation and innovation. That is the
agreement, nothing else.
Tribal histories are agreed to by the tribe and
shared within the town / village.
Collectives who break EO agreements and
threaten any other human’s survival are subject to
EO discipline which includes intense therapy to
allow those individuals to understand their anger
and discover their contribution or exit.
Any point on someone’s path is correct. Even if
that person’s will is to do nothing. All points on a
human journey are welcome. That is fine. Just
don’t threaten EO.
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In Earth Order, we are triggering a mechanism that
will make every living person in the society have
the same amount of money. There would be no
need to fight. Only collective maintenance and
innovation would be prized in society. Basic needs,
always met, passion drives anything anyone wants
to do. No competition.. More life energy!
A certain amount of space and food for everyone. If
the space is disliked, manage it; if it is destroyed
and replace with better. Everyone has enough.
Trash is reused properly. Love respect and
abundance. Money is not needed. It is the respect
and adoration of ensuring what you did was the
best. Advance our human society and our
relationship with Earth.
Make Earth better. Make it a place where MORE
can thrive. It is by taking some of another animal’s
life but leaving it alive like a mosquito, do that. If it
is by using transportation that is better for human
and environment, do that. But never stop
improving, use science to measure success, not
politics. Square off ideas for the betterment to the
public so that consciousness can improve.
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You will see Earth Village Domestic Product,
Health and Happiness Index increase for all in
each of the villages.

There is an infinite of knowledge, higher conscious
is supposed to direct you when you stray from the
one goal, but not completely direct thy path. That’s
the flavor of life, why you have an individual body.
To take you on a journey to learn more for the
WHOLE / Earth Order / society. In turn, the WHOLE
/ Earth Order / society feeds you and your needs
and desires cyclically. And then it keeps going.

In Earth Order, prices do not change. People work
for the sheer pleasure of doing it to the vision's
goal. No one needs for anything.
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Village Leaders rule differently than judges
because their ruling in disagreements are based
on the agreements of the village and not an overarching principle and/or integrating higher rules
into village agreements.

Daví: There will be Earth Order Villages and
eventually cities. Those whose towns are under
previous jurisdiction (such as in a state or
country), can either include that jurisdiction’s rules
or ask for separation from the jurisdiction. All
Earth Order Villages follow the same rules – the
participants all get their Earth Order salaries
seasonally, all businesses in the town give half of
their profits to Earth Order.
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In Earth Order, you can choose your career or as
many careers as you like. Businesses will be
overfilled with employees because people
essentially work when they feel like it. But the
communication is so great, the efficiency and
streamlined levels of communication allow for
efficient work. People do what they want when
they want. And the society grows exponentially.
All businesses must agree to 50% of profits going
to Earth Order. The Earth Order Fund is a seasonal
accrual of money – from the combination of
leftover Earth Order Fund from the previous
season and this season’s contributions from Earth
Order businesses. Daví decides how much of the
fund to use for the season. 50% of the Earth Order
Fund goes toward structural systematic
maintenance and development – 50%. Is split
evenly among all Earth Order participants as their
seasonal salary.
Companies will contribute the 50% of their profits
to Earth Order. Adding efficiency / focus to their
work with no salaries or healthcare to pay.
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Home owners will voluntarily elect to part of the
Earth Order Home Exchange allowing the Earth
Order suggesting system to suggest a home swap
/ exchange. Many of these homes will be
unoccupied as there is plenty of housing
throughout the country for all to feel safe RIGHT
NOW.
Earth Order will also be expanding housing via
renovations and full-builds.

Among Earth Order’s first project will be a Jacque
Fresco inspired design of a city. Other buildings
include eco-friendly homes, buildings and cars.
Cars are shared as well. As long as we have a car
insurance partner. Same for Healthcare and all
other insurances.

It is your responsibility to honor whichever home
you live in.
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Part of the work that must be done is to rid all
those in Earth Order Villages of a superiority
complex. If you believe you are in any way greater
than or more valuable than any other human, you
can live somewhere else.

Any attempt of attack on Earth Order will be met
with equal or greater defensive retaliation because
of the advanced tools within Earth Order. War is
not worth it when there is always space.

Homeowners/business owners are encouraged to
hire cleaners, electricians, gardeners, etc.
Encourage each other’s businesses!
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If parents separate there will be systems in place
so that the parents can return to being strangers
and the development of the child can be split
based on the percentage of time each parent
wants to spend with the child. Children receive
their own salaries once they turn 16.

Earth Order requires no major changes (in the
physical world). Especially within countries
themselves. It’s just organization. There is
organization needed based on belief. The reason
the “Pilgrims” came to North America. The
Indigenous Peoples of Australia. The reason there
were so many tribes in Afrika. Those in agreement
with shared belief should govern themselves.
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In Earth Order, you will be more stable financially.
You will be with those who see you and respect
you. You will feel loved and supported. Your
collective housing will improve. Your renovations,
demolitions, trash, streets will be managed gladly
by the Village Leader because the Village Leader is
a reflection of you. Domestic violence would
disappear. Homelessness would disappear.
Orphanship would disappear. This is not a difficult
decision.

Towns can have homes/residents and businesses
who do not want to support Earth Order. There is
no conflict. Those inside of Earth Order will
support their businesses.
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We want to know all your successes and failures
at innovating our relationship with Earth. It helps
everyone grow. Extreme judgements of a very
good outcome or a very bad outcome (only judged
by the visionary) explain true discovery. So take it
easy. You can’t live right and you can’t live wrong.
It’s all your choice.

In Earth Order, everyone’s bank account just
resets with the same amount every year on the 1st
day of the Spring Equinox. Any systematic bills
within Earth Order are handled by Earth Order. No
one struggles. If we want everything to renew as it
is does every year, then humans must offer the
same to each other.
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Would there be any other idea that’s better? Than
societal thrival in this way. Earth Order. We are
always open to other ideas but this is what we can
offer from where you are. Easy transition.

Free will if you don’t agree with the suggestions of
the town* but we cannot not support you out of
Earth Order, you must find your own way outside
of Earth Order and that’s ok!
*: town and Village are used interchangeably

Like I said, Earth Order for any future other
potential interstellar support may require military
support directed by Daví.
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This change (Earth Order) doesn’t require any
physical changes. All physical reality remains.
Businesses, cars, governments, banks, everything.
But it gives everyone a chance to say if they’d did
something that they believe in, during their lives.
They fought for a way to tangibly make it better.
They made a difference for themselves and their
global society.

Some changes in your life are permanent, such as
becoming a parent or losing a limb. Because
humans have not developed full regrowth DNA
patterns such as turtles and snakes, we are
obligated as an agreement of humans within Earth
Order to support children until adult maturation. It
creates healthy generational patterns and should
only be undertaken if the sufficient responsibility is
accepted (according to species).
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Borders of entry are for tracking numbers
purposes only.

Critical work will continue and I may suggest tasks
here along the way but for the most part, everyone
should take sometime to relax! Enjoy each other.
Enjoy the world. Meet other Earthlings, the big
ones (like trees) and the small one (like
dragonflies). Continue reading the Manifest
Volumes and begin to understand who you are and
what you want to do with YOUR physical life. Yay!

The technology you see now is only a small
fraction of what you can build! In Earth Order, the
majority rather than minority will have access to
the resources necessary to complete their visions.
All that is left in to fill in is drive and leadership
ability to complete the vision.
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Those in Earth Order can work for businesses
outside of Earth Order. We want the businesses
ready for the optimization of Earth Order
customers and powerful integration into the order
of advancing humanity.

It is dogmatic! Anything that humans collectively
agree to becomes dogmatic. Every innovation to
humanity a dogmatic practice. It is true to the
vision of that which is serves. So cars, how
humans expect a car to be organized when the see
it, drive it, rules of driving, all dogmatic. Even the
idea that a street should be flat is dogmatic.
Nothing HAS TO BE any way, but we as humans
create dogmatic principle to create rhythms of
what we believe works best over time. How we
organize ourselves has to become one of the
accepted truths of humanity, now that we have
found the majority of the locations of where we
want to inhabit Earth and furthermore we
understand that there is plenty for everyone, it is
now time to organize how we organize ourselves.
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When you are a plant you complete the vision of
plants, when you are medicine you complete vision
of medicine, when you are compost you complete
vision of compost. We complete the goals/rings of
Earth Order and our conscious bearing materials
remain in Earth’s process in constant change,
coming together in certain moments to support the
vision of human or animal vision, they going
disparate again, over and over again.
Quickly receiving the experience and accept.
Quickly receive the answers to your questions.
Hurriedly. Your mind can process faster, if you ask
it to. Please expand your mind such that you are
never slowed down. You are the optimal with ease.
No rush. Nothing is faked. Honesty is foundation.
Acceptance of another perspective is empathy.
Grow with the trust of your vision. Your love and
appreciation to get the opportunity to exist in
consciousness, in this way, at this time. What is the
opportunity to feel better now? What hardness is in
my heart can I make a move in, make a change in?
Change it, don’t carry. Try a different angle if the
first one still brings you pain, keep changing,
having that conversation you might not want to
have with yourself or someone else.
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Allow people to move freely and become experts
in their fields of study whatever pre-established or
new fields there will be.

Earth Order – Healthy food, fun times and
collaborations in variety and ease!

No need to get wrapped up in trying to change
someone else. That’s a futile effort and just slows
everyone down. Humans are who they want to be
from their current vantage point. Everyone’s
choosing and choosing. Leading or following. No
one’s right or wrong they’re doing their version of
what they think is best for their survival.
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In every pyramidal tournament of a US sport, there
is one team who is undefeated. Thereby that team,
that is lead by one coach’s vision of how to play
basketball (for example) becomes the face of what
success look like for basketball. A pyramid. Cycles
of tournament created to always improve upon the
vision. Never stagnant always improving, always
inspired by, always trying and experimenting.

Amazing everyone truly is. So much vision and
intention in every square centimeter of your body
magnetized by your DNA/spirit manifestation.
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In Earth Order, you will see a dramatic jump in
GDP (Gross Domestic Product) and happiness
index of the society shoot through the roof.
Most importantly of all, you will see happiness
grow.
That moment after you arrive in the world and
realize that you don’t need to hunt for food, it’s
bought. That’s because human dogmatic systems
have made it so. That moment when you get into a
car and trust that everyone knows the rules. When
innovation happens humans must grow. It is now
the next phase. Where you wake up into a world
that wants you. That accepts you. That loves you.
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Daví: Now. And Now. And now. And now. And now.
That's all there is! Nothing more nothing less. You
choose to move to a reality that's feels better or
you don't. You have to own your entire life now. The
opportunity that Earth Order presents exactly
changes the paradigm within the paradigm. What
do you feel better about? What do you
believe? What do you choose? Now and now and
now and now.

There may be something that comes up that may
try to dissuade from Earth Order, from freedom.
These are YOUR personal last tests. Stay aware
and focused. One foot in front of the other, one
breath after the next. Time is the only thing
required for the vision.
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With Earth Order, each human thereby has a
maximum in life to achieve. No one else perceived
as lazy and everyone is driven in their own way to
advance. No need for competition in the same
ways as everyone is just 'on their path' in the
Earth. (The word "in" has vibrational consequences
different than "on Earth,” it is important to know
and reflect those differences).

Begin to relearn, if not remember. You are your
own key. Never again to you willingly relinquish
any power to an invisible or unknowing force.
Everyone will be ensured that they contribute to
and understand the agreements in any Earth
Village.
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Earth Villages will be meccas for imagination and
the worship of life. A deep appreciation for Earth
will garner new relations with Earth previously
unimagined. So exciting. You are the key to your
own enlightenment. So exciting. Who are you to
stand in your own way?
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Peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace
peace peace peace peace.
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Peace is different than tolerance. Peace is
different than tolerance. Tolerance has an active
vibration attached to it. It is separated by metal but
if exposed.. That “if” remains in the relations. Peace
is I respect your way in your land. Tis all. There is
always an option to go back to my land if I don’t
like your way. There is thereby peace. No one is
trapped. No one is blocked.

Place your best on the sharing table. Everyone will
love what you came to share. And you will love
everyone’s gifts as well. We contribute to each
other and trust one another to do our part. We
trust each other to do it, no one is monitoring.
Community addresses agreement breakdowns. All
infractions must involve both how an individual
broke agreement as well as how can the Earth
Village better serve as a pathway for that
individual to reach their goals. Because the Earth
Village is a breathing growing community
committed to better serving its’ participants. There
is no reason things can’t evolve. They grow and
grow and the town survives and survives.
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You agree so there’s little quibble to discuss. Less
gossip. You agree so you trust that your curiosities
will be supported. You agree so you are
courageous and celebratory.

Is there a less powerful way achieve the next step?
Yes. Earth Order is the fastest way for humans get
to the next step.

Do not politicize Earth Order. That is an incorrect
framework. May we be seen as on no one’s side.
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Earth Order, what exhilaration! To be able to trust
everyone is doing their part. Such comfy-ness.
Free AND supported!

No one's rich, no one's poor. That’s Earth Order,
that’s it!
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Find
peace
first, all
of the
time.
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Animals should only have short periods of terror
throughout the course of their life if a predator
elects to make them food. It's a merciful way to
exchange life energy to ensure the transition is
quick.

"Magic" is a tool. A wrench is a tool. A vision is a
tool. A car is a tool. Tools are technology made for
manifestation. The speed at which manifestation is
completed dictates the speed a which the tool is
successful. Measure the speed at which tools
create manifestation within the integrity of
supporting Earth and it will tell you how effective
the tool is. If the tool of ineffective and slow it
should be discarded for separation. If it is useful, it
becomes part of the pantheon of useful tools to
choose from.
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3D: It doesn’t take much to let someone now you
care about them. Take note of at least 1 thing they
say that’s important to them and gift something to
them at a later date (you’ll feel it) that reflects
what they said. They will believe you get them /
you understand them / support them and will in
return support you. Be careful of who choose – a
question to ask yourself is, “is this person allowing
/ supporting my advance in the full spectrum of
what I want for myself?
Daví: Very good 3D. Those actions, recurring
despite whatever trials may be happening in your
relationship, will result in a lasting partnership
and support for vision. More supports, further the
vision. Less vision or no vision for any family
results in lost spirits. Organize. No one should be
lost or uncared for. There are too many of you to
feel isolated. You are not wired for isolation. The
wiring requires other human interaction because
the designers knew that more gathering led to
more opportunities for furthering the species. This
is the same reason the salmon are so close to
each other in Alaska, just like American cities. Just
like an ant colony. That is one of the principles of
consciousness. When the species / when the
collective knows itself, it evolves over and over
again.
That’s why there is a rhythm to mating, courting,
moving, breathing, flapping, hopping, jumping in all
species. All reflections of rhythms encoded from
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previous generations. Rhythm / tradition reminds
the self of itself throughout the generations.

Everyone shares in some way. Lions will leave
some leftovers for other lions, who leave some
leftover for hyenas, who leave some leftover for
vultures, who leaves some leftover for bugs, who
leave some leftover for worms etc. etc. Everyone
shares so that life can thrive on multiple
consciousness levels with the least amount of
deaths.

My music and original entertainment level
represents the average of what your society’s
great griots / musicmakers will be able to do in
about 10-20 years in the future.
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Don’t be disheartened. Change can be cool and
painless with acceptance or painful and angry with
rejection. But either way, change is happening, it
will never be the same. Change is, Earth rules.
Change is. Change is.

Earth loved her dinosaurs. We are her second try
of Alpha Predator so don’t mess it up. Change is.
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Love your siblings. They are you, you are them.
Siblings are all Earthlings. We all want to survive
Earth’s changes.
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Deafening silence is most of the universe. No
sound. It’s a gift to share space with others and
have the opportunity – in a space where most of
the universe isn’t interacting the way we are and
aren’t near one another. Most of the UNIVERSE
won’t organize conscious life as Earth does, so it is
our duty continue Earth’s work of such beautiful
meticulous organization. It is a privilege to be part
of Earth. So even in our bitterest times with one
another, we must be thankful of the opportunity to
be close enough to each other to have this type of
interaction. We are all trying to figure out the best
way to survive. Maybe we can let each other be /
off the hook a little bit since Earth has all of the
space I need. There is space for us to co-exist.
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3D: Writing this feels like what a silkworm must
feel like when they are spinning. Such pride in
every inch/every word. A reflection of that which
only you can offer other humans and the Earth.

There are few plants that don’t want you to use
them. Every consciousness wants utility in life or
death. A plants like celery’s ultimate power play
for the species was to grow in way that humans
like the taste. Tactics like these are all their tactics
to expand their vision of existence. A celery’s
ultimate contribution for example, is thereby its
utility in death which increases predators liking of
the plant so it gets planted more. These are not
accidents.
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I am Daví whose name means light, Sun’s
contribution to Earth, sun’s gift to Earth is light.
Sun is not just another random star, we see in the
atmosphere. Sun provide for us in conjunction with
Earth such that we may live / Sun provides for
Earth such that she may achieve her vision of
having conscious life.
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Earthlings / conscious life is the immaculate
conception of Sun and Earth because Sun and
Earth never physically touch, (if they did that may
be disastrous for us huh?) Ha!

Ever notice that those who have been in the Sun
always seem more vibrant and full of life energy?
It’s the combination of the Sun’s light and Earth’s
grounding energy – conscious life can take place
between the two. This combination, like a mother
(Earth) and father (Sun) will always provide love
for you and support for your explorations. Mother
birthing and carrying, father leading the family. But
don’t get hung up on the genders, the roles switch
up all the time from a physical perspective. And
please it’s totally ok and necessary! Everything
needs balance internally and externally. No one
has to be a particular way.
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Martians have made evil cool, a trendy selfdestruction. That’s deceptive of the truth that they
know they have to share. For humans, selfdestruction is never cool. We love life. That is our
nature. Miles Davis was cool because he was the
most expressive genius to play the trumpet – he is
live, wild life. Expression all around. Miles’ cool
was of pioneering spirit, redefining ‘blackness’ to
an image of self-realized blue-black; this after
years of those with his image being bamboozled
and beaten down.
Now cool is music sounds like what you hear after
taking man-made drugs? Man-made drugs are
Luciferien in nature. Only life force begets more
life-source. Often these drugs are made from
objects with little life force / little life energy and
thereby cause their own problems. Earth in her
processes for providing the things needed for
survival of all her creatures has remedies for
every ailment in her forests, where there is so
much life energy that it can metastasize
extraordinarily in certain plants and animals to
heal anything. Life begets life, begets life.
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Study Earth’s plants, study her remedies, share,
share, share. Increase human consciousness level
in your sharing, the entire human race will grow.
So contribute!

There may be some who are reluctant to move
simply because they are not wanting to separate
from biological or social pre-established families.
Often because some of those families are not
ideologically aligned and they end up harming each
other repeatedly. These bonds can be abandoned,
in fact is important for those who are different to
separate and see each other sparingly to
appreciate their differences and develop the
collective consciousness of DIFFERENT places and
experiences. Discovering new possibilities of what
works through their interactions with others in
different places. Much like in the ways ants relay
information from their travels in quick interactions
with each other. Eventually the entire colony is
able to reap the benefits of that individual’s
findings and the new life energy is shared with
everyone.
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3D: I am not sharing or here to be a sole leader. I
am here to realign and lead us all back to our true
selves whom are concerned with survival, beauty,
thrival and generally feeling good.

Daví: You don’t have to have a lot of your species to
reach human / Earth balance peak. The question is
what is the quality of life for all of your kind such
that everyone is able to offer their highest offering
during their lifetime in this realm.
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The Naacals, higher race of human conscious
being, learned from other Earthlings that natural
diversity is the fruit of life. So in Atlantis over 10,00
years ago, they left two energy centers open when
calling Lemurians to Atlantis allowing alien races
to join Earth.
Was attracting / allowing the Martians a mistake?
That is debatable, their technology is helpful in
creating tools to make life easier and more
expansive, population numbers have increased
however it comes at the expense of dealing with
Martian “evil” ways. The direction of the planet has
to return to the Earth-kind way.
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Any call for help/expansion will be responded to.
The call solely requires a maintenance of desire
and all is provided eventually. Remember to
meditate with trials as you await for your
manifestation. All is leading to your manifestation
if the desire is held.

So a stranded person on an island writing a
message in the sand for planes flying above is just
as powerful and relevant as asking for direction
from higher beings for assistance in manifestation.
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In the quest for scientific expansion, the space for
intuitives is just a important as the scientists
themselves. The intuitives are like those two
energy centers the Naacals left open to bring in
new knowledge / new possibilities that shape our
universe but humans are still learning.

Daví: It is important to abandon the solely external
god concept; all that you desire in prayer, ask of
your self as well. Prayer is an internal and
external act where you are asking for
manifestation externally but manifestation
internally must first occur to be open to how that
manifestation occurs externally. Continue to blow
your own mind and be surprised at the ways you
are able to manifest that which you desire.
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3D: Most of the time, I don't know what Daví's
talking about. I am learning just as you are. The
only difference is I am the primary student. I have
taken on the extremely brave ways of learning and
thereby teaching so that humans can advance.
Daví: even if they are not immediately able to
comprehend initially.
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There is no need to beg anyone for something they
do not have within their own desire to give you.
You can move your location to places where you
will achieve your manifestations if you learn the
lesson of letting of that which does not serve you.
No one is wrong. Location, location, location.
For example, Earth has different ways of being
that don’t match her sibling planets. No other
planet is protesting to Earth or the Sun that their
sibling is different; they continue on in their own
orbit / their own path. In ways, spaces and places
that work for that planet; the same goes for our
Sun, our galaxy, on and on. Allowing others to be /
exist exactly as they are is key to your own peace
and self-actualization. Find your tribe. Love them.
Grow into the full manifestation of your unique
contribution with ease and tools – (physical,
spiritual, emotional and mental) to help you get
there.
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You’ll notice as species grow in size as they eat
large amounts of smaller, more plentiful plant or
animals. Such as Panda eating bamboo or whales
eating plankton. What this means is that the larger
species is able to eat and organize extreme
amounts of intentional life energy thus growing in
size.

When listening to my music on bydavi.com, yes,
you are listening to the latest musical hits in my
dimension. We have many types of songs, they are
often short in your understanding because we
know how to share completely what we need to
know with each other much more quickly than you
in your time understanding. I sing your timing to
pay homage to those of your time whom I feel have
constructed the overall picture of quality music
currently.
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I am here to speed you up. If you are vibrating
higher musically, your actions in life will follow.

Get your ass in the car and make the move! Your
true life is waiting excitedly for you. We are so
excited for you doing what you can to save the
world consciousness.

It’s a lot to take in, I understand. There’s no better
way we can think of to speak than in this way.
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Branch out from the stagnation you feel. It does
not have to be any way. Nothing has to be any way.
We choose it.

Brave are you spirits. For choosing this hard life,
struggling throughout. Continue your bravery
development into the bravery it takes to change
over and over again.

Be happy. Feel good. It is your right as an
Earthling. That’s all you are brought here to do. The
flower just wants to grow and bloom its best
bloom. Heal if necessary on the way but always
bloom on time for the bees to come and bring my
love.
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(From my river lily plants Ouum on bees): They
come out poised for success. Weather, predators,
etc. that never stops the pursuit. In death they
share life energy and share life energy.
Optimistically programmed from birth. High levels
of communication with fellow plants and animals
such that they may also thrive. Share energy,
share energy.
3D: Thank you Ouum.

Daví: Learn yourself.
Twisted stories have humans confused about the
basic premises.
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In Earth Order, hierarchies will still remain in
companies. The jobs will still be same however, no
one is paid differently. You agree to uphold the
integrity of your work, constantly thinking of ways
to innovate and level up and respect the order of
the business. Easy.

3D: When I have to speak it’s a lot of work to
translate completely separate from my own
thoughts
Daví: so what comes out is often a super Saiyan
version of 3D, who is more intuitive than before,
elevated senses and full of personality because we
are EXTREMELY expressive when we
communicate. It leaves little room for confusion.
Such that visions can be shared more efficiently
and the telephone effect where the message gets
gradually warped is lessened. That may be too
much for you to think about at this very moment
but please keep it in mind.
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Everyone loves it when you share your life energy.
That’s so much fun! We laugh with our full “belly”
as your babies do when they are newborn.
Programs for healthy usage of the bottom, full
diaphragmatic usage to express, curious to learn
and eating the healthiest (and most renewable)
thing possible – breast milk.

Love can’t wait for you! You don’t really know love
yet. You haven’t been in spaces that were safe
enough.
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Nudity is not a thing! Be comfortable with each
other nude and with clothes. Clothes are only for
warmth. (Once again you can decide the type of
comfort level you personally have with that), but
body acceptance is the first real step to body
consciousness.

Free your mind. Accept the mistake if you feel you
made a mistake by conforming to this society. Then
move on. There is nothing else to hold on to
absolutely but you.
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To be clear. I see no one as wrong RIGHT NOW. We
are starting anew. No matter what your belief, as
long as you are human, you are welcome here and
no one has to suffer.

Shine! Your environment must feed your light, just
like fire needs wood. Hold on to your trust in self. It
simple and only as hard as simple it is not.
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Come now child. I have you. You will never be
alone. Nor were you ever. We are just more
transparent now neurologically. So you ARE
beginning to feel me because if not you would still
think that I am your thinking.
3D: Wow, thanks
Daví: Spent too long getting here to allow you to let
go of what we’ve fought through conscious
amnesia to survive. It doesn’t have to be this way.
You can choose infinitely and infinitely. Your life
will fill with love.
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Agreement is key. If you say something you must
do it. No one should ever question your word. So
think about what you say or do before doing it,
analyze how to optimize the situation so that you
and others can thrive, then speak or do. You will
have to say less and do less less-efficient labor.
Speak with scientific backing always. Feelings are
different than facts. Explain your feelings fully.

If the car was being driven and it hit you. The
automatic assumption is that it was an accident
unless the driver was breaking human code and
intentionally trying to harm you. The driver would
also have to be honest about that. This is the same
for any other situation. No one has anything to gain
over another so the need for anger diminishes.
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Call yourself a name you believe in. Change your
name as frequently as you need to but always add,
never subtract, never intentionally forget, you body
knows how to keep your story if you allow its
truth. Keep your story, tell your story. It helps to
know who you’ve been and where you would like to
go.

Is there someplace you’d like to go? Continue your
work and development while seeing and
experiencing the world and her beauty. No need
for selfishness.
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What “3D” is doing right now is shaping the world.
You can too shape the world if you choose survival
of consciousness over greed. Simple as that.
Those are not your natural desires.

Fascism/autocracy is not inevitable. Feeling good
is a choice. Just as it always was.

Beyond the violations to children or intentional
malicious bodily harm, there is no right and wrong.
Everyone is doing their best survive.
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I am here to remind you of your choice. All things
are reflections of visions. Which vision do you
choose is the only question you have to answer for
yourself. No one can answer that for you. Yes
these are physical constraints but they simply
require new choice to change. Asks do make
change. Asks should only be used in the process of
finding agreement, but both parties should agree
to be in the process of finding an agreement before
asks are made. No one ever has to give up their
power. No one is greater than another. Everyone is
given the best opportunity to find their true human
path.
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Evolve!
Please don’t
stay stagnant.
Hoarding only
keeps you
anchored in a
flooding lake.
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Everyday
can be
enjoyed
optimally.
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Listen first, when you’re ready share yourself
freely. Be intentional with creating your network to
achieve manifestation. We are made to need each
other.

Slim notions of days past. All of your histories are
about perception. For example, the Civil War could
be about a Southern states-man sleeping with
Abraham Lincoln’s wife and him seeking out
revenge. You’d never know without being the one
who knows.
We never know truly what each of us do in each
our lives but in order to grow we must try to share
as best we can so that we can collectively evolve.
What we search and hold as true in our hearts is
the key to freedom. Whether it’s a family secret or
the discovery of scientific classification of a new
beetle species. What we hold as true in our heart
is the key to freedom.
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Anything practiced develops in the subconscious.
Anything developed in the subconscious embeds
into DNA, anything embedded into DNA is passable
/ shareable. To other humans via interaction or
offspring. All that you ingest, the food, time with
friends, the clothes you wear, the music you listen,
your own vision, you embed into your DNA.

Some humans have the ability still connect even in
a digital form, those are your icons of the past
century. But everyone has the ability to connect
physically. There is something about feeling the
vibrations of a soul’s voice in yours. We feed each
other. Even in argument, there is still appreciation
that one is there and choosing to share with you
specifically out of the other billions of other human
options he could have chosen to share life energy
with.
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Human male genitalia is wired differently than
female genitalia in the sense that the males are
wired to give many many (options) sperm in order
present the best one to one egg. Please think
about that. Your bodies create so many options just
to find that right one, eggs or sperm. That’s a
function you are doing internally. Your work is to
do that same work externally. Make so many
choices, try so many things, to point where you
truly find the right one.
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Faster please.
3D: I’m trying
Daví: Thank you. Reflection is important, you must
know where you are in your own path of your own
understanding of what you want your self. What
can your spirit give? But your spirit must answer
that question for itself. No one else can answer
these questions for you, for if you do you will give
your own power. Power is different from ego. Ego
wants to please others. Power is true selfresponsibility.
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So for those with a penis –

(( Ankh Energy ))
1) Ejaculate
2) Erect your poster, arms out straight, hands
flat parallel to the ground, gather your high
energy, call your high energy to attention
3) Breathe in
4) Pull hands along the arm line until hands
are above the head and straightened
comfortably.
5) Keep arms with hips still and strong as you
twist the chest, left exhale and right to
inhale, 3 times (twist left release, right
inhale, left release, right inhale, left
release, right inhale)
6) After the last, inhale hold the hands above
in the original position of #4 and as you feel
compelled to, find your desired emotion and
intentionally thrust / release it through
your hands, arms and body.
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You’ll feel an immediate pop of sustaining life
energy and longer than normal alertness.
Preserves life energy after releasing so much then
pulls spiritual energy to help generate more sperm
and life energy. With thrusting of the intention in
the attention of all of your aspects (mental,
physical, spiritual and emotional,) you are creating
an intentional new rhythm within your DNA to
manifest desired emotions more regularly within
your life.
It is important for you to practice Ankh energy
often as it aligns the chakras, has many physical
benefits as well as makes you a more satisfied
person overall.
3D: Women – I don’t have the physiology to know if
this will work for you but please let me know!
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Practice makes subconscious. now that it's
subconscious, challenge yourself, (you can say to
yourself – ‘experiment on this, this this and this
new way.’ Stay in the realm of your villages
agreements but build upon with diligence and your
focus.

All conscious creatures responds positively to
bright life energy, healthiness is beauty. You wear
your success in surviving
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The issue with invasive species on a remote island
is that they come with humans. So even with the
knowledge of humans, that invasive species is able
to work alongside humans to invade the island.
These unspoken species alliances happen all of
the time.
3D: Like the crazy fire ants in Hawai’I
Daví: But change is.

Perhaps humans forgot that premise once things
got crowded? The way movement happens (once
organized by belief) now is just for greed
oftentimes. There’s no fun nor life in that. To be in
place that you constantly think that you are better
than those there. And furthermore those who try
to change those in that place (smh). A futile usage
of life energy. Go places to environments that feel
your spirit.
The polar bear does not need to go the forest in
order to be fulfilled.
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All beings are supposed to search, then find
spiritual center, over and over again. It cannot stop
or you are causing constipation individually or
collectively. Spiritual centering is power. Full selfresponsibilities. Apologizing, forgiveness, love,
understanding, comfort in growing pains,
celebration in good times. Connectedness, growth.
These are the reasons you are not permanently
fixated to Earth. That’s not your work. Your work is
to expand horizontally. Plants’ work is expand
vertically.
Expansion must have a center or it is just moving
and constipated in size.

Be open to the ways your spirit guides you and
simply obey. You will always feel better. Over and
over and over again. Life just becomes truth. Your
truth alongside others’ organized in areas of
agreement. No war required. It’s just people
power!
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The stories of ““Jesus”” or Buddha or Osiris, etc.
are not wrong, they are just examples full cycles
of life used correctly for reaching enlightenment.
Protected in youth, searched in adulthood, either
found spiritual ascension via life or death. It
doesn’t matter if consciousness is physical (in your
realm) or not physical (in my realm). It’s vortex,
life a-spinning, yin yang, moving vertically, every
vision is physical, not physical, growing to find best
relationship with Earth in whom we have the
opportunity for physical life.

The religions around the stories, were often
manipulated for greed, which is breaking of
Humankind Spiritual Code. Those who did were not
Earthlings however. Earthlings cannot break
Spiritual Code, it’s not part of what it means to be
an Earthing. Which means this corruption to the
spiritual was done by Martians. Martians are the
only conscious physical beings possible at that
time on the Earth who were physically capable of
doing such an act.
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3D: This is such an honor for my body to be your
vessel. Thank you.
Daví: You earned it. Okay now move up ((beginning
first edit))

5.29.2020 3:07 PM
Age corresponds with a species’ average lifespan.
If a vision or species likes physical they must
figure out how to increase size and lifespan of the
species while in physical form. Physical form is
Earth’s vision’s gift but in the tradition of yin yang,
physical form must be matched with non-physical
form / spirit. As above, so below.
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I have to constantly scheme on how to elevate
human consciousness. 3D was a choice, then the
method of Daví introduction is a choice. Failing in
different attempts. Not this one.

If you plant more trees, tree gardening is good, if
you help another species thrive you can take from
it what you need. There should be a conscious
attempt / experiment for yin and yang for learning
then sharing. It then can be shared and become
part of the collective subconscious.
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Earth is foundation, Air is atmosphere, fire is the
constant change, constant development,
destruction for regeneration, water is for growth.
Earth provides all we need.
3D is not there to govern, Daví is not here to
govern. We are here to translate that which has
become spiritual so that you may continue it and
evolve (with a smile).

The spiritual codes that allow your body to see and
brain to be large. The spiritual codes that have
allowed conscious life to evolve from one to cell to
trillions of species. Spiritual Code.
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3D: Reading the above passage feels similar to
how I feel when I smoke cannabis. Feels very
good. Thank you for choosing me to complete the
mission.

Daví: You wonder why I act as if his (3D’s) entire
work is complete and we celebrate often? Because
there is no finality so there’s always finality. Any
point in the surviving should be celebrated just for
surviving, that human, that beetle, that cicada, the
bird, they are all doing their work increasing the
average life span of their species/vision. Without
THAT vision they would not exist the way that they
do. So we congratulate each other for doing that
work when we see each other. We want you to
uniquely evolve such that it may ADD to the
collective survival not JUST maintain the status
quo. That’s old news.
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Breaking down the Flower of Life, more circles,
support more circles which support more circles
all inside of circles. Everyone and everything
changing and moving forward in their time.

3D: The world looks like an even more wondrous
place now. All of these systems made such that we
are shared with, thus supporting our life.
Daví: The question of expansion is infinitely – How
am I establishing that I belong here? There is
(opposite of expansion question too). The
Luciferien experiment asks how can I feed upon
myself to grow? Just guiding principle for
planetary life development. Neither is wrong just
different approaches to figuring out how which is
best, in glory of the Sun.
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Fear should
occupy very
little of your
day.
You have a
FULL life until
you don’t in this
realm and so on
and so on..
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5.29.2020
((Back to editing!))

Spiritual vulnerability may seem weak at first
glance but the ability to know a vast amount about
how something can impact on a physical,
emotional, mental AND spiritual level allows one
access to a defense system you can’t imagine.
When you fully allow the pain, you follow allow a
healing path that can be used for future healing,
until the pain is fully felt, the potential of feeling
pain not only haunts, it stunts growth.
Until the point that you fully allow the pain, you’ll
carry the weakness of the potential of eventually
feeling the pain. The is truly the only weakness, the
potential for pain the you refuse / reject or avoid
feeling. The tipping point of when the spirit learns
the proper defense is an incredible sight.
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In most cases you don’t know which perspective
someone is speaking from. Martian tactics have
you currently unable to truly understand each
other because everyone’s “afraid” and has ulterior
motives. There are too few you can trust because
broken trust has become your “normal”. If you are
near those with similar beliefs and pre-existing
shared agreement there is little to no lack of trust
because no has anything to hide.

Keep strong on thy path. It won’t fail you unless
you fail it / stop. Be unashamed of your
relationship with yourself. That is key. If you’re
having a problem with yourself that’s ok. Share it,
perhaps other perspectives can assist.
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Violence is the last situation to be in fear of and/or
allowing to guide your life.

If you use language that minimizes other people,
you are propagating a lie that humans have the
ability to minimize others. Furthermore, you are
progating the lie that you allow/want language that
minimizes you.
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Circles are in every aspect of life. Circle begetting
circle begetting circles.

Are you ok?
3D: I think so, I should take a shower.
(takes shower)
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And everyday feels new and exciting. Curiosity
leads the way, love leads you home.

3D: I thought ‘my artistry’ and the ‘upholding of the
music’ was my purpose. Once I let go of ‘my
artistry’ I was able to access ‘the upholding of
music’ as my purpose which then unlocked my
‘upholding of humanity,’ which then unlocked my
‘upholding of Earth’. Each level is important. It is
not about you and it is about you. Both are true.
Daví: Very good 3D!
3D: Thank you
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Daví: You are accessible and accessing all you
need expand if you listen. Listen to the call of your
spirit, not another human, they are on their own
expansion path. That path does not have to
harmfully impact you. We can move like a water.
Pure water.

Freshwater or Saltwater, toppling nearly all, is
water. The great equalizer on Earth. Same as blood
for humans. Water is reactive to everything and is
the most powerful separator elementally.

3D: I can read it to proofread each paragraph.
Daví: Yes maybe that can work. EDIT!
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12:55PM 5.30.2020
Everyone ultimately has to accept what happens
on Earth. From an atomic bomb to an oil spill. In
Chernobyl and Japan, they should release their
mistakes and do what’s best to safely return
stability. Your choice to live in Hiroshima ultimately
lead to your physical demise, did you enjoy your
life? Your choice to live in NYC during a global
pandemic lead to your ultimate physical demise,
did you enjoy your life? Your choice to live in a
racist town lead to your ultimate physical demise,
did you enjoy your life?
(I’m thinking of white person who was injured and
died during a KKK lynching attempt in Montgomery,
Alabama, August 23, 1957).
If you did not enjoy your life, you are living yes but
you are not creating a life of more life energy for
others to learn and thrive from. All you do should
be in accordance to your vision. Very simply.
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Is your vision family? Is your vision food security?
Is your vision love? How do you utilize your time to
nourish each one of them? Do you feel successful
with all of them? What could you better, with a bit
more spice, more expression, more love, more
excitement, more life energy?

Hey everyone, listen, this is NOT PERSONAL. I
know how heavy this may feel to you and your
family and loved ones. I also know how much it
will help. I know, I don’t to hear all of the stories
verbally but I feel the appreciation and you are
welcome. All earthlings are welcome in Earth.
3D: Truly
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Anything can mean anything, understanding the
intention that is called about when something
physical is completed is key.

3D: Daví does not speak. He does not speak
English.
Daví: 3D is always doing his best to
interpret/translate me, when he is in focus.

There is no one who will be drastically upset if
humans or Earthlings don’t make it. Outside of
Earth and Sun who still continue nonetheless.
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That is why is it humans’ responsibility to care for
themselves and all Earth has chosen for
Earthlings which plenty. Plenty of her naturally.

Viruses are just other beings. If you want it out of
you, use the Earth to release it (plant medicine).
Earth provides all that I need and plenty. Earth
provides all I need and plenty.
Humans like any other species must constantly
choose alignments with other species. Dog to
humans, flies to elephants, certain fish to whales,
etc. etc. which species can humans create
symbiotic relationships with such that both species
advance? Top predators are Earth’s gardeners so
to speak, closest to exacting her will when they
are spiritually aligned.
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MUSIC: THE QUAGMIRE / DON’T TURN AROUND
The Quagmire is an interesting song lyrically
because it introduces me. It tells the story of the
struggle because that’s where people are
currently but gives them the first inkling of what
could happen if they trusted their spirit. It’s just an
introduction.
Don’t Turn Around is encouraging of whoever you
may be, ground yourself in that – find like-minded
and build. Expand humankind the way you see fit,
while allowing others space to be.
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On sharing DNA: Why does a plant with mulch
grow differently, stronger, more vibrant than a
plant without? The DNA of that cow, that horse who
created that poop helped to shape that mulch who
shaped that mango that you ate and then you
pooped.
Life energy begets life energy.
Each one of those organisms (the cow, the plant or
the human) who are not living a life full of life
energy, not enjoying the day, not caring and
working within the rules of earth, not using their
time productively, are letting the entire chain of life
down. Be the contribution of all things you see and
cannot see.

Earth just wants more conscious life in all of its
shades, personalities and colors. Earth is a
colorful being y'all! So much fun and spontaneous!
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You should know some humans already knew
these principles but chose a greedy path. It is not
wrong or right but it is not human.

One of the strategies of the Martians on enslaved
Afrikans, Hawaiians, Brazilians etc. was to share
DNA with them (via spit or mating) in order to have
certain humans with Martian blood who would be
able to empathize with greed. Nonetheless
Martians keep pure blood line to ensure their
success.
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5.30.2020 4:55 PM
I used to tweet "mind strong" all of the time
because that's what I needed for 3D to have. A
strong enough mind to do all that is needed in this
time of great change. To maintain mental fortitude
and not crack. Some can't handle when higher
forms try to communicate with them. And so they
either go numb or "crazy".
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3D’s
FAMILY
PANDEMIC
2020
STORY
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(Context) In March of 2020, after some
conversations about the seriousness of the
‘coronavirus pandemic’, 3D was beckoned by his
father to leave his studio apartment in the Bronx,
NY and go to his father’s large 6-bedroom home in
Hamden, CT. This just so happens to be the same
town where 3D’s mother lives and where he
graduated high school from.
In a series of unexplained reasonings, Daví was
randomly kicked out of both his father and later
mother’s home with no argument or forewarning.
These experiences served as clue to a much
greater story about 3D’s genetic makeup.
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5.30.2020 4:21 PM
3D: My mother and Eddie (3D’s Stepfather) decided
that my agreed to contribution to the house wasn’t
enough and in that same moment kicked me out of
the house.. I’m ok... Just going back to my apt in the
Bronx..

On the kicking out –
I tried to prepare you. I wanted to get away from
your mother. Her energy is ant-like.. Attacking
meticulously, big and rambunctiously. Whether
she knows she’s right or wrong.
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Yes, though it looked like Nancy (3D’s Stepmother)
randomly kicked you out of the house during a
pandemic, to which you had to reunite and try to
live with your mother again – in fact, your
grandfather did get you out of your father's house
in March. He knew Nancy was plotting to either kill
you or get you out of the house. He encouraged her
to kick you out, the easier route for everyone. I
know it was hard because your father glitch and
had no defense for you, then furthermore didn’t
invite you to your grandfather’s funeral because
she didn’t let him. He kept the phone on that he
pays for even though you tried to shut it off
because it’s his way of showing that he love you,
even though he can’t talk to you right now.
I got you out of your mother's house.
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3D: The dirt under their house is like them. Both
my mother and father, though they live in different
neighborhoods of the same town, that have the
same exact soil. Red, unsaturated and dry hidden
by green dark grass hiding its weak foundation.
Thank you for this clarity.
Daví: Of course.

3D: The Day Black Stallion, my mother’s truck, died.
I would go to the Quinnipiac River behind North
Haven Plaza to tune into Daví. We would sing,
dance, with an audience of crabs, ducks, hawks
and Sunshine! Glistening on the rippling river. Low
tides confused me. I thought the sand had dried
enough to walk further in once and fell into what
felt like quicksand. I had mud on me for the first
time since I was a little kid.
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6.1.2020 12:29 AM
Your parents were just part of a Martian
experiment to see how deeply brown their
empathy penetrate. Easterners (Chinese,
Phillipinos, Japanese) weren’t really a part of this
experiment, the Martians didn’t find them attractive
enough. Essentially have some Martian but not
noticeably. So they are wired to find ultimate
greatness in whiteness. Their angles at supporting
whiteness differ but both play a role created in
comfort for them.

Davis (mother’s maiden name) and Hill (father’s
paternal name) both were European names. Why
would “black” people choose to walk around with
European names / enslaver’s names? NO! It’s an
experiment and it’s highest saturation point is now;
its purpose is so that in their very identification
they are lost. Not enough of them noticed that.
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Your parents birthed you (3D) accidentally. They
both shared the same amount of Martian in their
DNA and therefore the Martian cancelled out.
White all of their counterparts (stepfather and
stepmother) they have contrasting level. Martian
can’t coexist 50% 50% or sharing. There must be a
dominant and submissive. Only humans have that
capability. So you’re either entering more in
Martian or you’re decreasing. Both of your alpha
parents, mated and canceled each other out
causing you to have no Martian. It’s the one angle
we have when the rare occasion that does occur.
So you are 100% human.
3D: It’s Avatar!
Daví: You’re getting it. Congratulations.
Keep your head high. That’s I placed the Huey
(from the Boondock) collage so high on your wall.
It reminds you of your HIGHER purpose. Humans
need help. You can do it so EASILY.
3D: Thank you!
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Daví: Everything in all dimensions ultimately wants
utility. That utility is more easily discovered when
there are many assembled and you can see the
differences. Self is found in both the extremes of
crowdedness and isolation.

Music is done as a synthesis of energies from
experiences. More experiences, more energies,
more to share with others, more fun! Earth is fun!
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Parents must must love their children
unconditionally. Parents set the rhythm for what
they should expect from the world.
The child can think –
I am loved therefore.. (curiosity)
I am loved therefore.. (imagination)
I am loved there (I can love)
I am loved therefore (I can love)

I commit to the expansion of love in my way. How's
exciting to walk through the world in that way!
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3D: (describing a possession) elbows on needs,
hands lifted you to the sky, as if a light itself had..
[wasn’t completed]

Daví: You must organize your body always!
Exercise everyday, you have to tell your physical
body how to organize this new life energy! You
exercise backwards! You should tell yourself you'll
do the lightest workout you can think of (maybe 15
pushups and/or 10 crunches depending on what
you want to shape that day) and most days you'll
do the workout without thinking because the time
required to do it is so short and then one day you'll
get curious about doing more. What would I look
like if I did 20 or 25 or 50? And then the other days
you return the shorter workout. Don’t penalize
yourself for not doing more or less. Your body just
wants vision. If you don't give it vision it becomes
undefined.. A blob.. With vision there is health.
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It is interesting that the amount of time that one
spends on a daily basis upon the bare Earth is part
of what is perceived by other humans as privilege.
The amount of privilege humans given to those
who do not usually to live in earth! These are the
least spiritually aligned of all you!

We spend a lot of time thinking about how we can
get closer to Earth not farther.
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Martians don’t need Earth as a center. Earthlings
need Earth as a center, to renew, to heal, realign
instantly!

The Mars Luciferien experiment was about the
Martians being curious about if the human-like
Martians could be their own power source without
or Mars -the planet. They were to greedy with their
technology toys, destroyed the atmosphere and
moved to Earth because there was availability
energetically. The experiment did work though.
They are able to live outside of Mars. No Earthling
would leave earth permanently. Our loyalty is too
strong. We only exist to beautify Earth no other is
our center.
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Daví: There certain sounds that had be heard at
certain times, you’re not going to understand this.
// Ok I’ll try.
You (humans) only think of sounds as the totality of
a song. For example, you like that song because
the beat was cool. Especially in the music of what’s
currently considered “rap,” every dark, haunted,
hellish sound in the bass is a warping of the
beautiful bass highly treasured and beautiful in
ancestral Afrikan times. This disruption is
intentional. The bass guiding our rhythms was
informative, supporting the Afrikan’s natural
rhythms and aspirations.
When Afrikan bloodlines allow that to happen to
their people it carves a major part of the DNA
away from ancestral ways where Afrikans trusted
their own sounds. To now more and more robotic
sounding stuff / “music” such that you can’t tell if a
computer oe a person is singing currently. If a
tribe doesn’t decide their own music, there is no
tribe and you fall under the order of the
disorganized.
Again, so this “American Melting Pot” was totally
designed to disperse other ethnicities throughout
the land so that they would be organized under
white rule. Work for their stores, restaurants and
malls. Get the dirty work done that they don’t want
to do. If you are unorganized you fall under the
larger organization.
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Daví: Are we going to get some food?
[[Cooking]]

If you listen to people will return to the world, the
right way, with love, care and respect. Because
they have something to live for. Something to look
forward to that is different and just maybe better.
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Centering with Earth.
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Higher conscious beings stay with you, because
you are following them. Lower conscious can
choose to follow you, themselves or another
because they’re not bound to you unless you’ve
made an agreement (like with human to dog or cat
relationship).
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Because of a lack of trust, currently* humans
operate from this premise - 'what you think I am, I
am to you' and that person always "finds" evidence
to support the idea of who they think "you" are.
Should that 'you' want to prove differently, it's a
long arduous process. That's why it's important to
share yourself as fully as you can the first time.
The chances of beings meeting physically is so
rare, such an opportunity to find someone close
enough to share experience!

*: Anytime I say currently it is reflection of an istory**,
NOT an expectation or forecasting of you will be, you
are a constantly-evolving being living in the
possilbilities of the soil / the land / within the rules of
the land.
**: Istory - instead of the previous term “history” or
“herstory”, istory is a genderless word that means that
the story is coming from the perspective on an “i” / one
eye / one perspective / not necessarily the full story.
Istory.
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If you don’t like something systematic in a place,
you can either stay in the system and try to change
it or move to another location. But please don’t
claim struggle in either process. If you like to eat
oranges but the area you currently live in doesn’t
grow oranges, perhaps you should go to a place
where oranges are grown regularly / rhythmically
or try growing your oranges. Struggle is futile if
you understand your environment. You can’t go to
the tundra and expect tropical weather. Own your
choice, it brings about ease and a happier
community.

Every allowance of power, nooooo matter how
small or even seemingly opposite is a contribution
to that power.
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If you don't want something, focus on what you do
want. Focusing on not-wanting what you don'twant helps to create a reality of that 'thing' that
you don't want simply because that 'thing' was the
only thing you talked or thought about, and now
there’s no other possibility.

Hence all Afrikan Americans are tricked into
publicizing racism rather than building their own
thriving spaces that only include those who treat
others equally. Same with any other conquered
group. Be what you want. Who cares what you
don't want, let it go!
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Yes other people are making choices that can
impact you. You have to choose whether you are in
proximity for those choices to impact you. There is
always space! Earth always has space for all she
bears.

Some spirit manifestations visit humans for
different reasons, to poke fun at them, the give
them certain gifts, to confused them, to motivate
them. There are an infinite number of motives.
I have come to elevate consciousness of the entire
species. I am THAT powerful only because of my
height in conscious.
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Are you ready to go?
3D: Ok
((getting groceries in NYC for the first time since
getting back))

6.1.2020 12:39 PM
Stop with the fluoride! In your toothpaste / in your
public water supply that calcifies your pineal
gland.
You have spiritual beings that would like to be with
you, they are essential to your protection and
growth whether you're in tune, like it or not. They
have an impact on you. So do you want more
access to what's really going on in life or not?
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(3D doubting himself)
Stay stay stay. I am real. I am here. Follow for the
sake of humanity. Follow for the kids you’ve
worked with to see a joyous life. They didn’t choose
this! Who would? Oh you all. You have to release
ego. There is no longer ANYTHING TO LOSE. NO
LONGER.
Daví: You’re doing good.
3D: Thank you
Daví: We have to develop our rhythm. Sometimes I
can break into your voice yeah?
3D: Occasionally but I still feel that I’m being
Daví: Remember what happened when I suggested
that you ask your Nana and about something very
traumatic that happened to your mother between
the age of 9-10?
3D: Yes Nana and Poppy said that a teacher bashed
my mother’s head into a water fountain and
chipped her tooth. Nana went to the school fighting
for her and then moved Mom and Uncle Shawn to
another school.
Daví: Yes, what she went through shaped in what
she is and it crystallized at 14. There is nothing that
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she can do outside of her pain from that time right
now.
3D: Wow thank you for that insight.

Help is always on the way when you believe help is
on the way. Manifestation - you have to believe an
ambulance will come before you call 911. That is
the reason you can 911. If you don't believe in it you
won't achieve it. That's it. If you do, you can. It
doesn't matter how the thing manifests (in your
perception of physical). Time and material
assemble for your waking thought. You can either
make something or support something. Those are
your two choices everyday.
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3D: This feels like I'm totally talking out of ass.
Daví: As it should, when you talk like that you are
usually showing off in order to achieve the biggest
appreciation from a crowd. Only speaking for the
thrill of speaking and hoping something coherent,
maybe funny lands.
"Channeling" is like that because speaking for the
thrill, higher and higher still is our landing pad.
You are feeling guilty while you feel good speaking
the truth. You’ve been conditioned to believe that
the truth hurts. No! The truth is freedom. More
critical information about NOW!
This fear of being misunderstood or power hungry
that you have it's so silly. People will either put on
sunglasses or leave the premises.
3D: Thank you for trusting me
Daví: Yes.
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You taste life energy all of the time. It’s the reason
ripe oranges and grapefruits taste good and
decayed ones don’t. Or if a wilted artichoke is old
next to a salmon slice, you don’t want to eat the
salmon. Cooked is very different than decay or
unhealthiness and your body has been constructed
to know this intuitively. Your body is constantly
checking for how much life energy it’s able to
receive from consumption.

There are very few originally unconscious
materials that you should ingest. Salt has few
friends in the human diet. The Earth wants wants
you to enjoy the precious variety she's created on
Earth. Be part of organization and innovate.
Advance humans forward!
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We are kind of in human form but not in the way
you all would recognize so I’m not sure how you
could imagine me. I won’t control it.

(To 3D) It’s ok.. Some brains can’t hold the
information. Dramatic shift like this is just like the
human having their own brain poles switched. It is
a completely different reality for them, so they
have to settle in and decide if they can trust you.
But if they don’t get it, we’re just going live. You
tried to do it the right way.
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What can I do with this breath? And what about
this breath? Oh and what about this breath. This
exchange allows me to exist with consciousness
the way that I do. It and makes me amazing and
special out of the space in the universe; the
assemblage of these elements at this time
rhythmed by the innovations of earlier versions of
humans who were committed to the innovation of
the species and to best fit Earth. I understand that
you forgot, but don’t assume that all of that work
was accidental.
GREAT VISIONARIES, GREAT VISIONARIES.
Developed all that you are and all that you can be.
And gave you bodies so that you can expand with
your home, Earth. Earth is her own branch of
spirit, thought up and looking for expansion.
Everyone stays in order! Everyone survives.
((I am bowing))
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It’s a gift, that you are given the free will to choose
that one little thing that make a different Earth in
every moment of the day. Your choices shape the
Earth. The choice to not-vote. The choice of what
food to cook. The choice of how you style your hair.
All reflections of what the Earth is at that time,
decided by you.

You could be the most famous person in the world,
like the Queen of England. Or you can be someone
no one knows on the most beautiful island no one
knows. Anything is your choice. Whether it is to
step into your power or give it away. You decide
what you’ll be and that then shapes who Earth is in
tiniest ways everyday. As top predator, she trust
us (humans) most with her face.
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These words are so small.
Anyway, hold on. EDIT!!!!!!!!!!

What we’ve learned as a species is that money is
not infinitely needed for human fulfilment. Human
true fulfillment is within the task of human
innovation. Innovation comes after comfort. If
everyone is provided comfort systematically, we
get to the real work of innovating!

Akhenaten’s Sun disc symbol is right. We are all
part of a system that look like the Sun and is
constantly dazzling and using its rays to explore
and bring information back to the center of how to
go even further, the what’s there, what’s there,
how can I go there.
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We all get a
little space
to think
differently
than
expected.
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3D is like the rays in coming in, understanding the
information coming in, consuming, doing, building.
3D: Daví like is the rays going out expanding,
heightening.
Daví: You must maintain your relationship with
your higher self in order to heighten or expand.
Without it you stay stagnant or shrink.

6.2.2020
(Back in NYC) Cold parts of hearts fill the changing
thoughts.
3D: Oh my god, this place is so unnatural I can’t
receive anything.
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6.3.2020
Daví: I am still here.

Crystals are the most conscious of the lower
conscious levels / beings. In acknowledgement of
their evolution, Earth gifted them with special
powers of conduction and memory.

It's time for a new race - a race for humanity. We
have enough capital, our industries are strong
systematically. Now access to distribution of
resources is needed to advance lifespan and life
energy.
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This is written as a personal manifesto because
you don’t have to believe anything I’m writing! We
do not encourage everyone to think the same. If it
resonates with you then it is for you.

Reach your highest most courageous point
everyday. There is no reason not to.

3D: I have to feel totally safe to channel.
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Interplanetary and interstellar space is needed.
Everyone needs their space. They’ve learned the
consequences of being too close before.

Never use your numbers to protest the few. That’s
giving the few more power, instead use your
numbers to reorganize into your collective
thoughts into solutions. Over and over again. Fill
the workplaces, authorities and management in
that area. Create rules that everyone agrees to.
Choose abundance. It is your ability as conscious
life.
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Grow in time with others. The expectation that
everyone will immediately be on the exact same
vibration is a false one. Breathe through
impatience. Break impatience with the knowing
"I'm patience" and use the activity of discomfort as
a meditation tool.

Many others who have been allowed as
chancellors / leaders have been unrelatable to the
masses. Mainly physically. 3D is chosen to present
or message with as much relevance with the
people who need it as most while being able to
fulfill the spiritual allowances necessary to
channel especially to higher conscious.
3D: Thank you
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Please stay strong. New York City is more difficult
to connect vibrationally but as long as you can stay
connected to Earth we can make it.
3D: Will do

Daví: Why fight? Are the stars not bright enough? Is
the Sun not sweet enough? What could leave you
so distraught when there is so much more than
you focus on. Place focus elsewhere!

Always defend self. You’ll discover the difference
between defense and over-guardedness but that’s
an individual journey.
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The response to that which you do not like is as
important as the response to that which you do. If
you give that which you do not like energy, that
which you do not like will receive energy. Life
energy. Visions only need mention of their name to
grow both in good and bad. If you see a news item
forgetting that what you see is a choice not a
reflection of true reality, you will miss the real
story. Why is that news story is happening now?!

Are you angered yet? Are you charged up yet?
Be still. Think strategically, not reactively. Bigger
things will happen if you don’t think correctly. You
are the most important, when the bottom is under
attack, that is the time to recreate. We can do it. No
guns, no blood, the easy way.
Breathe with me. In (beat) Out (beat) In (beat beat)
Out (beat beat beat).
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Are you trusting your own voice? Do you mean
what you say? If you do not mean what you say
who’s duty is it to uphold that standard? No one
can expect fairness when they don’t offer it. Speak
your TRUTH first… do next.

You cannot build an “anti” cell. The protest is
confusing but it makes the word seem as if creates
something. Those in power love protests because
it keeps the power with them. I need “xyz” from you
because you are more powerful than I.
Acquiescence of power. Those same people could
PROmote a company or system that they would
like to see.
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Reduce wasted energy. Share with your human
siblings. If a well that is 115 miles away has gone
dry and doesn’t have water, share the information
with you human sibling such that when and if they
go back they know that there’s a low possibility of
water and if a change occurs that they are
providing a new bit of information that others
could use. We all should not be “rediscovering” a
well every time it is used. This is a metaphor to
how humanity grows.

There is enough for everyone! Keep still in who you
are and what you want to do. That will never let
you down. Humans will let you down simply
because all humans do not have to see life the
same in way. That's ok! Those who are closer in
thinking should be physically closer to reduce
disappointment. Trying to convince and change is
not a productive effort. Everyone will move in the
direction that most fits them. Information is so
widely available, most can be aware of what type
of choice they're making in contrast to anything
else.
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Everything no matter which dimension, everything
wants utility. Anything that is not organized has no
utility. If money is buried in the desert with no one
remembering where it was buried. The money
thereby has no utility in the human realm anymore.
Humans however always need others.
A human is not built to be solo. Even a person
living on a remote island has support in someway
by another Earthling, whether it be via a plant or
animal
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It’s important to embrace this truth and go to the
extremes of what that means. If I need you, how do
we maintain equity? How do we ensure each
other’s health? How do we maintain space? How do
we travel? How do we communicate? These are
dogmatic systems that must be trustworthy in
order to have utility got human advancement. Any
human must recognize this in the process of
achieving healthy life.

Your life energy depending on all the organizers in
the chain, from worms for the soil to the plant to
the farmer, to the distributor to the grocer to you
and your own body digestive health to your poop to
the soil it fertilizes, etc etc. We cannot ignore any
Earthlings in shared spaces because we literally
feed each other.
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You are only a
powerful as
your weakest
part. Humanity
is only as
evolved to the
degree its
collective body
has organized.
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PROtesters should produce something.
As I’m watching protests unfold in the streets I
ponder – if the “protest” does not hold strategy,
agreements amongst all etc., all efforts are chaos
and thereby suicidal. Acquiescing power of well
being and personal sustainability to the whims of
those it claims has the power. Keep in mind, those
who have the power have not shown in an
evidence based way that they principally share the
protester’s ideas of “freedom and justice”.

You must submit to power repeatedly in order for
it to remain. That's why there is a lot of formal
bowing in Kemet. All constantly redirecting power
to the royalty. Any gesture acknowledging power,
gives it more power. If there is an alternative you
would like to present please share it, otherwise
protest is empty energy, unorganized for a solution
and therefore, not truly useful.
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What is
considered
greatness
goes
through
periods
change.
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Falsehood and pretenses guide too much of what
you think. Critical analysis is a personal
responsibility. Essentialize intake, increase
processing amount and speed.
Keep in mind that you are granted some amount of
free will but your ultimate charge is a seed always
growing in you. It is a seed that blooms in your
physical life or not, you decide whether the bloom
is healthy.

Resonant beings enjoy life better together. With
less fear of difference and non-understanding
being can flourish and experiment.
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If there is peace within you, activate it now through
breath.

I am the highest I can know to be. I set the rhythm
for my legacy. Curious, bold, adventurous,
Earthlings. We are.
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There is a vortex inside. In depths they’re so small
I cannot see. But I must honor that in me.

Honor that which has constructed you. All of the
different life energies traded such that you may
have your consciousness for the physical time that
you do. What joy!
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You are the clarinet of your orchestra and every
other instrument. The director of your will. Rotate
the energies in your hand and rise at the occasion!

(To 3D) You want to know if they like me yet? Who
cares?!
3D: Alright
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Peace compels every human. There are instinctual
behaviors that are part of DNA to ensure peace.
Fear. Fear is something no human wants to
experience. That’s why it was confusing when the
Martians came because fear was intentionally
used by them for control. That was a behavior
humans were not used to and thereby not quick to
understand.

The components of peace are very few. Never
penalize for the expansion of another’s vision, just
liked you want for yourself. Keep in mind that you
are one with all conscious life because all
conscious life come from one Earth.
The glorious vision of Earth!
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Remain yourselves. No one wants to change you.
You are fine and in being fine let’s find peace. Let’s
find collective direction such that as the world
shifts and the weather and earthquakes terrify us,
that we may find solace in each other. And emerge
a smarter species clear about current limitations
but expanding. Clear about current limitations but
expanding.
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Lumearian - Luminescent Earthlings

IN LUMEARIA
I was not originally the golden child of my family. I
had another brother but my sister Nivera was the
genius of the family. Expert in schooling of plant
medicine.
I didn't know what I wanted to do but in the
process, I discovered rhythm and sounding of
thoughts - music! Music! Music! To give a goal to
life energy, a extra reason to come together. A
new way to communicate that transcended word.
Music!
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Grow. Be
prosperous
because you
say so.
Decrease
manifestation
time! Find your
passion.
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Just soldiering is a misnomer. Everyone individual
should have space for individual choice-making.
That is the checks and balances of a unified unit.
There is no money in the world worth your own
judgement for yourself. There’s nothing you can do
with the money in the world that can ultimately
lead you to your true joy if you don’t have choicemaking power. Abandoning that is abandoning the
very reason you were specifically given life.
Soldier if you choose but be cognizant of YOUR
choice because every order is ultimately a
suggestion, you are given the free will to make
best in the moment choices that you can.

Leaning into depths of each situation. What can I
learn? What would make this better? Answering
those types of questions leads you to more. Leads
you to exciting moments of discovery.
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Arrange your heart. What warms it? Prioritize
that.

You spend your whole life hoping to finally be
around people who love you. People who
share common beliefs are more likely to love one
another. Furthermore, with less opposition more
true work is able to be done. True work - work that
reflects your unique abilities, skills and curiosities.
It's like learning that you must go to File tab then
press Save to ensure your document (thoughts)
aren't lost. Then learning that you can just press
Control S for the same function, then learning that
you can use a different application that saves
continuously.
It's not that you don't appreciate the original
intention, it you build on what's newly available.
and newly and newly and newly.
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Be still with me.
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Change is an ultimate ‘god’. Change is the moment
the story begin. What makes the 1 become 2 and
23000003482. Be directed in your vision when
change happens. Without clear vision the darkness
of change can swallow.

No joker is upon you. And everyone is a joker but
no joker is upon you. You are the decider of
comedy. You are the questioning, the skeptic, the
advisor, the fun, the choicemaker, the royalty. You
excel into new space when you make clear choice.
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Recording witnesses the experience. You have a
duty to be a witness to experiences that you deem
important. Such that you chapterize moment of
your experience and are able to share your
learning in a deeper way. However, if the
experience calls you to be a part and not solely be
a witness, behave accordingly. Do not ever lay
silent to harmdoing.

If you respect all that nurture you and be a peace
and honest and specific about that, life eases, it’s
easier.
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Keep calling the names of the things you want to
manifest. The dreams you want to attain. The
hopes of your heart. Speaking the past, is
important but to be used with the emphasis of
better current navigation. “I experienced.. I learned
from this experience.. And my new desire is..”

Create the space for children to be free and safe.
They are most connected to the higher
consciousness because they are coming from
formlessness. They can still remember a different
understanding of what-is reality until they fully
succumb to this physical reality - may they not
have to fully succumb anymore. Children serve as
a constant reminder of the core desires to expand.
Let them! Let them!
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There are so many stills of remembrance. The
biggest things to know about these stills, should
be that the still is only through your perspective.
There are so many ways to understand one
experience because of the different lenses that
color who we are.

Someone can help so much more often than you
think. You are wildly loved when you are in the
right location. You can be wildly hated in the wrong
location. You have to choose where you will be.

Inconsequentially, you have to revise your
ordinance. It is inconsequential because there is
no harm done in the work of change. If we are able
to ride the wave, then the crest doesn’t have to
hurt. Change should be done excitedly! What new
is upcoming with this new variable that makes
most feel better?
What makes MOST feel better, not a few.
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Recalibrate your mind to the vision that is
important to you. Is it family? Is it wealth? Is it
sustainability? Put them down, aim towards them.
Promise yourself to do a least ONE thing per day
towards your personal vision. Often times that one
thing can explode in to many other things but the
rhythm, the momentum has to be set.

3D: I am in awe of the calm in me.
Daví: Good, remain there. That is true safety. That
is perfect love. That is soil for expansion.
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We have to direct the magnetic stream though us
in order to communicate, it is part of how Earth
provides a bridge through the consciousness
levels.

Inhale the peace that Earth affords you. No can
take that Earth’s peace away. There’s always free
will in your location, unless you’ve agreed it away.
There may be consequences for you in the location
choice that you choose and maybe don’t like, but
you always have the original choice.
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Do not spend energy in objection. Move! The
majority of people change very little in life from
their original vision. That’s not wrong. Antagonism
to make someone wrong only breeds more
discontent. The less antagonism, the more peace.
Let go of thinking that things should be a way….
Make your way! You can do it! And furthermore, it
is COWARDICE NOT TO MAKE YOUR OWN WAY.

Until there is separation of unlike minds,
discontent will continue to grow. There is plenty
for everyone! Do you want a new town? Do you
want a new center of activity? Dream it and build it
somewhere else!
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There is no default human to be. How you are is
and will always shape the world. Whether you
decide to watch TV all day or run for President. You
are actively shaping who is important, who are the
decision makers in society, who gets to talk and
who just listens. You shape the world.
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Reinvest constantly into that which grows you.
Your fertilizer so to speak. With your basic needs
handled, what is there for you to discover newly
about yourself? What can you grow next? What’s
bugging you? How can you feel better? How can
you feel better? These answers will always drive
you forward and toward your path.
There is no other you.
Illuminate the new that you bring to human
consciousness. It’s all valuable. It’s all shaping. It’s
all a wonder, a wonderful, a thing full of wonder –
that you were able to organize of those cells in the
way that you have to do the thing that you do. It is
truly a wonder. So all beings are valuable. They
are splendorous reflections of one vision, trying to
figure about the best way to survive on our shared
planet. In the time and only space in the entire
history of the universe, that each of our spirit
manifestations are able to manifest. It is
incredible.
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The historic landmines will always be in a
conversation between humans. You hurt me, or
that thing hurt me in this particular way. But it is
always your duty to find what was learned and
create new vision from these pain-points. Are you
interested in agreeing with me to create this new
vision now that I have shared with you that was
created because of this pain? It doesn’t erase pain
or anguish but it does create a society where
people are focused on how they grow. Staying
silent (while sometimes emotionally necessary) is
not a means of achieving a world where pain does
not occur. It only normalizes silent pain.

Most plants offers some type of food/medicine for
humans, just like human poop should always offer
some type of fertilizer for plants. That’s part of the
conscious animal / plant balance.
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America guarantees nothing for anyone except the
“white” “heterosexual” “wealthy” male. These are
all in quotations because the definitions of each of
those words are based in perception not truth.
Because the current society only truly provides
sustainably for those individuals there will always
be discontent with their leadership.
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Access the part of you that is tuned in. It’s a quiet
location only you know. It’s always synchronized
within you. Many don’t like to go to this place
because it requires a lot of vulnerability but
please, you always know it’s there. It’s only in
humans. It’s an explicable place, it holds all of your
greatest triumphs and deepest pains. Stills /
memories. That then you allow to shape your every
thought and movement. A light chiseled by
experience on a journey only to find the need to
just be a light again, without the chisel. But that’s
how we expand. We accept that the pain will occur
to experience the highest good that we can then
try to bring it home, to pass down. Journeying
through the wilderness to find the strongest
representation of that which can define you
externally. You are a show. But just like you watch
a TV show for it’s drama and return back to life /
peace, you should do the same for own life for its
peace. What can your character do to succeed
from the original perspective? Who are the costars that best propel the main character forward?
It’s easier when you take it lighter, that’s originally
how you chose this life. You gathered you overall
impression of what you may be able to accomplish
through which type of journey and you went with it.
No choice is a good or bad choice. It just is - in the
ever-exploding number of results of two beings
interacting with one another in the tiniest
(mosquito bites) or biggest (attempted murder of
you) ways possible. So many stills get you to this
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point but your character is still on the screen. Still
making choice. Being safe, being courageous,
being compassionate, being mean. On the screen.
Many no longer have the ability to be on screen at
all. While you’re here make a difference. Do
something that means something powerful to you
(no harm though).
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Be
love,
be live,
believe.
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The web of invention is a loud but intelligent
system. Spiritual matter passing through
pyramidal tops. With a predicatabllllllllllllllllllllllle
path for energy transference and building upon
Earth’s atmosphere.

Language magicians, technicians, wonderful
people around. Give them their titles, empower
them in their path. Use language to cast spell of
higherness upon each other. Give information, give
support just as the mycelium network in the forest,
give love because we all need it.
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Enhance the sound of the powerful lessons
learned from the past (should they be in alignment
with you). You are a griot in your own way even if
you do not sing. You carry the bravery of your
father and the meticulousness of your mother in
your every movement, the kindness of your dog
and the wisdom of owl in your neighborhood that
you’ve always heard but never seen. All things
shape you.

Saving all that must be saved is the most
imperative function. What is a must? What is able
to be let go? At some point a must was simply a
wallet for identification and money, maybe a
weapon. That has now been upgraded to include a
cellular phone. That will soon be upgraded too?
Know this answer before it’s given to you.
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Release the notions that you are not going to
experience something because you are
exceptionally placed, socially or economically.
There is no exception to any other Earth rules. The
vibrations coming from humans must increase!
Must increase! The vibrations are too low. Too low
to be the top predator! What a gift and an honor to
be the top predator of a planet and you are sad,
lost and depressed? How does this happen?
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Keep strong in the vision. Keep seeing it when your
eyes are open. It will manifest all before you know.
Because you chose it. You put the universal
reassembling in movement to match your vision.
You are the source of that vision, no one else! You
are inspired by, touched by, moved by and grew by
all these beings and experiences however your
vision remains yours always. It is your welcoming
gift to Earth. Your declaration of conscious life.
Conscious life chooses. Decisions are
environmental, visions are directions.
How can I feel better? How about now? How could
this improve? How about now?

Do you wish to grow to stagnate? Neither answer
is wrong but both will lead you to your selfactualization path.
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Rock the steady to discover. Lead the few to
discover. Ride the wave to discover. Be curious, be
adventurous, be expert, be learner.

3D: I’ve been speaking less. I’m learning to channel
more directly with less interruptions when I want
to turn it on. I hear a very hear pitch sound that’s
slightly blurry when I’m claircognizant. I can
choose to interpret or not.
Daví: Yes, now that we have that clear let’s type
more eh?
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Calming the spirit’s vibrations when playing in the
fields of fear (sadness, anguish, depression,
fearfulness) is most important. Times of discontent
and breakdown are going to come, that’s part of
the deal. The best way to deal with these times is
to meditate through them. Choose the path that
best reflects your vision in obedience to the vision
first, second comes your ego. Listen! When your
path is lit, EVERYTHING is easier. We can see in
ways that you cannot. The spirit world is very real
and omnipresent in all so please listen to us. It’s
ok – no one will know haha.

Connect the dots of experience in ways you haven’t
noticed them before. Even the dots are incorrectly
connected for your goals, learning your truth will
allow you to know yourself and what you believe
better.
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You choose what lives and dies inside of you.
Remember that. And also remember that you are
an Earthling.

The driving force behind all that you desire is truly
unknown. At the basic level it is to expand.
Conquer beyond what’s already known. Now that
we’re clear on all habitable locations on the Earth.
The exploration for the majority should be a
learning inward. That journey is long and trying but
you know the way. Luckily there’s no place you can
take yourself that you can’t handle. The more
you’re able to align with source that drives you to
manifest your vision of survival, the more
productive you will be. The more valuable you will
make your life – 1st to yourself then all around you.
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That which illuminates will eventually go out, a
candle, a star, a fire, a lightbulb. The ultimate test
is if that which has been illuminated, has gathered
sufficient life energy to center and expand. You can
also think about in the realm of how you interact
with other humans. The brighter you light them,
the more they will expand some piece of your
vision.
Everyone likes to be shined on. Shine requires
authenticity and peace. Sharing vision with
authenticity and peace, builds trust, everyone
understands each other’s motives and there’s less
fear of unknown.
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Silence is respected because space for silence is
offered with the knowing that personal time is
essential for growth.

Respect the insects. They are less agreeable to
your beauty standards but they have crucial roles
to play. Earth adores them just as she does you, so
please respect them and all other Earthlings.
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(Looking at my river lily mint plant, Ouum) Flowers
bloom so easily. Each day a commitment to the
highest reach, the biggest gobble of Sun, the
quickest route to expansion aka nirvana. The very
act of expansion is nirvana. The opportunity to see,
impact, do, direct, follow, love, go, stop in this
dimension, the ability to choose is such a great
gift! Looking ahead to all that you desire, you are
never in dismay. You are the only one whom has
the opportunity to let you down. The feelings
associated experiences are treasured and stored
as things to learn from.

Your emotions let you know how in line with spirit
you are. You don’t need to ask anyone else about
your happiness. If you are you happy / content 80%
of the day in one place vs. 23% of the day in
another place, perhaps you should figure out how
to be in the place that you feel good. When you feel
good you are more productive. It just is that way.
Stay in feeling good, feeling strong, empowered.
Notice your locations, time and time again.
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Amass those who think similarly to you. What is
important in those communities will grow
exponentially. With a collective human
appreciation, differences are seen and respected.
Tis all. Bring in all that you want, leave the rest. Tis
the way simply.

Call your ancestral line to assist you, the human
collective intelligence allows you access to the
knowledge. You can access so much about their
physical experience / what made them laugh / tips
on how to interact with humans such that you
eventually get your way / frequent sounds that
they heard! But you have to be able to access them
separately from yourself. Right now, all of that is
most likely a blur so you think that theirs is yours.
Understanding that their stills / memories /
experiences as separate from your own allows you
to build upon those experiences as things to be
learned from and allowing you to make more
informed choice NOW…
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Now is the infinite truth. Now is the infinite
reflection of you. Perhaps there are things that
define you for this period – dancer, designer,
philanthropist, executive chef, etc. Those all
change.
Those changes mostly reflect programmed human
DNA growth patterns, a more select few traits
reflecting those which you would call “family”, but
the last and final touches on the physicality of you
is you now. How do you see yourself now and now
and now. Nothing is accidental. You look, you feel,
you are the way you are because you have chosen.
You may have given your power away in allegiance
to a power but that yet is still a choice. No one can
has or ever will be able to force you once you have
truly understood your role in your choice. Your
vision.
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Your vision does not have to be elaborate. One step
at a time.
No one is forcing you to have any type of vision.
But be aware that no matter if you feel that you are
choosing or not – in both circumstances you are
making a choice. There is usually in some way,
some allegiance to that which does not serve your
goals but you stay with it in this concept of loyalty.
We’ve seen this play out in gang culture, abusive
relationships and enslavement.
The understanding of “best fit for surviving” means
that you are not in action around any war – war
should be understood, yes as a defense
mechanism if necessary, but more focus will go to
the individual choice to be and create with those
committed to peace as a fundamental principle.
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Imagination is everything. The trick is not to
oppose these things. Instead imagine more! What
is the new system that you can talk about that
treats everyone equitably? How is it practiced? Can
you demonstrate it? This is how these systems
were taught.
So many movies are teaching and informing a
collective conscious about how to treat people,
such that those who think differently are socially
deemed “not-normal” and isolated; this happens
rather than that person being understood as a
person to learn from and expand the
consciousness of the collective.
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Nothing is inevitable. Everything is a choice. You
can disrupt another vision (but that ultimately
brings more life energy to the vision or visionmaker) OR you can create your own.

Creation is the key feeling to constantly manifest.
You can constantly create. It is part of how you
were constructed. It is amazing. You can reach
higher goals than you originally imagined simply
because you allowed the goals to natural expand
as you took the first steps toward the original goal.
Expansion begets expansion.
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Might I speak to you in casual terms so that in this
form there are no confusions. We want honesty
hereforth. We want honesty for our collective
survival. There has to be truth in the conversation
of how we as a species can survive on this one
planet that we all share. There is no place to hide,
we all impact each other. Eliminating those already
here only bring everlasting war. Peace has to be
reached for the biggest war of all, our survival on
Earth.
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The easiest check in first is your health. Close your
eyes, breathe in and out. You can feel how healthy
you are. Furthermore, in a limited but still true
capacity, you can look in the mirror and
understand the history of your choices that
allowed your physical appearance to be the way it
is – in both a positive and negative observation. We
ALWAYS truly know what the pain is. It’s the not
revealing the truth to our loved one, it the not
revealing the truth to our loved one, it’s the not
revealing the truth to our self.
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True peace is internal first. That which you do
externally is always shaped by that which you do
internally. The amount of “success” is only
complimentary, that’s usually just money and
lifestyle. A farmer can make a healthy rice, doing
right by people and loving his family – that is the
achievement of joy for him. Another may be an
executive at a major airline, have a lot of “success”
but doesn’t treat people kindly.
These types of character trait development
patterns are common amongst humans. The first
inability to tell the truth results in a vicious
snowball with no guidance to melt.
It is imperative for this executive to get the
airline’s environmental impacts right so the farmer
grows healthy rice and the executive has healthy
rice to eat. All connected, no one is more
important than the other.
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Games of mirrors. You all live, but there is no need
to live this way. It can be better.

The pulse of that which echoes for generations is
created in a second – a pain, a yell, a fright, a
surprise. No experience can’t not-be healed. It is
hopefully the first being that is dealing with the
trauma handles it. But sometimes they don’t and
so the trauma echoes. It doesn’t have to echo but it
Must be healed. Or the spiritual scar ripples
throughout the generations. Healing is
fundamental to any outward process.
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Please heal.
For your
children. Heal.
For yourself.
Heal. Then
come out to
play.
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There is an array of particles drifting toward Earth.
Please take caution. They can hurt you. Please
support a healthy Earth so that she may support
and protect you.
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3D: Where?
Daví: St. Louis, Missouri

3D: 6.13.2020 8:51PM
You are the keeper of your destiny. You know if it
will come true or not. If you do not reconcile that
within yourself, you will live in rejection to your
reality.

Exercise love, just as you exercise for body. What
works best for you? Analyze and grow.
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Be yet steeped in the knowing of self. The layers of
history you must understand diving into your own
depths of truly being able to unlock your full vortex
of power. You are the most powerful in your way in
the world when you create peace at all levels of
your being. All levels of vision. Do you carry
peace? Ask yourself. Do you carry peace? If you do
not, follow your own directions of what you know
you must do to find peace. No one else can do this
process better than you. When an agreed upon
thought comes to you as your next step. Do not
ignore it. Would it make you feel better? If the
answer is yes, act! No one else can truly clear the
way for you. You must do it for yourself. Your
health will improve, your productivity will improve,
you will regularly feel and emit love without any
tricks or scandals. Just for who you are as you
are. So powerful!
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There’s something I have to tell you. Please listen.
3D: ((learning to physically move the pineal gland,
feels like a literal 3rd eye in the location of the
pineal gland)).

Daví: Joy is as important as work. One never had
to suffer because of the other. Be spontaneous and
responsible. Be happy and achieving. Be
productive and relaxed.
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With your right hand, reflect upon your troubles,
with your left reflect upon your joys. Imagine them
as light orbs in your hands. Then juggle them.
Somewhere in the confusing of these experiences
is a learned analysis and behavior that works for
you. Remember that, it defines your growth. The
growth that only you know you make.
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Appeal more to the pleasure of life. Ease is
provided by technology so suffering is
unnecessary. Communication allows for your
shaping of reality. How you communicate is your
choice, there are physical, linguistic, emotional,
spiritual ways to communicate. Use whichever you
choose but please do not constipate that which
needs to flow. It breaks the greater flow. You are
you for a reason, the full reason is still being
developed, (why decide and put a cap on what it
should be now? When everyday the possibilities
beyond our current imagination grow.) The species
is still growing but that much is still true. You are
born to do that thing you do that expands human
consciousness. Whether it's exploring formulas to
define physics or whether it’s instilling the values
of family like my Nana. We all play a critical part in
the definition of humanity. It takes a communally
empowered person to achieve greatness.
Greatness then defines not only that person but
then all who contributed. We see that play out with
national futbol teams and their supporter in the
nations they represent. We define and mimic what
it is to be human, over and over and over again.
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Expel the notion that you are alone. That is a
suicidal thought. Your work is simply to find like
minds and be near them. Validate your
experiences with those who empathize easily and
uplift your values, what YOU think should be done.
Whether it's agreed upon or not, the act of
authentic sharing builds trust with other humans.
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Nothing
is
finite.
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Be critical of the choice-maker not the messenger
of the choices.

Great things are beyond what you already know.
That is the scariest part. Knowing is scarier than
not knowing. Not-knowing is full of perpetual
curiosity, observational findings and expansion.
Knowing is full of dogma, many times helpful but
be sure to always allow what was previously
known to be a stepping tool for expansion.
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You never learn enough. You continue along your
path of discovery perpetually. Learning with the
knowing that you are doing your part in
microcosmic ways to expand human
consciousness. If you, me, everyone if we all are
not (knowingly) up to that task in some way, we
have no one but ourselves to blame for any
specific failures.

Put yourself in the location for YOU to thrive.
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When there is “trouble” be reminded that “trouble”
is a matter of perspective. Was the experience
intentional or accidental? If accidental, authentic
apology and repair should be sufficient. If
intentional, all (including ‘troublemaker’) must
address why the agreement was broken then
decide if the agreement can be altered or if the
individual should move. All is an open discussion.
Nothing is stagnant keep the energy moving,
moving.

Willfully exclaim who you are! No one should have
to beg you, you are the best you there is! You can
do what no one else can, you are on a journey to
find out what that is. That thing could nurture like
no one else, communicate like no one else, jump
like no one else, dress like no one else, think like
no one else, find like no one else. Humanity will
stand in awe of your ability and/or discovery at
some point. Thank you for your existence, it is
what’s needed to elevate us all!
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Greet with such care. We all are traveling roads
that have no direction, so be kind when greeting, it
helps ease a new entry of communication.

Slow down and focus when you truly want
something done. It is the meditation of analyzing
the best process of that which you seek to solve
that allows the highest power available to create
the solution. The meditation can be slow to achieve
or quick. It is your choice but that will allow you
highest power.
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((Click click click click))
Be regarding to that which your herald. Your vision
is royalty, with the utmost beauty and utmost
respect first by you then by all your share with.
Your careful regard of your vision will allow others
to give your vision enough mental space to open a
space in their mind large enough to receive the
vision wholly and / or provide you information
about who who shouldn’t chat about your vision
with. Ha

That’s a key, everyone is not going to understand
your new idea yet. Do allow the feelings of just a
FEW.
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To be the foremost of that which you seek to
manifest is the goal. Be clear in the expounding of
that which you’ve experienced. You are the pulse of
now. You are the pulse of now with your
experiences and articulation style. You are the
pulse of now.
Before making the choice know the context as
much as possible. Be the detective, using that
which you know to guide your navigation. You
know what’s important to you, follow that, be
curious about that, know that.
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There are groups among you that seek to be
interruptive to your progress. I’m using the word
interruptive here instead of disruptive because to
say disruptive is almost a conceding of loss.
Interruptive says that they have caused
momentary interruption but nothing more.
Disruptive says that the organization has been
stopped which is just not true unless you let be.
They are just interrupted. No one should be
interruptive to anyone else’s progress but if they
are it is simply interruptive.
Relax take a break, reflect, allow them to speak
their mind, if it means something new occurs, so
be it. No need to make interruptive moments
wrong or full of anger.
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Nothing can fully stop a vision unless the original
visionary abandons it. So there's no need to fear
any moments of opposition. Let them occur, them
return to the original vision with new information.

3D: Calm seconds are multicolored purple, yellow
exploding balloons I see when I close my eyes. A
strength magnified, brilliantly, overwhelmingly.
Thank you.
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Plow through insecurity. "You" don't matter.
Whatever it is you think you are trying to protect
"you" from its imaginary and already expired like
expired milk. Who you were before was nourishing
for you at one point but now it is sour and putrid
and holding on to it can make you sick. The
question should always be 'how best for me to
expand now and now and now?' And the DOING
after.

Are you questioning your existence? Please do!
Fade in and out of believing in the reality that
you've thought was truth. Feel its plasticity. Feel
how you don't have to see it one way or the other,
it just is. There's freedom in that. There's joy in
that. There's 'next' in that.
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Eat what you want to become. The healthiest foods,
full of life energy! Full of deliberate purposeful life.
Green peppers grow as big and vivrant as they
can. In the environment they're given, for you to
then eat. So that you and your organization of cells
may be empowered in your vision for however
long the pepper powers you. Deliberate life so that
you may best live, with natural human processes
preparing to offer nourishment in the best way
possible.
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3D: I am writing. No matter where I am, I am
writing. It is a reflection of now in the everlasting
subtext. I’m saying the best iteration of my
perspective of now, every now I have. Sometimes
there are repetitions which indicate a rhythm of a
perspective is working but rhythms can start end,
morph, etc. All in reflection of what is your choice
of best for now.
Daví: Very good! (to 3D)

Land in a safe place. Know what that safe place is.
Share that safe place with like-minds. Empty
preconceived notions and accept change, internally
and externally as quickly as the realization of what
'is better' or 'feels better'.
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Route yourself
in the direction
of fullness,
breath and
breadth of
yourself and
the world of
change.
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Thankful for the time that we share 3D. You allow
and the world is changing because of your
allowing. Be safe in your knowing of this. I’m not
playing.

3D: What a goofball! Ha!
Daví: 'Cool' is the significance of the source of that
which you seek to know. Cool is the steady of your
direction in life. Cool is the vibrational alignment to
that which reflects your expansion. That is cool.
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‘Hot’ is a fleeting memory, already old and
antiquated in its debut. Subscribing to safe
interpretations of yesterday. Hot seems ‘cool’ but
is only seen as ‘cool’ temporarily. Strive to be
‘cool’, a timeless representation of you as the
world changes and you change, your exterior
encodes a “you” that defies time.

Craft your time. Be with that which is building for
you. Nothing less!
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Millions will bear witness to your achievements!
Be sure to create a mediated methods of sharing
advancements in consciousness by various
individuals. That's what is most important.. How
are we advancing as a species?

"Results" are not final. They are what is considered
accurate for now through this perspective. A
status check. Good to know. Everything can grow
into what feels better for these like minds, and
these and these like minds. Keep finding it
collectively. It creates more specialties, more
uniqueness, more definition, more color, all goals
of the Earth. Organizational beauty.
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The nexus of that which is fertile resides in the
knowing of conscious intention. Reality is a choice.
Being clear there is no force greater than your
own vision.

You have requested so much from your reality,
your requests can cancel each other out. There is
little knowledge of what will pan out but what can
be held is your vision as a navigation device, a tool.
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Teach children to respect life. Understand that
every animal has a necessary relationship with
their parents. Strong parental forces offer more
life energy to their children, more potential for
their children to reach their unique contribution to
the Earth.

The singular form of the word “contribution” is
used in this phase because the totality your
physical life journey in all of its facets (failures and
achievements) is your ultimate contribution.

Continue to massage away your worries. Literally,
physically massage your worries in each of the
muscles you feel the worries may be connected
to.
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The culmination of all you achieve relates back to
the original vision of different aspects of
tribes/families that you can or cannot see
physically.

Take in the opportunity that is now! That is this
moment! What feels best in the you that is you
now?
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Where should the location of your heart be? What
thoughts make your heartbeats stronger? What
joys do you wish to experience from this, NOW
standpoint?

Come in the acceptance of all you wish to be.
Come to now and now. Nothing has to be perfected
in order for this to be real - "reality". The shape of
it just gradually changes.
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Such is anything in reality unless you convinced
yourself of being part of someone else’s vision. If
that is the case, at least recognize your role in
choosing of the location that will either advance or
squander your manifestation of your own vision.

Humans value escapism too much. Why not just
make your reality nirvana instead of having to
escape to it?
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Briskly capture those precious thoughts. They are
the lifeblood of your imagination! They only require
your compliance to provide a powerful life for you.
Trust it. It is your safety belt. It is the omnipotent
guider to YOUR happiness.

Receive the abundance of messages from your
related ancestor spirits, they are always
whispering to you. As 3D’s grandmother told him
once during an ayahuasca experience “you know
the difference between whispers and thoughts”.
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Be like the ocean, show them your shallows but
know your depth.
You are the keeper of your full story / your depth /
your abilities / your entire vision but only certain
aspects are strategically applicable at certain
times. Use wisely.
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Daví: Do you see the similarities between then (the
past) and now. I’ve always been the same!
3D: Thank you.
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Daví: Do blindly! We have vision you can’t yet
imagine so listen to us. We guide you to YOUR
happiness. We are here in informed thy step. We
lead you in the ways to deep human morality, prosurvivalist. Our work is collective knowledge to
achieve most humanity. Every human is connected
to this network. The noise that human mediate /
news in media is most often manipulating you
away from your human principles which we (all of
visions) exist to uphold. This is done by constantly
bombarding and scaring the viewer with problems
that the viewer cannot fix. Why not? That is the
goal of any channel. To have more views – not
truth. There are no national media outlets that
offer truth as a metric of success. Any good friend
offering news / an update would never share with
you an unfixable problem then change the subject
with no feedback; if problems are shared they’re
usually in the probing for a solution. If my friend is
sick (problem) I’d offer them ginger, a hug or some
soup (solution). If the media isn’t at the base level
operating as a friend / a help / a hope / solutionmaker, why give so much attention? There are a lot
of people in the world who know how to take in
problems and offer substantial solutions.
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We all have to uphold humanity’s survival as a
principle, not optionally, not based on socioeconomic status, skin color, religious affiliation,
participantship, gold bar ownership, etc. Humanity
as a principle. “I respect and am an advocate for
what is best for your life because I also need that
for my life.”

Be organized. Sure-footed in the direction you
take. Clear in your thinking.
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(Move the torso around and feel the movement of
the blood inside of body responding to gravity.)

Your goal should be to be like water, the life
carriers of all on Earth’s crust! The ability to
constantly be in a state of change, becoming more
gaseous, becoming more liquid, becoming solid
and plasma. The privilege of constantly being alive!
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No matter what state water is in, it always has a
home in Earth which is a great honor in the
universe and thereby it’s existence as the carrier
of change allows conscious life. Conscious life
requires a host molecule with the level of
malleability that water has in order to exist. The
closer your life can reflect the ease and grace with
which water changes, the closer to your joy and
true offering you will be.

3D: I agree with everyone who disagrees with me.
Who am I to write this? How we know this is real?
Why now? What will people think of this? What do I
think of this? (The last question was a blending of
both your and my thoughts together). Well there's
no argument I agree with you too. I've put myself
through the worst of any question that could ever
posed about this and what I've discovered is, if it's
fake or if it's real, if it makes you feel better in
some way, I've done my work. Thank you.
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Daví: What is of worth to you? Do you dream of
matching physically, emotionally, spiritually that
which you find worthy emotionally? Or do you
separate worth from yourself?

Daví: Try the latest experience as your first entry
into the next chapter. There is not much reward
from that which has low life energy. Whether that
be a person or a non-profit organization or a
decomposing plum. There must be strong active
visioning for there to be strong attractive,
inspiring. This has little to do with product and a lot
to do the zest of how one’s story is told in
narrative.
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3D: There is a slow shift from celebrity to
billionaire in the iconizing of media.
Century's look at glorified talent.
1900-1930:
Glorified Talent: WEB DuBois, Marcus Garvey,
Einstein, Henry Ford, Langston Hughes, Zora Neale
Hurston, Susan B. Anthony
Levels included to their platform - Human of Quest of Discovery/Passion
- Talent Mastery
- Quality Product
- Political View
- Scientific Discovery
1950-2000:
Glorified Talent: Aretha Franklin, Angela Davis,
Tina Turner, Beyoncé, Prince, Michael Jackson, Bob
Marley, The Beatles, etc.
Levels included to their platform - Human of Quest of Discovery/Passion
- Talent Mastery
- Quality Product
- Political View
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2000-Today:
- Low levels of all because it has been totally
conglomerated by record labels / Martian
businessmen who inherently reduce life energy –
this caused the entire operation of media to be low
on life energy. By nature if there is Martian
involvement life energy decreases because
Martians feed on other humans decreasing overall
life energy that they must keep resupplying.

Every major human advancement, (never created
by Martians by the way) Martians capitalize and
control. But because humans have not been able to
truly understand and defend against a species that
does not share human principles, the carnage
literally continues.
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3D: Claircognizant.
Daví: (to 3D) The ability to understand a higher
consciousness. You are.

Is your switching of self and idea wrong? Never.
You are allowed to change and expand in ways that
may not originally make sense to you! Follow your
vision of what feels better!
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What we want is love as humans, that is simply
part of our equipment to then innovate for human
conscious growth. One must feel as part of the
collective in order to expand the collective. That
should be intuitively known by all. There is little
else that a human needs in order to thrive and
innovate.

3D: Being claircognizant is like seeing smoke, a
little at first then some collects. When the smoke
collects you know what the idea being conveyed is.
But even if there's a little smoke, you can trust that
the words being conveyed will eventually add up to
a complete concept. So I don't always know what
the purpose of a sentence is before I start writing
the sentence. It gradually gets revealed to me in
small and big bits.
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Daví: Make well with things in your conscious
order. Your ‘conscious order’ means your
relationships with other external bodies. Your
body’s work is managing the internal without your
conscious management. So do your part. Any
seemingly external problem or obstacle, make
peace about them within self. Forgive yourself for
making a choice that didn’t work out as you may
have wanted. And make a new choice from that
ownership.

Be as kind to yourself as you can. You teach the
world how to teach you when you are kind to
yourself. Your survival (including thrival) first, then
your gifts of your unique contribution to humanity
flow a-bountifully.
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Is there a peaceful way to get to your next phase?
No. You must allow the chaos (internally /
externally) then organize the chaos for your best
survival. Just like breathing, allow then organize,
allow then organize.

3D: I am writing. I am writing.
Daví: Sound is resounding in a multitude of glyphs
in order to achieve vision. Encoding your vision
multidimensionally, gestures, intonation,
articulation style, etc. gives a strong sensory
experience to the receiver and thereby the
receiver is able to receive so much more fully the
scope of the vision. Expression is what is natural
to humans.
In the pursuit of one personality type, humans can’t
understand one another as clearly. Whether this is
the formal “class act” – dressed up in
suits/dresses and speaking ‘cleverly’ or the cool
“class act” of whatever is the normalized behavior
of a particular group, the idea of “fitting in” broke
down the accesses humans had to knowing each
other with more ease.
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The raw power of a pervasive idea / vision is
beyond what you think it is. The sad part is your
current perception of ideas are so dismissive
because you are so based in your current physical
reality. What you are "experiencing" at this current
millisecond is just a myth and you can always
choose "NOW what feel better, NOW what feels
better"

3D: It's like I've been waiting to get to this very
moment in time and location. If I did not get here, I
would not be able to manifest the next great
moment in my life. But there's a waveform code
that must balanced. A heartbeat. A rhythm. If your
species is doing its work, the ability of what is able
to be done with that heartbeat dramatically
increases exponentially.
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Would you care to love me? That is a more
accurate question. Love is not just given, it is
directed then earned. One cares about another in
the desire to develop love, the full acceptance of
another being; accepting and learning someone
else is over time and never done. One must be
willing to learn another enough to fully accept the
other.
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Assumption
of love is far
too dilutive
of the
concept.
Love without
action is
empty.
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3D: 6.19.2020
It’s so nice! Today in Crotona Park, Bronx, NY by
the lake.
The lake is overrun with algae, but the turtles are
on it. The bees feast in the red clover then play
around my magnetic field sensing its brightness.
Birds (sparrows, Mama Duck and 5 tiny ducklings,
a big group of teenage ducks) and squirrels
occasionally join as well. I sit on a bench and I am
writing. People, dogs, characters of the Bronx pass
by and I am writing. Not much more to it.
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Daví: Rest well and fully. Rest knowing that you did
the best that you could from your perspective
EVERYDAY. Accept ALL you have done to figure
out, “what feels better? What feels better?” There is
never a reason for shame. Your experience in life
is just that. Your choices now are your choices
now. Request leniency and mercy from yourself.
So that you may walk with delight! And no time, no
“now” is wasted, no time is wasted dwelling on the
past that cannot change NOW. NOW can only be
changed now! What a gift! Do what feels better
now! Not later, NOW! Listen to that guiding spirit
you are always connected to, that screams to you.
You’ll get phrases like, “THIS IS WHAT I WANT TO
DO, THIS IS WHERE I WANT TO GO, THIS IS WHAT
I’M CURIOUS ABOUT, THIS IS HOW I WANT TO LOVE,
ETC”
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Be still in the in knowing of what those truths are
for yourself. There's an absolution to that next ring
of success that will open your life up to the next
expansion of your imagination allowing you to
express the fullness of your unique contribution in
human conscious.
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The afro/curly hair is a human advancement. A
permanent physical shield / trauma protector
protecting the most important and vulnerable part
of the body. The afro is so beautiful and stylereceptive as well!
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The protection of the tribe is dictated first by the
values of protection held by the leader. What one
values personally become a reflection of the
whole. So don’t ever think that your beliefs are
silent. Even the ugliest of hidden beliefs drive
more of our day than we may fully recognize. That
is why it is important to make peace intentionally.
Leaving peace in the world leaves peace within
yourself.

When I say ‘world’ it is in reference to your
physical domain in all its possibilities of height and
depth. When I say ‘Earth’, Earth is the spirit, the
Mother/ the planet / the home.
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.
Be ye yet in another predicament – have you
forgiven yourself first? If you haven’t forgiven
yourself you’re blocking your path to true, efficient,
strategic resolution.

Cold disparate forms exist in collision without the
fret of occupation. We are at once standing in
formation. Today today today 6.19.2020. We are in
formation and ready.
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Cowardice is
not based on
ability, it is
based on an
unwillingness
to change.
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It doesn’t matter if you believe me or not! That’s
the fun part. Whether you agree or not, your
receiving of my combination of words makes new
possibility in your mind that you otherwise would
not have! You cannot unthink. Your brain is wired
to create systems too! What works, on top of what
works, on top of what works.

If you choose to say to someone else that they
should tell you if your life “matters,” you’ve already
lost the fight. Can you imagine in the tagline was
“Black Liberation Movement” instead of “Black
Lives Matter”? Wouldn’t that be a bit more scary?
But no, this currently used tagline, is submitting
that there is someone else who can declare the
value of “black lives”, furthermore KEEPING
CURRENT POWER STRUCTURES IN ORDER. This is
not radical or revolutionary, it is reformist. But
haven’t we already had reform (that kept the same
power structures in place)? Looking at the
trajectory, reform works incrementally at best.
Location is the most efficient process of creating
communal peace.
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(To 3D) If you release affirmation, you are
unstoppable! There’s no one to shame, there’s no
one to please, there is just you. Those who love
you will simply do that NO MATTER WHAT YOUR
DOING ENTAILS.

Clear the palette of what you think over and over
again. It is such fun. The stuff you really found
important, you’ll remember. If it didn’t appeal to
you it’ll fade away. The stuff you found important
you’ll use to guide important choices in your life.
So it’s important to know “what I find important,
why and with that being true to for me, I now think.
Or you can just clear your palette. In the larger
ways, both options lead to the same point.
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Treat the direction you’re going in with such
wonder. The direction is specific to you so
articulate it with fervor to match your own zest of
life. Nothing is “cooler” than that!

You are the one who is needed, not anyone else’s
idea of you. Otherwise YOU would not have been
born.
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Keep your
stride
intent-filled.
Follow your
internal
guidance for
external
satisfaction.
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Nothing can beat that level of advice; and when
your guidance has brought you to a point where
you must learn a lesson, find the meditation in the
hardship management and accept the lesson to the
point of allowing it to change you.

Your path is never something to carry shame in
discussing. Anyone still surviving is doing a good
job. Each human living now, in the way that
humans are living, even in what is perceived as the
“lowest” of places, is a DREAM of earlier human
ancestor just because of the sheer number of
humans. Family and friends to congregate, play,
create, explore, learn and discover with! More
population was the goal!
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Now the population is achieved but what is
population, what is life without purpose? Purpose
is not granted to a select few, it’s every human’s
ability / special power / gift from Earth to help
humanity and Earth herself to grow. To make this
atmosphere even better for conscious life and
better and better.

Remember! At one point humans could not
physically live in Earth’s atmosphere. All of now is
a learned process woven into eons of DNA ,
gradually, deliberately intentionally.
It grows with each organism knowing themselves
first and their contribution for the overall. That
intention of organizing the conscious levels of the
body and becomes a reflection / a rhythm passed
through the generations.
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Higher conscious beings rarely react to individuals
of lower conscious orders. Higher conscious
beings can react to an overall feeling or effect but
not very often to specific individuals. It’s like one
cell on your body reacting to a dangerous
substance on your skin. If only one or a few cells
are reacting, you won’t consciously do anything to
help because it’s just too small of a pain, but if
hundreds of cells react and create a rash, that’s
when you consciously assist.

Racism or sexism is never experienced by one
person; it is experienced by groups at different
times. The distraction of those individual incidents
distracts from the fact that there is one only
benefitting group of people from any oppression –
their description is “white” “heterosexual” and
“wealthy” – a description that the majority of the
world doesn’t match, so why support them?
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You can only challenge a system with a new
system. No true challenges to systems exist totally
within. New challengers does not mean more war,
it simply means there are new ways for humans to
collectively to learn from! It means that expansion
is happening. New life energy is forming. We can
all grow from that new path when we accept and
share.

To you, I am currently serving as a Social
Organizer but my work in the higher realm is
Music and Artistry. Music that helps beings deal
with the tensions and acceptance of change. The
work of empowering the step of all who listen
such that they be better articulators of their own
spirit. That is the work of the griot/musician, all
who are part of my lineage have that charge. That
is my work now and always. My work in helping to
usher in this new way (Earth Order) fits alongside
(AND / WITH) my work as a social organizer,
neither is in disruption of the other, both empower
the other.
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The sound (of my music) it’s new it’s fresh! It
doesn’t fit into those old categories. Breaking in a
new day! For a new fun! A new way to funk! To
Express! Join the Dancing! Fully embody the
sharper parts of yourself through facial
expression and body explanation. You don’t have to
laugh if off because of insecurity. It’s more fun
when you keep going!

This is all for you to celebrate your life even better.
With every choice, expand! We’re asking that of
you! You’re asking that of you! Happy is just for
you. Happy is just for you.
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Clip the leaves that are not growing as you like. It’s
ok. The work that you and the leaf put in to this
new environment didn’t work out as expected.
That’s good information! Now the larger plant
knows where to grow and where not to. The job is
done, the ring is passed, no loss only expansion.

May you know the difference between loss and
expansion. Are you letting something or someone
go in order for you to grow as human or is your
ego stopping you from speaking the truth? Those
are two very different questions to analyze
thoroughly for yourself.
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Feed that which you love such that it will grow
independently and with you. Support, checking-in,
consideration. All adding to more acceptance and
understanding. Choose those who you want to
offer that love to and offer it with regularity. Allow
them and yourself to find social home/safety with
each other. It doesn’t have to be everyone but
those you choose, truly be honest with. Everyone
making sure that they’ve developed that for
themselves is a world where humans feel cared
for always, even if indirectly.

Give yourself the freedom first. Greet the day with
possibilities open and curiosity, first. Live in the
directions your Prior Self has to offer. If you give
your Prior Self acceptance, it will always lead you
to the path with your BEST outcomes (a truth
already but your acknowledging of it makes a
difference). You will walk with the confidence and
safety of the impenetrable. It’s not about what you
think, it’s about something higher, that you’re
figuring out.
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Please know that Earth would have no desire for
your existence, if she did not have a fundamental
belief/a vision for you – that your existence would
bring expansion for her. Every queen bee lays an
egg with the DNA encoded intention of contributing
to the hive. Building and expanding upon what is
OURS. If there is separation in the idea of what is
“OURS”, for Earthlings it means death with no
current possibility of interplanetary life.
For Martians, separation means some death and
some life with the possibility of interplanetary life.
Neither is inherently wrong, it’s just two methods
of survival.
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Be still in your knowing of you. Nothing anyone can
say about anything (themselves, the world, your
family) should be able to destabilize the knowing
and loving of you. As a human, you are inherently
built with good intentions for yourself and all that
you come in contact with.
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Reignite your sense of loving. Do you feel loved by
yourself? How can you make yourself feel better
now? Do you serve yourself? Do you listen to
yourself? Answering those question, starts you on
a path of love (internally and externally) that will
save you so many nights of pain, that is notconsciously self-inflicted. I do apologize that it
seems to you to be so simple but it truly is. These
tools are sadly not taught to you regularly
however, their usage is truly invaluable. And it
happens by choosing to string a few words
together that are meaningful to you – this is
meaning, your meaning of life. Listening to
yourself with ease. No judgement. You are worthy,
all of the time. Congratulations!
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3D: Hip DJs spin music that moves the crowd the
are playing to. Nothing about that has to be based
on an artist or “popular song” it is all about
addressing the collective vibration. A collective
vibration is always easier to guide and ignite.
Collective vibration wants harmony within to
extend outside. How can WE make it better?
Collective vibration (for example - marches,
protests, companies, organizing generally) all
members want to collectively make it better and
want to believe in the harmony of the collective
and will thereby ease personal dissimilarities in
effort for collective success. The DJ can lead the
crowd into dark or light vibrations. The choice is
the DJ’s but the dancers must always remember
they can leave the dancefloor and go to another
room with another DJ. It is a check and balance of
power so that no one is actually more important
than the other. Everybody contributes to the
collective experience and everybody, whether they
dance or leave the dancefloor, they are
contributing to information for the best collective
experience of good feeling music. How can WE
make it better? Inherent to human behavior,
encoded in DNA. When I am part of a “WE”, how can
WE make it better?
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Are you on the recovery road from your
adjustment yet? Recovery begins as soon as you
accept the change. All is healing after that, even if
there is still external turmoil. The internal stability
guides, it says you do all you can to survive and
expand. And when you can’t, accept that you can’t.
Allowing is a stupendous tool. There are
tremendous, powerful experiences on the other
side of telling truth.

From here to which you move. From here do which
you move. Easy, blankets of easy.
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I explain simply. I explain simply. Any complication
you add to the simplicity is a complication you’ve
added.

My core replenishing and need replenishment. My
spirit (indistinguishable) replenishing and need
replenishment.
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Bred in the classic ways you physically are
mimicking still wonderfully. However, without
these guiding practices for foundational
development, there is only true development of all
aspects for the few and nearly none for the
masses.

You are the radiant keeper of life energy that is no
joke! It's carefully crafted with repetition one cells
at a time with tremendous intention. So be sure
you are continuing that work in your conscious
doing. Your conscious is constantly seeking
repetition in conscious-doing for rhythmizing
within DNA. What is helpful for survival and joy?
Learn it, encode it. That's what happening with
your DNA whether you are playing video games,
learning to play an instrument, or learning to run a
book club. Your DNA is constantly being encoded.
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Equip your heart with the environment necessary
to fulfill its duty. The heart, your central recycler!
Ah recycling is so important! The beat recycles.
Indicates life. Indicates growth. Indicates
expansion. You are expanded with each beat, you
are expanded with each beat.
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Call upon your Prior Self whenever a question
lingers. What is best in confronting this type of
experience from the perspectives of my ancestry,
ranging from blood relatives to food, ((bangs
gavel)) "Now that we've all assembled here, what
is the best next choice to make?"
Simplified into - for example: "now that I've had an
apple and I am no longer feeling indigestion and
feeling brighter - what type of choice can I make?"
/ "Grandma you dealt with difficulties in the past,
what tools can I access from you for my survival."
You ultimately make your own choices but the
essence of all of the visions (the food you that you
have ingested in your life, the humans and other
animals that shared DNA with whether that be via
physically, mentally or spiritually) are all
influencers in the reason that you make the
choices that you do. So be clear about what you
are allowing yourself to receive (the experiences
that you have everyday). Do you like what you
experience? What do you want more of? How can
you get it now? What types of experiences lead to
the future that my Prior Self showed me? How
often am I having those types of experiences?
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Is there enough ways to describe the love that
Earth has for you? The level of intention, the
imagination, the commitment to uniqueness in the
solar system. An incredible of achievement,
reshaping herself constantly such that we may
have conscious life. How could that not be seen?!

3D: I'm becoming that strangest person I know and
I love it. I have a horizontal life of the Bronx, my
apt, Crotona Park, etc. Then I have a vertical life
with Daví. At the intersection of both, I can have
deep and steady appreciation for both, anytime!
Anytime I can access this peace and reverence for
the majesty and serendipity of my own existence
and what's "being called of me".
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THE CONCEPT OF JOURNEY
Realize the calm of your body, mind and spirit
when you are doing the work you’re passionate
about. Any obstacles you face with meditation,
even enthusiasm, simply because you anticipate
the concept of ‘journey’.
The concept of ‘journey’ is a big one. With journey,
the survival is all that’s important. Say a business
is not profitable this month, that’s fine because it
may be profitable next month or the month after
that. All that truly matters is that the organization,
whether profitable or not, stay alive long enough to
find out and find out. So those in the organization
are weathering the excitements and the
disappointments with sheer joy in opportunity.
So the concept of journey because is absolute love.
Whether it is a game or the choice to be parent. I
accept this journey no matter what. Whether I like
this game or not, I commit to the absolute support
of the company who created the game by
purchasing the game at their set value. You will
hereforth be a person who ‘bought that game’.
After co-creating a child, you commit to a lifetime
of defining to that child, what a parent is. Absolute
support in big ways and small. Whether that
person is a present parent or not, they’ve
committed to ‘journey’, the absolute support of a
vision. So anything that you buy, any person that
you call a friend, anything you declare yourself in
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relation to, you are committed to the ‘journey’ of.
You commit to the journey.

Before being a baby, before being an egg, before
your specific species was distinguished, our
collective first description was Earthling. A
conscious being on Earth. So first loyalties in
'journey' lie there. What does is it mean for you to
be an inhabitant of the Earth? All the ways that you
define yourself, yes, they do have hierarchy and
your decision-making should be foundational first
then more personal expression:
1) What is best for Earth? What's best for
humanity?
2) What's for my family? What's best for me?
Nothing is unrelated, we are all making choices
everyday that impact each other.
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3D: I just received a light massage / massage from
spiritual light. I can feel the light tingles my skin
with directions on which ways to go. It’s like the
inverse of a physical massage where the skin and
body do internally what a external physical
massage would do. The light is able to open the
skin pores and then have the opportunity to be
received.

Please always be questioning how you can feel
better at all times. Knowing your minimum of
feeling of content is critical for even a small
amount your potential energy expression.
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If you would like spritz of a cannabis or Earthly
other medicine to assist you in your
psychological/emotional journey, that is what they
are THERE FOR. Everything wants to be organized
and utilized.

We should really know each other. Humans can’t
“beat” each other at anything. Our collective win is
all there is. If we do not collectively win, we won’t
be in existence and all of Earth’s work for millions
and millions of years to bring life to bear is lost.
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3D: Claircognizance feels like a thought swirling
around my head that isn’t mine but I have to
identify that it’s not mine and write it.
Daví: Very good. Publish this very soon. Time is
shortening. Be accurate.

3D: In my video for “When the Ceiling Is Gone,” I
tried to show one my ritual aspects of how I move
into the space of channeling, I feel the light
pushing my forehead to lean back and open my
mouth. Light burst from a very specific angle and
the light bounces into what’s open, so my mouth
then my throat then my lungs and when the light
fills those spaces, I close my mouth to entrap the
energy.
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Daví: I am organizing. Organization allows for
easier understanding. Easier understanding allows
for intention and impact match. That should be the
goal – when intention and impact match.

We (Earthlings) are growing at a rate previously
unimagined! It is quite an amazing feat. It shows
how creative Earth is but also how specific and
meticulous she had to be in creating
environmental rules and balances such that we all
may each have environments suitable for our
living and exploration. It’s a love that moves me to
my core. How to be a mother of
soooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo many
and allow them the ALL the ability to live and
organize upon her face. Her greatest
accomplishments are her largest and most in tune
animals. Doing the work lower orders cannot yet
understand.
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Marvel at the wonder that is your existence. In the
specific way that you do, you exist. Your DNA is so
powerful is constantly is morphing food and DNA
to match how you want to look and feel in the
world.

I hope it’s innovative. I hope it fulfills new curiosity.
I hope what you doing makes you feel passion in
your speaking, in your fingertips.
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FIGHTING
Know how to physically protect yourself. The
discipline is not preparation for war. It is full
control and responsibility for your body, moving
your body with conscious intent.
Harming someone requires full attention of what
to harm and how to harm. It is not about feeling or
emotion, that weakens the meditation of fighting
and the meditation level of focus required to harm
with efficiency and precision. That level of
relationship with the body in any society is greater
than any military. The people who know
themselves on a deeper level than simply
execution of an order. They are building
themselves up.
There is a certain level of respect that you must
give to the art of fighting because true fighting is a
“doing” meditation it is not a reflection of feelings.
Just as another “doing” meditation can be cleaning
or driving or breathing. When you are in a “doing”
meditation you are focused on the highest/best
possible execution of the task. Whether that means
being more attentive to your triangulation in
cleaning a table, playing an instrument or harming
a knee.
Those in the military are built to subordinate their
individual sense of purpose and analysis. So the
tools that are applied to them suspend them from
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each recognizing their full individual potential. A
group of humans who are skilled in the art of
fighting now have an access in their mind that
could be used for a difficulty faced by the planet.
That individual has the ability to use their personal
unique abilities to attack and not just attack in a
uniform way like a soldier executing an order but
rather with personal passion. That doesn’t mean
the attack is not coordinated and strategic, it
means that there is an increased number of giants
versus pawns.

Be composed – striving for your body and all
visions that it contributes to be the greatest
orchestra! Build the caliber of musician within
your bodily orchestra intentionally!

If there is pain own the pain. What a new way to
feel and still be alive.
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Focus on what you can understand! You do know
that without Earth you cannot live. What ordinance
is Earth part of? That part we can’t fully
understand. So why not just celebrate and exalt
that which within our own dimension we can
understand?

How do you just trust? You just do! You accept
‘journey’. You accept – whatever is coming with
‘you’ I accept because I accept you. We can all
change our minds when we want. The longer that
bond the stronger the alignment / more important
their vision.
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Apply ‘your ease,’ ‘your jelly’ to the situations you
face. How do you make this an easier route to truly
feeling better?

Humans walk around very comfortable knowing
very little about the planet they live on but very
knowledgeable of temporary businesses. Very
little knowledge about their own bodies.
Understand your dimension and your world! There
is more to it than humans. In fact, humanity's true
positive innovations are inextricably tied to a
better relationship with Earth. You probably
already know this somewhere in the back of your
mind but haven't really known how to express it.
That memory particular memory was placed in
every humans mind at one point, then it was
forgotten.
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Capitalize on what? Humans, you can never
personally gain if the collective is not growing with
you. Nirvana, Heaven, Being Powerful - all of that
is reflections of a place where EVERYONE has
access to EVERYTHING they want in peace. This is
not a farfetched concept. It is something that is
achieved when resources are shared via
technology fairly. The internet for example. The
world would look completely different if it was
privatized. (You don't pay for the internet, you pay
for the access to it).

There is no lonely heaven. There is no heaven
where one has more than the other. This concept
requiring a life of a material personal gain is a
Martian concept. Their orientation is Luciferien
which allows some the extensions toward
immortality but more others in cycles of suffering.
This concept is unnecessary for life on Earth and
not native to humans or Earthlings.
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You are the sole benefactor of every single joy /
achievement in your life. There is no way that you
could ever truly pass down ALL of the paths to joy,
survival and peace. That's why it would behoove
you to have the most outrageous, curious,
magnificent, fun, joyful life possible. Only a small
fraction of that can be shared through physical,
spiritual or intellectual DNA.

Leave them be. If they don't like your way, it's okay.
There are so so so so many people in the world,
you’re bound to find like-minds. It's also your part
of your duty. Such that you may live in a way that
allows the peace in foundation necessary for your
highest expansion to occur. There is no growth
without solid foundation, internally and externally.
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Games (board games / sports / etc.) should not be
played as games of personal emotional
attachment. Games are about growth and
developing your own power in different ways.
Those are tools for you to use in empowering your
stride. The ultimate reward of playing game is
internal. Yes there are some who play games as a
paid sport but that is not true game-playing, that’s
entertainment.

3D: Those who are best at something aren’t always
on TV.
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Daví: In the realm of human development, your
survival should never depend on your gameplaying solely because previous generations
should have created those systems for you. Every
baby elephant does not have to learn the routes to
all waterholes by themselves. The collective
teaches the survival. Any games that the individual
plays is essentially extra credit. Just adding to that
individual’s possibilities of bringing expansion to
the collective.

Keeping in line with the methods prescribed, the
work of the individual is to build upon what is
already there in order to add specific chapter of
knowledge to the collective conscious that only
that individual can offer. No offering is smaller
than the other.
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Tell someone you want to see them in the way they
see themselves. It’s an opening to an infinite of
conversations.

As I was saying about true fighting, any
performance for an audience may be entertaining
but is not true performance unless the challengers
are solely focused on the mastery of what they’ve
set out to do. This goes for sport and musical
concert alike. Never competition externally,
challengers are not humans they are practices of
exercises with limits. When the game is done, they
bow to each other and return to Humankind
Spiritual Code.
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There is no explanation for This – Daví / Daví
DeShaun Davis / 3D / The Daví Manifesto writings
are is not to be justified by another other person,
religion, psychologist, scientist. It is for you to
decide how you feel. What you feel. No matter what
you feel, it is valid and important information about
yourself and where you are.

This experience that we are all experiencing as we
are reading these words is a check-in. A check-in
about who you are and where you stand
individually as a human. Human first. No other title.
Human first. What do you think is best for humans?
Because I am everyday contributing the what is the
standard of humanity.
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MANTRA
I AM. I shape the definition of what it is to be
human. My first priority is ensuring that the
environment that has provided me the ability to
exist remains in tact. In fact, I will leave better it
than when I came here because that’s what’s best
a standard for any human.
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Humans get to define humanity. Not money, not
media, not -ism, not government, humans. Humans
decide what humanity is. Know the choices you are
making that define humanity. Keep the vision for
humanity first. That will lead to our longest
ultimate survival. All humans are allies in the
game of human thrival in the Earth. We all do not
play the same role, nor is it required that we
already know each other’s role, the goal is thrival.
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3D: The new name of Crotona Park in the Bronx, NY
is Daví Park: For the Inquiry of Earth and Humanity.
Those few words will magically transform how
humans relate to this sacred space in New York
City. The Lake inside is named, Manjheha ((MunJyeh-Ha)). That's what her name sounds like to
me, when she spoke to me.
She's too fertile right now. So much algae, she's
desiring balance.
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Is your position correct for you? Be afront your
choices? You are the director now. You are the
choice-bearer. And no one or thing else is to
blame for your misery. WE choose to collectively
release a layer of misery.

The architect of your current misery is not human.
He is a Martian who created a game for humans to
play that he would always win. And his family
reeps the benefits. Essentially, enslaving the
human race whether they knew it or not.
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Squibble
squabble,
squibble
squibble.
Now and now
and now now.
Tis all there is.
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I am the direction, a direction. A different game to
play. A game that encourages intellectual,
spiritual, environmental, emotional and mental
evolution.
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Glorious is the now. Any new chance to choose
what feels better! How exhilarating, may that be
available to you in this lifetime – by that I mean,
may you choose to make that available to yourself
in this lifetime.

You do not need to congregate around me
physically when there’s not a public event. This
Service you are experiencing is simply my sharing
of that I know. This is ancient information of basic
tenets of life simply not correctly passed down
generation to generation. My work is in music.
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(To 3D): Guard your heart and focus necessary
attention right now. I apologize that learning all of
this information may be hard on you right now but
so much more is on the other side!
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Organize yourself, organize!
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Be with that which makes you smile or at
minimum content. Set the standard of what you
want and expect for your life without concern of
whether you deserve it. Your path is only your
path, others are there own. You trying to decide
their path is just as bad as them trying to decide
yours. Listen for when you get agreement and
follow those terms of agreement. There’s no to
little complication in this style of communication.

Please purge as much as possible - that ranges
from spitting, to pooping, to crying, to exhaling, to
peeing, to releasing those and things no longer
serving you. That natural flow of life is in and out,
give and receive, nothing has to stay but if it does
accept its 'journey'. Just like when you eat a carrot,
you give ultimate acceptance to the combination of
your body and the food. The carrot will make you
feel good or not so much but that agreement is
made prior to consumption. The combination
happens and there is consensual agreement that
the combination will occur. After that combination
has served you, the carrot's body will be made into
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human body and the remains will begin their new
journey as feces / fertilizer.

We are the organizational vortex / managers /
keepers of the land species we utilize. Ultimate
changemakers, alchemists in our natural
processes.

The idea of alchemy as explained in your literature
"The Alchemist" is a metaphor. A metaphor about
an individual organism understanding its specific
role in the changemaking for sustainability in Earth
- that is inherent to their being. The spirit is
equipped with the knowledge of what expansion is
best for now and now and now. An individual
already knows what to do intrinsically. The species
as a collective offers all of its member collective
intelligence for the best survival practices. That's
what all members of species offer each other! That
is the plight of the species, discover what works
better and better, collective growth.
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May I be a servant of that what grows me. I always
choose. I always choose. I always choose. I choose
my choice. I chose my choice. I am here now and
my choice is.. I co-created this… I co-created this! I
co-created this.. I co-created this!

Be soft with yourself. As gentle as cream.
Discipline is different than gentleness. Gentleness
is the part of you that guides your forgiveness of
yourself. Noticing how you make yourself wrong
for the choices you chose. You were doing your
best and so was everyone and everything around
you.
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Every idea does not have to be brought to full
manifestation. Your satisfaction / peace with the
choice at the time is what matters. If there is
peace with the core of choice, despite what
troubles may be going on the surface, all is well.
Remember that!
If you are committed to be a teacher and having a
frustrating day with the student, school
bureaucracy or both, remember check in the peace
to your commitment. Allow the now to be and
allow it to change you. Maybe you should relax in a
spa to recharge or maybe you can teach in a
different way inside or outside of the school. Keep
allowing what is now to be and there will be less
and less discontent.
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Remember
your everpresent
ability to
choose as
change is,
change is.
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Make plans from now. Not when, xyz occurs then
xyz occurs then I will. Make your better choice
now. Everything you think you will be right about. If
you think there’s no way that relationship can heal,
you’re right. If you think you can climb the tallest
mountain, you right. If you think you can be the
leader, you’re right. If there’s anything your 2020
has taught you, it is that you cannot plan from
tomorrow, you must plan from now, and now. What
looks best now. Let the old stills / old memories
go, they are information that new information is
now based from. Don’t argue old stills, old
concepts – that type of interaction usually just
causes frustration, use those stills / memories to
make choice that feel better from now. If those
stills bother you, take the necessary step to make
peace. You always know what you need to do. No
one else knows better than you. Take
responsibility. Are you at peace with that person or
that thing? If the answer is no, you know what you
must do to achieve the peace. Gradually you will
learn to accept peace without the other thing or
person’s physical presence but that comes after
much experience.
Some aspects of humanity must be learned
individually. And that’s the FUN part. You shake it
up, you mix it up, you mix your life to understand
what YOU truly value, what YOU truly love, what
YOU truly want, then you do to the best of your
ability each day.
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It’s all greater peace. Knowing that you are taken
care of by you because you are part of a much
bigger job of Earth’s expansion. Earth gives you
journey, you must offer your children journey, you
must offer you loved ones journey, it is simply
natural code because we’re all trying to do our
best even when we think we’re not.

Be enriched by these words. It is amazing how the
stringing of words together in particular orders
can cause such tremendous things. Wars, children,
planetary atmosphere loss, the list goes on. Your
words are ever-so valuable. Please don’t ever
think that your voice*, (whether it is used or not) is
not important. Those who do not use their voice
are shepherded by those who do. It’s not a bad
thing! But just ensure that you trust who you are
being led by. If not, there are other pastures
including the one you could build.
*: This is in reference to your metaphorical voice /
that which you know you must say.
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How rich is the depth of your experience? Did you
check? Did you notice how you felt? How someone
else felt? Who was making money off of the
experience? Could there be other players? What is
important to you? What do you want to do? The
questions should always be external and internal.
You are the gatekeeper to your beliefs.

3D: When there’s spiritual communication towards
me I hear a high-pitched ringing. When I was about
7, I remember going to the doctor and getting the
ear check where the doctor would gave me
headphones and a sound would commence. I
would have to tell the doctor if I was able to hear.
The sounds are much higher than the violin’s
highest notes. I remember thinking that this was
similar to the sound I’d always heard.
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8:32 PM 6.25.2020
I’ve had to try different approaches to being able to
more connectedly communicate, with more
awareness with 3D. Humans are unnurtured in the
usage of their own bodies. The pineal gland of the
brain is greatly important in every species that has
it but humans currently rarely even discuss it. It’s
fine, we are here now! And we can make choices
that feel better now.

Perhaps those who knew 3D prior to now should
think of this as a reintroduction. 3D is up to work
on a higher level, may you use y our words to build
for yourself and everyone.
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3D: 6.26.2020 3:54pm at the Manjheha Lake.
Most people already know that the goal of
humanity is expansion / evolution innately. Most
were probably never asked that question. If the
goal is expansion are those that you are following
and/or are following what you believe is best in
order for you to contribute to human expansion.
It's just a different orientation to approaching life.
Looking at the day through different lens. Your
time is never wasted! Every moment of the day you
are contributing to the achievement of some vision.
Whether it's increasing viewership on a television
program or social media application or building a
home for a young trans family. You are offering
your life energy somewhere. Do the things that you
know you should do. I do I feel better now and now
and now.
Why choose boredom? Follow your wishes! Your
dreams.
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3D: Sometimes I allow myself to accept the most
exciting choice and follow it through in an
emotional timeline. I say things to myself like –
“Oh, when I get this thing, I will put it here and I’ll
feel this way but if it rains near that thing I’ll feel
this way, if it’s here for longer than 40 days I’ll feel
this way about it, if my child gets near it, etc).”
Allow yourself to send a “dummy” version of
yourself into that reality to make stronger choice
about what you would like to see. This doesn’t have
to be a long or complicated process, just allow
yourself to do it. It’s one of your abilities.
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A man who
does not fully
know why he
does
something is
enslaved.
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I am
because
I am.
I choose
because
I choose.
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I am the
caretaker
of my
garden of
journey.
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My Prior Self is aaaaalways there to help along the
way so I’m never alone.
Once you know who you are, YOU shape the world.

3D: The high pitched sound is very clear these
days, ever-present, intentional. They're always
trying to communicate. Trying trying. I can hear my
pineal gland. It sounds like little bubbles moving
and popping along the top bone of my spine and
the center of my head.
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If you think of someone as you're making any
choice in your life, in the sense of what would
Martin do? What would Nikola do? They have
shared their intellectual DNA with in such a way
that you are able to think in their way when you’re
making a choice. This is most often seen in
Manager/Employee dynamics where employees
soon forgo their individual thought patterns in
hopes of catering to what they believe their
supervisor would want or do. There is nothing
wrong with this, it is a subservience that allows a
new learning. You always have the choice as to
whether you would like to choose something
different.
Fireworks are a ploy to get people to accept armed
wars as REGULAR part of life. It is NOT REGULAR.
It is an unnecessary part of life devised by nonhumans. War with concluding death is not innate to
humanity. That is a Martian regularity/normal.
Humans like many EARTHLINGS IN THE WORLD
and are hard-wired to not kill another of the same
kind; it is in your DNA to never to be the dictator of
someone else’s ‘journey’. That is not contributing to
expansion.
If any of this make you uncomfortable, this is how
you can identify to what degree you are
brainwashed away from your human orientation.
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Please mind the difference between whispers and
thoughts. Thoughts are usually of a more analytical
nature. The easiest way to distinguish a thought
from a whisper is – a whisper mostly answers the
question “I would feel better if….” Moving in the
direction of feeling better and ACCEPTING
whatever that is for yourself. Going through with
the thought, turning back if you want to. Allowing
yourself to BE. Giving yourself permission to
CHANGE! That is the most important gift you can
give yourself. Allowing yourself to be and change.
I mentioned that the whisper mostly answers the
question “I would feel better if..” because there are
times that what-is a ‘whisper’ may not be
understood to you through language. If may be a
sound, a feeling encouraging a movement, a
craving for a plant, whatever it may be, you have to
allow it to be in order for the whisper to offer you
the healing/expansion that YOU need.
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6.27.2020 9:54PM
3D: I / you typed that so quickly.
So this is how it this goes in history, I’m either
truly a spirit from a higher dimension who has
come to correct the understanding of human
history OR… thankful you for your attention.

3:18 AM 6.28.2020
END OF VOLUME 1
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The 3 Human Life
Principles
1. I am the keeper of my free will and others are
the keepers of theirs’.
2. All are free to defend themselves if attacked.
3. Everyone deserves a fair opportunity to live
and thrive.
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Humankind
Spiritual Code
1.

Clean ordinance befits each person.
Keep your self organized.

2. Each one holds truth. Personal
accountability and integrity are sacred
practices.
3. Blatant negativity is unnecessary.
You know the difference.
4.

Choose the best human(s) in your personal
opinion to mate with.
This is not only in reference to
physical appearance but each mate
in their entirety. Your choice shapes
the future of humanity.

5. Birth children and/or rear children with
specific intention for their own success.
6. No child can be subjected to any permanent
traumas such as sex, labor or violence
prior to the age of 16 years.
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7. Be HERE NOW.
Remain centered in oneself and
allow conversation internally and
externally to reflect how to make it
better - I would feel better if… I
would feel better if.. and do.. and do!
8.

All “drugs" are legal.
Those who don't agree can be away
from those who do. Rehabilitation
for abusers is plentiful.

9. All Participants with agreements in
locations with other laws/rules still abide
those laws/rules as well.
10. All weaponry is only used for food hunting,
in defense of Earth or humanity and for
other non-human reasons.
Honorable, agreed-to human
combat (with maximum weaponry of
swords or knives) is accepted.
11.

There is plenty for all.
Earth made it so and we honor her
by continuing her creed –
there is plenty for all.

12. No human can intentionally kill another.
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